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Abstract 
Adaptive radiation is a fundamental driver in the creation of biodiversity, but the processes 
underlying radiations across broad spatial scales need to be further explored. Organisms that 
colonize a heterogeneous landscape can occupy a mosaic of environments, exposing them to 
complex patterns of genetic drift, natural selection and gene flow creating adaptive divergence at 
different levels of biological organization. Strong differences in natural selection and reduced 
migration between populations favours the evolution of ecotypes, which can provide the basis for 
species diversification when reproductive isolation arises between contrasting ecotypes. Identifying 
how ecological divergence can lead to the evolution of different forms of reproductive isolation and 
promote species diversification can reveal how adaptive radiation proceeds. Empirical studies 
linking patterns of adaptive divergence with phenotypic diversification, and the underlying genetic 
basis, are rare across expansive landscapes. As a consequence, there exists a gap in our 
understanding of how diversification proceeds during adaptive radiation across heterogeneous 
landscapes. 
Research for my dissertation used a combination of extensive reciprocal transplant experiments, 
field sampling, common garden experiments and quantitative genetic crossing designs to investigate 
how the ecotypic diversification of an Australian native wildflower species complex, Senecio 
lautus, has occurred across a heterogeneous landscape. I focussed on four contrasting ecotypes that 
occupy coastal sand dunes, rocky headlands, dry sclerophyll woodland and moist tableland 
rainforest. Multiple populations per ecotype, and their hybrids were reciprocally transplanted into 
the four environments to identify patterns of adaptation both within and between ecotypes. Each 
population was phenotyped in the glasshouse and environmental variables were recorded in the 
field to associated phenotype, environment and fitness across a heterogeneous landscape. Crossing 
designs and extensive phenotyping in glasshouse experiments were used to estimate the additive 
genetic variance underlying morphological traits and identify whether genetic correlations have 
constrained adaptation. Finally, artificial hybridization was used to identify whether genetic 
incompatibilities have created intrinsic reproductive isolation.  
My results showed that strong patterns of local adaptation were present between ecotypes, but 
weaker patterns within ecotypes. Populations exhibited trade-offs in performance when planted into 
foreign environments, which emerged as ontogeny progressed and natural selection acted against 
foreign populations. The environment played an important role in determining patterns of 
adaptation, with ecotypes derived from more disparate environments performing more poorly. 
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Suites of phenotypic traits were associated with fitness and exhibited trade-offs between contrasting 
environments. As a consequence of adaptive divergence, multivariate phenotypic divergence has 
occurred along two major axes of differentiation, created by differences in plant shape/size in one 
direction and leaf shape in the opposite direction. Similarly, divergence in genetic variance occurred 
in plant size/shape traits and aligned with the divergence in phenotypic mean. Finally, given 
dramatic phenotypic diversification and strong patterns of adaptation, hybridization showed that 
negative epistasis created genetic incompatibilities in the F2, but not F3 generation and suggests 
that intrinsic reproductive isolation is progressing, but lags behind ecological divergence. 
Overall, ecotypic diversification in S. lautus was likely driven by spatial variation in natural 
selection creating divergence in suites of phenotypic traits and underlying genetic variance. Local 
adaptation between contrasting environments was associated with performance trade-offs between 
environments, which may reduce gene flow and maintain ecotypic divergence. Changes in additive 
genetic variance underlying phenotypic traits suggests that adaptation has either occurred in the 
direction of greatest genetic variance, or selection on high standing genetic variation has favoured 
strong genetic correlations and collapsed genetic variance into a smaller number of dimensions. 
Finally, genetic incompatibilities appeared to be in the early stages of arising, suggesting that 
ecotypes are moving towards irreversible speciation during adaptive radiation across a 
heterogeneous landscape. 
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Chapter 1: General introduction 
From the incredible diversity of the Madagascan vangas (Jønsson et al. 2012) to the explosive 
formation of cichlid fish in African lakes (Day et al. 2008), adaptive radiation is regarded as a 
fundamental process driving the creation and distribution of biological diversity (Simpson 1953; 
Gavrilets and Losos 2009). Adaptive radiation occurs when a group of organisms colonizes and 
rapidly adapts to multiple environments, creating divergence and leading to species diversification 
(Simpson 1953; Schluter 2000). The processes underlying diversification during adaptive radiation 
have largely been examined using experiments to study divergence between different niches within 
the same geographic area (e.g., three-spined sticklebacks, Anolis lizards and Darwin’s finches 
reviewed in Schluter 2000), providing important insights into the processes underlying adaptive 
divergence between taxa. Many adaptive radiations, such as the Aquilegia columbines (Hodges and 
Arnold 1994), Hawaiian silversword alliance (Baldwin and Sanderson 1998), Eucalyptus (Steane et 
al. 2002; Crisp et al. 2004) and marsupials in Australia (Clemens 1968) have occurred in a variety 
of environments spread across large geographic areas, but these radiations are often neglected by 
experimental research.  
Organisms that colonize multiple environments across a heterogeneous landscape are exposed to 
spatial variation in natural selection. Environmental heterogeneity is created by differences between 
environments, spread across geography (Lenormand 2002; Bridle and Vines 2007). Contrasting 
environments have strong differences in natural selection, but populations within environments can 
also show variation in environment, creating heterogeneity at different spatial scales. Organisms 
adapting to environments across a heterogeneous landscape can exhibit complex patterns of 
adaptive divergence depending on how they respond to environmental heterogeneity (Snaydon 
1970; Anderson et al. 2014; Lowry et al. 2014). Statistical and theoretical research modeling allele 
frequencies (Ralph and Coop 2015), population dynamics (Hanski et al. 2011), landscape genetics 
(Schoville et al. 2012; Manel and Holderegger 2013; Lega et al. 2014) and species distribution 
(Wang et al. 2012) have all explored the processes underlying adaptive divergence across complex 
landscapes. But understanding the processes underlying diversification across a heterogeneous 
landscape remains an empirical challenge where experimental research could directly test how 
interactions between the environment, genotype and phenotype create diversification. As a 
consequence there still exist gaps in our knowledge on how species diversify across a mosaic of 
different environments covering a broad spatial scale (Ellis et al. 2006).  
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To investigate how diversification proceeds across a heterogeneous landscape we must consider 
how the environment has created adaptive divergence and the consequences for the evolution of 
reproductive isolation. Studies have explored broad-scale patterns of adaptation (e.g., Egan and Ott 
2007; Hereford and Winn 2008; Gandon and Nuismer 2009; Baythavong and Stanton 2010; 
Baythavong 2011), and the underlying environmental causes (e.g., Antonovics and Bradshaw 1970; 
Sambatti and Rice 2007; Lowry et al. 2009), or the associated patterns of trait divergence (e.g., 
Bratteler et al. 2006; Schluter et al. 2010). But studies combining ecological and genetic techniques 
to explore how the environment has created broad-scale patterns of adaptive divergence leading to 
diversification remain rare. Further, few studies have identified how both environmentally 
dependent (extrinsic) and environmentally independent (intrinsic) reproductive isolation 
accumulates during the early stages of adaptive divergence (Baack et al. 2015). As a consequence, 
experimental work is required to connect processes underlying adaptive divergence across 
biological and spatial organization to understand how adaptive radiation transitions from ecological 
divergence to irreversible speciation.  
Turesson (1922) was the first to use common garden experiments to show that geographical 
variation in phenotype had strong genetic basis, from which the term ‘ecotype’ emerged. The early 
work of Gregor et al. (1936) recognized that ecotypes are isolated from each other by ecology rather 
than intrinsic genetic differences that prevent them interbreeding (reproductive isolation; detailed 
below). Whether or not ecotypes transition to biological species remains contentious (Lowry 2012); 
however, because they can represent an intermediate stage in the speciation process they can reveal 
how adaptive divergence occurs during the early stages of speciation. In particular, ecotypes across 
a heterogeneous landscape can be used to identify how spatial variation in natural selection creates 
adaptive divergence both within and between contrasting environments (Anderson et al. 2014; 
Lowry et al. 2014). Associations between phenotype and environment can reveal whether natural 
selection has favoured similar phenotypes in similar environments and identify how phenotypic 
evolution has occurred during diversification (Losos et al. 1998; Kolbe et al. 2011). Finally, 
exploring how reproductive isolation accumulates can establish whether ecotypes are maintained by 
ecology, or if they are transitioning towards irreversible species (Abbott and Comes 2007; Lowry 
2012).  
Ecotypes that occupy contrasting environments across a heterogeneous landscape provide a natural 
experimental design for exploring the interaction between the environment, genotype and 
phenotype during diversification. Populations across a heterogeneous landscape can occupy 
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numerous distinct environments, creating natural genetic and phenotypic variation for studying how 
natural selection has shaped adaptive divergence (Lowry et al. 2014). Meanwhile, populations that 
possess similar phenotypes and occupy similar habitats supply the natural replication to create a 
powerful experimental design. Therefore, exploring adaptive divergence in populations of ecotypes 
from contrasting environments distributed across a heterogeneous landscape provides an 
opportunity to investigate diversification during adaptive radiation. Research for this dissertation 
used a recent radiation of an Australian native wildflower species complex, Senecio lautus to 
investigate the processes underlying adaptive radiation across a heterogeneous landscape. My 
research used multiple populations from four contrasting ecotypes, and their hybrids, in reciprocal 
transplant and common garden experiments to explore five key aspects of diversification: 1) 
Patterns of adaptation; 2) Exploring how trade-offs arise between ecotypes; 3) Quantifying 
phenotypic diversification; 4) Reconciling divergence in genetic variance with phenotypic 
diversification; and, 5) The consequences of ecological divergence for extrinsic and intrinsic 
reproductive isolation.  
1) Patterns of adaptation 
The seminal work of Clausen, Keck and Hiesey reciprocally transplanted species of plants across 
their native range to explore the distribution of adaptive genetic variation (Clausen et al. 1940; 
Hiesey 1940; Clausen et al. 1947; Clausen et al. 1948; Clausen 1951; Clausen and Hiesey 1958). 
Research has since developed the use of reciprocal transplants to identify the role of natural 
selection and genetic drift in population differentiation across environmental variation (e.g., Nagy 
and Rice 1997; Sambatti and Rice 2006; Macel et al. 2007; Latta 2009). If local populations 
perform better than foreign populations, or if populations perform better in their home environment 
than alternative environments, they are considered locally adapted (Kawecki and Ebert 2004). The 
magnitude of local adaptation is largely determined by the strength of the difference in natural 
selection, but can be hindered by genetic drift, constrained by genetic architecture and negated by 
gene flow (Kawecki and Ebert 2004; Hereford 2009). Therefore, strong patterns of adaptation 
across a heterogeneous landscape provide evidence for natural selection creating adaptive 
divergence (Anderson et al. 2014). Studies have used reciprocal transplants across large spatial 
scales (e.g., Ågren and Schemske 2012), and between multiple environments (e.g., Hereford and 
Winn 2008) to investigate adaptation across geography or environment. However, few studies have 
used population contrasts in studies of local adaptation to explore adaptation both across 
environments and geography (Blanquart et al. 2013). Reciprocally transplanting populations across 
a heterogeneous landscape permits tests of adaptation at different levels of biological and spatial 
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organization (e.g., Lowry et al. 2014), providing insight into how adaptive divergence has occurred 
and created species diversification.  
Traditionally, reciprocal transplants have been used to test for patterns of local adaptation, 
identifying the role of natural selection in adaptive divergence (Kawecki and Ebert 2004; Ågren and 
Schemske 2012). But reciprocal transplants can be more powerful when environmental and 
phenotypic data are incorporated. Quantifying environmental variables and phenotypic traits for 
numerous populations included in reciprocal transplants can facilitate tests of association between 
the environment, phenotype and field fitness (MacColl 2011; Anderson et al. 2014). Populations 
derived from a heterogeneous landscape cover contrasting environments (e.g., rainforest versus 
sand dunes), but individual environmental variables can have a continuous distribution (e.g., soil 
fertility) (Lowry et al. 2014). Reflecting these gradients of environmental attributes are phenotypes 
that can also display continuous distributions despite derivation from discrete habitats. In a 
reciprocal transplant, the linear regression of environmental variables and phenotypic traits for a 
range of populations, against field performance in each transplant environment, can explore the 
relationship between the environment, phenotype and field performance across a heterogeneous 
landscape.  
Differences in the environment underlie patterns of local adaptation, but understanding how the 
environment creates natural selection during adaptation and divergence remains difficult (MacColl 
2011; Anderson et al. 2014). Selective agents are rarely identified, and often only for one or two 
key environmental variables (e.g., Antonovics 1971; Lowry et al. 2008b; Lowry et al. 2009; Selby 
2014). Previous studies have identified heavy metal soil contamination in Agrostis, salt spray in 
Mimulus monkeyflowers and soil composition in Helianthus sunflowers as driving adaptation and 
divergence between contrasting environments (Antonovics 2006; Sambatti and Rice 2007; Lowry et 
al. 2008b; Lowry et al. 2009). However, diversification across an expansive heterogeneous 
landscape is associated with high environmental variability, created by spatial variation in single 
environmental variables (e.g., temperature) and combinations of different variables (Manel et al. 
2010). Associating environmental variables with population performance across a heterogeneous 
landscape can provide insight into the specific aspects of the environment that have contributed to 
adaptive divergence (Etterson 2004). Regression of environmental variables against a measure of 
field performance is useful in the initial identification of selective agents, but surprisingly rare (e.g., 
Baythavong and Stanton 2010; Ågren and Schemske 2012), and very few studies have assessed the 
relationship between multiple variables and field performance (MacColl 2011). Consequently, 
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understanding how organisms respond to environmental heterogeneity during diversification 
remains a core goal in ecology and evolutionary biology. My research combined reciprocal 
transplants with quantified environmental variables for multiple populations from several ecotypes 
to associate the environment with fitness across a heterogeneous landscape. 
2) Exploring how trade-offs arise between ecotypes 
Ecotypes can remain genetically compatible as an intermediate stage between ecological divergence 
and biological species. Therefore, identifying how ecological divergence is maintained is important 
to understand ecotype persistence across a heterogeneous landscape (Abbott and Comes 2007; 
Lowry 2012). If ecological specialization is favoured and natural selection acts against foreign 
populations, trade-offs can prevent homogenization of locally adapted populations by greatly 
reducing the chance of gene flow (Futuyma and Moreno 1988; Hereford 2009; Poisot et al. 2011). 
Genetic studies of local adaptation have shown that trade-offs are created when alleles beneficial in 
one environment are selected against in alternative environments, creating antagonistic pleiotropy. 
But alleles can also be conditionally neutral when they confer a fitness benefit in one environment 
without consequences in alternative environments (Hall et al. 2010; Ågren et al. 2013; Anderson et 
al. 2013). Therefore, while we understand how alleles can contribute to trade-offs between 
environments, because selection is environment-specific and many alleles can determine phenotypic 
traits and overall fitness, we remain unsure about the ecological circumstances that favour the 
evolution of trade-offs during adaptive divergence (Anderson et al. 2013).  
Understanding the relationship between natural selection and population performance can reveal 
how and when trade-offs arise and their role in maintaining adaptive divergence between ecotypes 
across a heterogeneous landscape (Mitchell-Olds and Schmitt 2006; Savolainen et al. 2013). The 
fitness of an organism is determined by its contribution to the number of offspring in the next 
generation, but natural selection prior to mating can greatly reduce lifetime fitness (Shaw et al. 
2008; Mojica and Kelly 2010). During development, natural selection may become stronger as 
phenotypes are expressed or become ecologically important (Stratton 1992; Mojica and Kelly 
2010). Therefore, examining how patterns of trade-offs emerge as life history stages progress and 
understanding whether environment-specific phenotypes contribute to trade-offs can identify how 
natural selection can maintain ecological divergence between contrasting ecotypes (Agrawal et al. 
2010; Ågren and Schemske 2012). In this thesis, I explore how natural selection on phenotypes and 
life history creates patterns of trade-offs associated with adaptation across a heterogeneous 
landscape. 
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3) Quantifying phenotypic diversification 
Natural selection in complex environments can influence multiple traits, favouring the evolution of 
beneficial combinations of traits and leading to multivariate phenotypic divergence between 
ecotypes (Armbruster and Schwaegerle 1996; Nosil et al. 2009). Natural selection on more complex 
combinations of traits has been linked to stronger patterns of local adaptation, suggesting that 
research needs to identify how selection on multivariate traits contributes to patterns of adaptation 
(Ghalambor et al. 2003; MacPherson et al. 2015). Greater phenotypic divergence between 
environments than within environments provides evidence for differences in natural selection on 
ecologically important traits creating phenotypic divergence (Langerhans and DeWitt 2004; 
McGuigan et al. 2005; Garcia 2014). The divergence variance-covariance (hereafter (co)variance 
matrix) (D) of population means characterizes phenotypic divergence (Lande 1979). Eigenvectors 
of D then provide the directions of multivariate phenotypic divergence between multiple taxa, and 
the contribution of individual traits to divergence (Schluter 1996). Previous research has used D to 
identify divergence in multivariate phenotypes between habitats (Blows and Higgie 2003; Bégin 
and Roff 2004; McGuigan et al. 2005; Garcia 2014), but has rarely been used to investigate 
multivariate phenotypic diversification across a heterogeneous landscape. Quantifying D for 
recently diverged ecotypes can reveal the extent of phenotypic diversification associated with 
contrasting environments, and identify axes of phenotypic divergence created by adaptive radiation. 
4) Reconciling divergence in genetic variance with phenotypic diversification 
An organism that colonizes a heterogeneous landscape is exposed to spatial variation in natural 
selection. Differences in directional selection can drive adaptive divergence when selection on 
genetic variance moves the population phenotypes towards environment-specific optima (Schluter 
2000; Arnold et al. 2001; Anderson et al. 2014). Therefore adaptation requires sufficient genetic 
variation in the direction of selection to create adaptive phenotypic evolution (Roff 2000; Steppan 
et al. 2002). But genes underlying phenotypic traits are not independent and genetic correlations 
potentially shape phenotypic evolution during adaptive divergence (Lande and Arnold 1983; Arnold 
1992; Walsh and Blows 2009). Many studies have shown that genetic variance underlying traits is 
inherently multivariate and predicting evolution in univariate traits is difficult (Lande 1979; Blows 
and Higgie 2003; Brooks et al. 2005; Roff and Fairbairn 2012). If genetic correlations between 
traits create multivariate genetic variance in directions different to selection, constraints on the rate 
of adaptation are predicted to arise (Agrawal and Stinchcombe 2009; Chenoweth et al. 2010).  
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The genetic (co)variance matrix (G) characterizes the multivariate genetic relationship between 
traits. Eigenanalysis of G gives linear combinations of traits (orthonormal vectors) that describe the 
distribution of genetic variance in multivariate space (Blows 2007; Blows and McGuigan 2015). 
Strong genetic correlations collapse G into a few vectors that represent the linear combination of 
traits containing the most genetic variance (Arnold et al. 2008). The first eigenvector, known as the 
line of genetic least resistance (gmax), is the direction of greatest multivariate genetic variance 
(Schluter 1996). The higher the proportion of genetic variance explained by gmax, the higher the 
genetic correlation between traits, and the more elliptical the structure of G (Arnold et al. 2008). 
Adaptation is expected to occur along gmax, regardless of the direction of selection because it is the 
direction with the most genetic variance available to selection (Schluter 1996, 2000). Several 
studies have found evidence of both, divergence in the direction of gmax (Blows and Higgie 2003), 
and phenotypic divergence in directions different to gmax (McGuigan et al. 2005). Therefore, further 
investigation into how divergence in the distribution and direction of multivariate genetic variation 
aligns with phenotypic divergence can provide valuable insight into how natural selection has 
shaped adaptive divergence (Schluter 2000).  
The interaction between G and natural selection is predicted to direct phenotypic evolution. During 
adaptation, natural selection and the structure of G together determine how adaptation occurs to 
shift the phenotypic mean towards an environment-specific fitness optimum (Arnold et al. 2001; 
Serrelli 2015). Theoretical work has identified ways in which G may shift the mean towards a 
fitness optimum, but the structure of G is expected to remain stable over time due to genetic 
correlations preventing changes in G (Walsh and Blows 2009). The stability of G during adaptation 
and divergence remains a core question in evolutionary quantitative genetics. If G constrains 
evolution, it will remain relatively stable and maintain its structure during evolution, regardless of 
where the highest fitness is in genetic space (Walsh and Blows 2009). However, if genetic 
correlations do not prevent changes to the distribution of genetic variance, G may fluctuate readily 
and re-orientate gmax towards the fitness optima. Empirical research has not yet reached a consensus 
on the stability of G, with studies finding evidence of both stability in G (Bégin and Roff 2003; 
Walsh and Blows 2009; Chenoweth et al. 2010), and large changes in the structure of G over 
relatively short time periods (Doroszuk et al. 2008; Eroukhmanoff and Svensson 2011). Therefore, 
more empirical studies on whether the structure of G has changed following diversification are 
required. Investigating how multivariate genetic variance aligns with changes in mean phenotype 
can reconcile changes in genetic variance with phenotypic diversification during adaptive radiation 
across a heterogeneous landscape (McGuigan 2006).  
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5) The consequences of ecological divergence for extrinsic and intrinsic reproductive isolation 
Contemporary views of speciation focus on the role of ecology and geography in reducing gene 
flow during adaptive divergence (Seehausen et al. 2014; Stankowski et al. 2015). Populations can 
diverge despite exchanging genes, leading to the build-up of different forms of reproductive 
isolation and reducing gene flow as divergence proceeds (Sobel et al. 2010). When divergent 
natural selection is heterogeneous across the genome, regions of the genome can diverge and 
contribute to reproductive isolation, despite the homogenizing effect of gene flow (Stankowski et al. 
2016). However, if geography also restricts gene flow across a heterogeneous landscape then 
investigating the presence of different types of reproductive isolation can reveal how divergence has 
occurred.   
Adaptation across a heterogeneous landscape can create diversification and lead to speciation when 
reproductive isolation arises, reducing gene flow across the landscape and maintaining ecological 
divergence (Coyne and Orr 2004; Baack et al. 2015). Barriers to reproduction can arise either 
dependent (extrinsic) or independent (intrinsic) of the environment depending on how divergence 
has occurred (Coyne and Orr 2004). Extrinsic barriers to reproduction are immediately apparent 
when geographic separation or selection against immigrants prevents migration across a 
heterogeneous landscape (Coyne and Orr 2004; Lowry et al. 2008a; Baack et al. 2015). For 
example, immigrant inviability has been shown for races of Mimulus guttatus adapted to inland and 
coastal environments (Lowry et al. 2008b). If migration occurs and populations hybridize, selection 
against hybrids with intermediate phenotypes can still reduce gene flow, creating extrinsic post-
zygotic reproductive isolation (Hatfield and Schluter 1999; Rundle and Whitlock 2001). However, 
research has shown that F1 hybrids often exhibit heterosis by performing better than their 
congenitors (Rhode and Cruzan 2005), suggesting that speciation may not be following ecological 
divergence closely. Understanding when heterosis arises, and the consequences for hybrid fitness 
can provide valuable insights into how extrinsic post-zygotic reproductive isolation may be 
evolving during adaptive divergence (Johansen-Morris and Latta 2006; Li et al. 2008).  
Ecotypes represent strong ecological divergence, however gene flow can erode the effect of 
divergence natural selection and homogenize diverging populations. Therefore, for ecotypes to 
transition to irreversible species requires the accumulation of genetic incompatibilities that reduce 
fitness in all environments and create intrinsic reproductive isolation. Therefore, exploring whether 
genetic incompatibilities arise in F1 hybrids between taxa can determine the extent of intrinsic 
reproductive isolation and the progress towards irreversible speciation (Coyne and Orr 2004; 
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Sweigart et al. 2006; Seehausen et al. 2014). For example, a single locus created complete genetic 
incompatibility between two species of Mimulus (Sweigart et al. 2006), and between Solanum 
species incompatibilities have evolved at a rate faster than linear, suggesting incompatibilities can 
accumulate rapidly during speciation (Moyle and Nakazato 2010). However, heterosis has been 
found commonly between plant taxa grown in the laboratory (Rhode and Cruzan 2005), suggesting 
that intrinsic reproductive isolation may not evolve as rapidly as ecological divergence. Exploring 
fitness in advanced hybrid generations can then determine whether genetic incompatibilities have 
evolved between ecotypes and reveal the extent of speciation following ecological diversification 
(Lowry 2012; Seehausen et al. 2014). If fitness is reduced following recombination in the F2 or F3 
generations, then genetic interactions rather than incompatibilities between alleles may underlie the 
evolution of intrinsic reproductive isolation (Edmands 1999; Fenster and Galloway 2000; Fishman 
and Willis 2001; Johansen-Morris and Latta 2006). Investigating the extent of intrinsic reproductive 
isolation for recently derived ecotypes can reveal the extent of the progress towards irreversible 
speciation and uncover the genetic mechanisms responsible (Coyne and Orr 2004). Few empirical 
studies have estimated both extrinsic and intrinsic reproductive isolation for divergent taxa (Baack 
et al. 2015), suggesting further experimental work is required to understand how and when ecotypes 
may transition to species (Lowry 2012). Combining reciprocal transplants with common garden 
experiments and artificial hybridization, I quantify the consequences of adaptive divergence for 
extrinsic and intrinsic reproductive isolation to understand the extent of divergence between 
contrasting ecotypes.  
The Senecio lautus species complex 
With the exception of Gasterosteus sticklebacks (Schluter et al. 2010) and Anolis lizards (Kolbe et 
al. 2012), few study systems have used experimental approaches to investigate the processes 
underlying adaptive radiation. Here, I used a continental radiation of an herbaceous wildflower to 
explore how adaptive divergence across a heterogeneous landscape has created diversification. 
Senecio lautus is a species complex native to Australia, New Zealand and several Pacific Islands 
(Ali 1964a, 1966, 1968, 1969; Radford et al. 2004; Thompson 2005). Taxa native to Australia 
include numerous species, but here we focus on several varieties of S. pinnatifolius, which occupy a 
broad range of environments from alpine meadows to ephemeral arid floodplains across much of 
Australia (Roda et al. 2013a). Populations that occupy similar environments are considered 
ecotypes due to the phenotype-environment correlation and the retention of field phenotypes under 
common garden conditions (Ali 1964b; Radford et al. 2004). Ecotype life history ranges from 
annual to short-lived perennial. Seed and pollen movement across the landscape is potentially very 
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high with insect pollinated flowers and seeds that are dispersed by wind. Research suggests that 
Senecio species that originated in Africa have undergone intercontinental dispersal several times 
into North America, Asia and Europe (Coleman et al. 2003). Sister taxa to S. pinnatifolius are found 
in Southern Africa, suggesting that long-distance dispersal founded the species complex in 
Australia.  
Previous research that studied ecotypes of S. pinnatifolius found that two coastal ecotypes exhibit 
parallel adaptation to rocky headland and sand dune environments along the coastline of Australia 
(Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b). Previous transplant experiments between the two coastal 
environments showed that the Dune and Headland ecotypes are locally adapted and show strong 
extrinsic reproductive isolation (Melo et al. 2014; Richards and Ortiz-Barrientos 2016; Richards et 
al. 2016). Furthermore, ecotypes in Australia and taxa in New Zealand are monophyletic, 
suggesting they are derived from a common ancestor (Roda et al. 2013b). Populations exhibit low 
genetic differentiation with evidence for divergence having occurred within one million years 
(Roda et al. 2013b; Melo-Hurtado 2014). Furthermore, effective population size estimates for the 
species complex are very large, and moderately large for populations of an ecotype (Melo-Hurtado 
2014), suggesting high standing genetic diversity that may allow rapid radiation into such 
contrasting environments. 
The identification of this complex as an adaptive radiation is an ongoing process; however, the 
previous research outlined above provides evidence for the four criteria required to identify an 
adaptive radiation (Schluter 2000). First, phenotype-environment correlations are strong; second, 
the complex shares a common ancestor and is therefore monophyletic; third, there is evidence that 
the system has diversified rapidly and barriers to reproduction have accumulated; fourth, although 
evidence for trait utility is difficult, the replicated evolution of prostrate and erect coastal 
phenotypes suggests that plant growth habit is adaptive in these environments. Research for my 
dissertation focussed on four contrasting ecotypes that occur in South-East Queensland and North-
Eastern New South Wales, and occupy coastal sand dunes (S. pinnatifolius var. pinnatifolius; Dune 
ecotype), rocky headlands (S. pinnatifolius var. maritimus; Headland ecotype), moist tableland 
rainforest (S. pinnatifolius var. serratus; Tableland ecotype) and dry sclerophyll woodland (S. 
pinnatifolius var. dissectifolius; Woodland ecotype) (Ali 1969; Radford et al. 2004). 
Thesis Outline 
This thesis consists of five chapters, of which three are data manuscripts. Chapter 2 has been 
accepted in the journal Evolution and Chapter 3 is in final preparation for New Phytologist. In this 
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thesis, I explore how ecotypic diversification has occurred in S. lautus by investigating how natural 
selection has created adaptive divergence and quantifying how reproductive isolation has 
accumulated as a consequence. In Chapter 2, I characterize diversification across a heterogeneous 
landscape by identifying how the environment creates patterns of adaptation within and between 
ecotypes, and then assessing the consequences for extrinsic and intrinsic reproductive isolation. 
Chapter 3 combines extensive phenotype data with fitness for populations reciprocally transplanted 
across a heterogeneous landscape to explore how trade-offs in phenotype and overall fitness arise 
between contrasting environments. In Chapter 4, I start by quantifying multivariate phenotypic 
divergence in ten traits related to plant architecture and leaf morphology. I then use a breeding 
design to estimate additive genetic variance underlying the ten traits. Finally, I compare divergence 
in genetic variance to divergence in phenotypic mean to explore diversification during adaptive 
radiation across a heterogeneous landscape. 
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Abstract 
Adaptation to contrasting environments across a heterogeneous landscape favours the formation of 
ecotypes by promoting ecological divergence. But because ecotypes are primarily maintained by 
extrinsic rather than intrinsic reproductive isolation, ecotypes represent an intermediate stage in the 
speciation process. Patterns of local adaptation can show whether natural selection underlies 
ecotypic formation, but consequences for reproductive isolation are needed to establish whether 
speciation is ongoing, creating a link between ecology and evolution during diversification. Using 
contrasting ecotypes of an Australian wildflower from the Senecio lautus species complex in 
common garden experiments, hybridisation experiments and reciprocal transplants we assessed how 
the environment creates patterns of adaptation and the consequences for reproductive isolation. 
Adaptation was strong between ecotypes, but weaker between populations within ecotypes. F1 
hybrids exhibited heterosis, but crosses involving one native parent performed better than those 
with two foreign parents. In a common garden experiment F2 hybrids exhibited reduced fitness 
compared to parentals and F1 hybrids, suggesting that few genetic incompatibilities have 
accumulated between populations adapted to contrasting environments. Our results show how 
ecological differences across the landscape have created patterns of adaptation and reproductive 
isolation, suggesting that divergent natural selection has played a fundamental role in the early 
stages of species diversification.
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Introduction 
As populations colonise heterogeneous landscapes, spatial variation in natural selection and reduced 
migration creates strong genotype-by-environment interactions resulting in local adaptation 
(Lenormand 2002; Bridle and Vines 2007). Local adaptation can promote adaptive divergence 
between populations that occupy similar environments within a species (Kawecki and Ebert 2004) . 
However, populations that adapt to contrasting environments favours the formation of ecotypes, 
which may lead to broad-scale species diversification when barriers to reproduction arise and 
ecotypes transition to species (Lowry 2012). As genetic barriers to interbreeding are often weak, 
ecotypes represent a transitory stage between ecological divergence and biological species (Abbott 
and Comes 2007). Therefore, understanding the link between ecotypic and species diversification 
needs to consider how reproductive isolation arises between populations locally adapting to 
contrasting environments. Several systems have been used to study broad-scale patterns of 
adaptation (e.g., Egan and Ott 2007; Hereford and Winn 2008; Gandon and Nuismer 2009; 
Baythavong and Stanton 2010; Baythavong 2011), but few have explored how the environment has 
created adaptive divergence and the consequences for reproductive isolation during diversification 
across a heterogeneous landscape (Angert and Schemske 2005; Vines and Schluter 2006; Sambatti 
and Rice 2007; Angert et al. 2008; Lowry et al. 2008b; Peterson et al. 2016). Combining reciprocal 
transplant experiments across multiple environments with artificial hybridization in common garden 
experiments can identify patterns of adaptation across a heterogeneous landscape and investigate 
the consequences for reproductive isolation following recent adaptive divergence. 
Environments vary dramatically across geography, creating heterogeneity across a landscape at 
different spatial scales. Contrasting environments create strong differences in natural selection, 
while different areas of the same environment can still show environmental variation. Reciprocal 
transplants that include replicate populations from multiple environments can explore adaptation at 
different levels of biological and spatial organisation (Simpson 1953; Endler 1977; Orr and Smith 
1998; Schluter 2001; Fry 2003). If differences in natural selection are responsible for 
diversification, we expect to see stronger patterns of adaptation between ecotypes, than between 
populations within an ecotype (Hereford and Winn 2008). Across a heterogeneous landscape, 
populations may experience a broad range of habitat types (e.g., inland forest versus coastal sand 
dunes) associated with spatial gradients of specific environmental variables (e.g., soil nutrients) 
(Lowry et al. 2014). Generally, if populations are adapted to local conditions we expect them to 
perform better in transplant environments that are more similar to their own environment (Hereford 
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2009; Nosil 2012). Quantifying environmental variables for populations included in a reciprocal 
transplant can test whether variation in the environment determines performance across transplant 
sites, providing insight into the role of natural selection in adaptive divergence across a 
heterogeneous landscape (MacColl 2011).  
As a consequence of local adaptation, reproductive isolation can arise either dependent (extrinsic) 
or independent (intrinsic) of environmental differences (Coyne and Orr 2004). Reciprocal 
transplants that include F1 hybrids can test for extrinsic reproductive isolation such as immigrant 
inviability and extrinsic postzygotic isolation (Lowry et al. 2008a; Lowry et al. 2008b; Melo et al. 
2014). F1 hybrids are expected to fail in the natural environment if there is selection against hybrids 
(Hatfield and Schluter 1999), or in any environment if intrinsic reproductive isolation reduces 
fitness (Coyne and Orr 2004). But F1 hybrids often exhibit heterosis by performing better than their 
congenitors (Rhode and Cruzan 2005), obscuring the effect of ecological divergence on speciation.  
Including multiple F1 hybrid crosses in reciprocal transplant experiments and comparing the fitness 
of F1 hybrids with a native parent to those with only foreign parents offers an alternative 
experimental design to using reciprocal backcrosses to determine the presence of extrinsic 
reproductive isolation in a system (Rundle and Whitlock 2001; Rundle 2002; Egan and Funk 2009; 
Richards et al. 2016). The native to foreign F1 hybrid contrast can account for the effects of 
heterosis while uncovering the ecological basis of reductions in hybrid fitness. Overall, if extrinsic 
postzygotic isolation has evolved between populations adapted to different environments, we expect 
F1 hybrids with a native chromosome to exhibit higher overall fitness than those with no native 
chromosome.  
F1 hybrids are also expected to exhibit reduced fitness in the benign conditions of the laboratory if 
they have accumulated genetic incompatibilities that reduce their fitness (Seehausen et al. 2014). 
But heterosis can mask intrinsic reproductive isolation if it is weak, making it difficult to identify 
whether genetic incompatibilities are evolving. In the presence of heterosis advanced hybrid 
populations, such as the F2 or F3 generations, can be used to examine the presence of genetic 
incompatibilities that reduce intrinsic hybrid fitness (Edmands 1999; Fenster and Galloway 2000; 
Fishman and Willis 2001; Johansen-Morris and Latta 2006). Genetic incompatibilities that arise 
following recombination can describe how intrinsic reproductive isolation is evolving during 
adaptive divergence across a heterogeneous landscape (Hall et al. 2010; Lowry 2012; Seehausen et 
al. 2014).  
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We investigated adaptive diversification within the recent radiation of Senecio lautus (Asteraceae), 
a wildflower species complex native to Australia, New Zealand and several Pacific islands that 
occupies an array of contrasting environments across much of the Australian continent (Thompson 
2005). The complex contains many taxonomic species and we focus on several varieties within 
Senecio pinnatifolius (see Roda et al. 2013a). Senecio pinnatifolius is an obligate outcrosser that is 
insect pollinated and wind dispersed. Ecotype life histories vary from annual to short lived 
perennial. Previous research has shown that immigrant inviability and extrinsic post-zygotic 
isolation between coastal ecotypes is strong and can almost fully isolate adjacent (parapatric) 
coastal populations (Melo et al. 2014; Richards and Ortiz-Barrientos 2016; Richards et al. 2016). 
Neutral genetic differentiation between ecotypes is weak and adaptive divergence has likely 
evolved within the last million years (Roda et al. 2013a; Melo-Hurtado 2014). Our research used 
three replicate populations from four ecotypes (Ali 1964; Radford et al. 2004; Roda et al. 2013a; 
Roda et al. 2013b; Melo et al. 2014) that occur across central Eastern Australia in coastal sand 
dunes (Senecio pinnatifolius var. pinnatifolius; Dune ecotype), on rocky headlands (Senecio 
pinnatifolius var. maritimus; Headland ecotype), moist tableland rainforest (Senecio pinnatifolius 
var. serratus; Tableland ecotype) and in dry woodland (Senecio pinnatifolius var. dissectifolius; 
Woodland ecotype). The two coastal ecotypes are parapatric along the coastline, and the two inland 
ecotypes occupy habitat that is often close to each other, so migration between ecotypes is often 
possible. To study patterns of local adaptation within and between ecotypes we conducted a 
reciprocal transplant of all 12 populations and F1 hybrids into the four environments. We also 
quantified multiple soil and climatic variables for each population to identify aspects of the 
environment that may predict patterns of adaptation in the system. We then used common garden 
experiments to create advanced hybrid generations and quantify intrinsic fitness to assess whether 
intrinsic reproductive isolation has evolved in the system.  
Materials and methods 
Sample collection 
We sampled seeds from 12 natural populations from four ecotypes of S. pinnatifolius (Table S1). 
Seeds were collected from 30 individuals that were a minimum of ten metres apart to reduce the 
risk of collecting closely related individuals. To quantify the environment for each population we 
took soil samples, which we submitted to the Australian Laboratory Services to analyse the soil 
composition for metals (29 variables), nutrients (11 variables including nitrogen and carbon 
content), salt (chloride), pH, cation exchange capacity (and levels of exchangeable cations) and 
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electrical conductivity. Soil data from the coastal populations were used previously for genetic 
analyses in Roda et al. (2013b). For each population we extracted 19 climate variables from the 
WordClim dataset (http://www.worldclim.org/), but due to multicollinearity we only used six 
temperature and precipitation variables because of their biological relevance. Climate variables 
included mean diurnal temperature range, mean temperature of warmest quarter, mean temperature 
of coldest quarter, precipitation of driest month, precipitation of warmest quarter and precipitation 
of coldest quarter. Digitech weather stations were placed at each transplant location to capture 
variation in microclimate including humidity, wind and temperature between the transplant sites. To 
characterise the difference between environments we standardized the soil and climate variables to 
a mean of zero and standard deviation of one, and then calculated the Euclidean distance between 
populations in multivariate environmental space using multidimensional scaling (Anderson 2006). 
To test whether ecotype centroids were significantly different, we used a permutation test from the 
R package ‘vegan’ (Oksanen et al. 2016). 
Creating cross types and seed resources 
Seeds from each of the 12 populations were germinated and grown in University of Queensland 
glasshouses for one generation to reduce non-glasshouse maternal effects and produce parental and 
hybrid seeds for the transplant experiment (Bischoff and Muller-Scharer 2010). Germination was 
induced in the laboratory by scarifying seeds and then placing them in petri dishes lined with moist 
filter paper. Petri dishes were kept in the dark for 2 days before being transferred to a controlled 
temperature room where light was maintained at a 50:50 day-night cycle at 25°C. After a week 
plants were transferred to the glasshouse where they were transplanted into 85mm square pots 
containing soil (70% pine bark: 30% coco peat) with 5kg/m3 slow release osmocote fertiliser and 
830g/m3 Suscon Maxi insecticide. When plants commenced flowering controlled crosses were 
conducted by rubbing two flower heads together repeatedly over several days, allowing all flowers 
within each inflorescence to donate and accept pollen. Crossing tags were used to track fertilised 
flower heads and seeds were collected in seed envelopes once they emerged. Seeds produced were 
used in the transplant experiment or to create other generations.  
To create the hybrid generations we grew one population from each ecotype and crossed them to 
produce all 12 combinations of F1 hybrids. The number of families used for the Dune, Headland, 
Tableland and Woodland populations were 51, 53, 35 and 24, respectively. Although a different 
number of families were used for each population, only 25 families for each F1 cross type 
(HeadxDune, DunexHead, HeadxTable, TablexHead and so forth) were used to produce the F2 
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generation. F1 hybrids were crossed to produce the F2 generation in such a way that each cross 
contained 25% of their genome from each ecotype (i.e., HxD was crossed with WxT). Finally, F3’s 
were created by randomly crossing the F2’s while making sure that each F2 cross type was equally 
represented. A separate population of F2 hybrids were also created in a similar way between one 
Dune and one Headland population (both from Lennox Head, NSW) to determine the effect of 
recombination between four ecotypes versus two ecotypes. Table S2 contains the number of full-
sibling families and individuals used to create the two types of advanced hybrid generations. 
Reciprocal transplant experiment 
We conducted the reciprocal transplant experiment in four contrasting environments in southern 
Queensland and northern New South Wales (NSW). Transplant sites included a coastal sand dune 
(dune environment; S 28° 47' 1.23", E 153° 35' 38.56") and coastal rocky headland (headland 
environment; S 28° 48' 47.22", E 153° 36' 19.15") at Lennox Head (NSW), inland sclerophyll 
woodland (woodland environment; S 28° 20' 19.82", E152° 2' 23.75") near Warwick (Queensland), 
and warm-temperate rainforest on a high plateau (tableland environment; S 28° 21' 15.55", E 152° 
23' 48.44") near Killarney (Queensland). The only transplant site that did not include the local 
population was the woodland site, which was located only after all Woodland seeds were produced 
in the glasshouse. All seeds were transplanted into the four environments on the 18 and 19th of 
March 2014 (the start of Autumn). 
At each transplant site 12 parental populations and six F1 crosses were randomised into six blocks 
of 500 seeds each, totalling 12,000 seeds for the transplant. To prepare the seeds we used non-drip 
superglue to glue each seed to a toothpick and stored them in boxes in a pre-prepared randomised 
grid that replicated the grid setup in the field. In the field, toothpicks with seeds were planted 
individually into 25mm square grid cells so the seed sat 1-2mm below the soil surface (Figure S3). 
Shade cloth (50%) was suspended 15cm above the plots, which were then kept moist for the first 3 
weeks to induce germination by replicating natural germination conditions. During this three-week 
period emergence and mortality was recorded every second day. Following this, data were collected 
in weeks 4, 5, 7 and 9, and then monthly for 11 months until mortality in all environments dropped 
below 20%. We recorded emergence, mortality and whether they reached 10 leaves as a measure of 
seedling establishment. We also measured the ability to reach maturity (produce a bud) but due to 
insufficient data we omitted this data from the analyses. All measurements were recorded as binary 
variables. Shade cloth was replaced with very light bird netting once germination ceased, which 
was after 30 days for all environments except the Dune plots, which was replaced after 100 days 
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due to the harshness of the environment and the need to replicate growing conditions under spinifex 
grass (where Dune plants grow naturally) rather than open sand. Bird netting provided a small 
amount of shade and was used to ameliorate dramatic water loss that would be associated with 
clearing of the ground cover prior to sowing seeds. The bird netting was completely removed after 
100 days in the Headland, Tableland and Woodland environments but was retained in the Dune 
environment until the end of the experiment to replicate growing under spinifex grass. 
Data analysis 
Initially we estimated differences in survival for each ecotype in each environment using the R 
package ‘coxme’ (Therneau 2012). Time to death was analysed within each environment where 
ecotype was fitted as a fixed effect with replicate population and environmental block included as 
random effects. We re-ordered the ecotypes so that the native ecotype became the intercept in the 
model for each environment, allowing comparison of the native ecotype with all foreign ecotypes. 
For the remaining analyses of the reciprocal transplant data we used a bivariate generalized linear 
mixed model in a Bayesian framework using the R package ‘MCMCglmm’ (Hadfield 2010). The R 
code used to produce the models is located in supplementary material S4. To estimate the 
performance of each ecotype in each environment we implemented 
 yijklmn = Ei + Oj + EOij + Pk(j) + Fl(jk) + Bm(i) + en(ij) , (1) 
where transplant environment (Ei), the ecotype origin of seeds (Oj) and interaction (EOij ) were 
fitted as fixed effects. Population within ecotype (Pk(j)), family within population (Fl(jk)) and 
environmental block (Bm(i)) within transplant environment were fitted as random effects and en(ij) 
was the residual error. To compare F1 and parental ecotype performance we included parental and 
F1 hybrids in the Oj term of a model run separately.  
To investigate patterns of local adaptation using population performance (regardless of ecotype) 
across environments we used 
 yijklm = Ei + Pj + EPij + Fk(j) + Bl(i) + em(ij) , (2) 
where transplant environment (Ei), population (Pj) and their interaction (EPij) were fitted as fixed 
effects. Family within population (Fk(j)) and environmental block (Bl(i)) within transplant 
environment were fitted as random effects and em(ij) was the residual error. Seedling establishment 
was modelled conditional on germination and survival to day 100. Survival to day 100 was included 
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as the survival component preceding seedling establishment and was estimated as the presence or 
absence of a plant when data was collected at 100 days. The three field measurements of 
performance were entered as a matrix of response variables in model 1 (yijklmn) and model 2 (yijklm).  
The bivariate model was biologically meaningful for our data as it estimated performance for a 
fitness component conditional on previous life history traits (Steinsland et al. 2014). We used 
seedling establishment (ability to reach 10 leaves) as our best estimate of overall fitness as it was 
the latest life history stage for which we collected sufficient data as many plants failed to reach 
maturity, which meant the models would not converge. Table S5 contains the raw data for the 
proportion of plants that reached maturity in each environment, which shows that the few plants 
that reached maturity were mostly from the native ecotype. Ecotypes are generally short-lived and 
highly fecund, with only a small minority of seeds successfully growing and reaching maturity. As 
such, we believe that seedling establishment captures selection at an important life history stage and 
represents performance of native and foreign populations at later life history stages, as can be seen 
in supplementary table S5. 
All models were run for 1,100,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling iterations with a 
burn-in of 100,000 iterations and a thinning interval of 1,000 iterations. A Cauchy prior distribution 
was used for all random effects (Gelman 2006). To test the influence of the prior on our estimates 
we repeated the analyses while adjusting the scale parameter of the Cauchy distribution to 
excessively large and small values, making sure it did not change the model output. The number of 
iterations and the thinning interval were increased until the effective sample size exceeded 85% of 
the total number of samples for all parameters estimated. We checked for autocorrelation between 
MCMC samples to validate the performance of the chain. Model performance was verified using 
posterior predictive checks comparing the posterior distribution against the distribution of the raw 
data. All models indicated a precise alignment between the two distributions. Significance testing in 
a Bayesian framework is conducted by assessing whether the MCMC distributions for the two 
contrasts under comparison overlap. All figures presented below include the 95% highest posterior 
density (HPD) intervals, where there is no overlap between two contrasts indicates a significant 
difference. 
Local adaptation contrasts 
We performed traditional tests of local adaptation for the four ecotypes across the four 
environments. We considered ecotypes locally adapted when they performed better in their own 
environment than foreign ecotypes (‘Local vs. Foreign’ or LF criteria) and better in their own 
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environment than in alternative environments (‘Home vs. Away’ or HA criteria) (Kawecki and 
Ebert 2004). Then, to understand broad-scale patterns of adaptation across a heterogeneous 
landscape we investigated adaptation both within and between ecotypes. Specifically, we compared 
‘Local’ populations planted in their local environment (e.g., Dune population from Lennox Head 
planted in the Dune at Lennox Head), ‘Native’ but non-local populations (e.g., non-local Dune 
populations planted in the Lennox Head dune environment) and ‘Foreign’ populations, which refers 
to non-local populations in a non-native environment (e.g., Tableland populations planted in the 
Lennox Head dune environment). We refer to this contrast as the ‘Local-Native-Foreign’ (LNF) 
contrast. 
Role of the environment 
We calculated environmental distance as the distance between each population and the transplant 
locations using Euclidean distance in environmental space from the multidimensional scaling 
analysis outlined previously. Linear regressions were then used to examine the correlation between 
environmental distance and field performance in each environment. Field performance was taken 
from population estimates in each environment, from equation 2. We also used the measured 
environmental variables to investigate whether specific environmental variables were associated 
with fitness. Preliminary analyses found a high correlation between PC1 for soil fertility, 
macronutrients, micronutrients and metals (Figure S6), so we used the principal component analysis 
for overall soil fertility to represent soil composition. The first principal component for soil fertility 
and climate were used as the new variables, which explained 59.9 and 60.1% of variance 
respectively. Soil fertility, climate, salt (chloride) and pH variables were then regressed onto field 
performance in each environment, allowing us to test for associations between environmental 
variables and field performance. Figure S7 contains the regressions for the second principal 
components of soil fertility and climate. Uncertainty around the regression models was calculated 
by randomly sampling a sequence of values from the explanatory variable and regressing them 
against an MCMC iteration, this was repeated for 500 iterations. The slope for each regression was 
determined to be significant if the distribution of 500 estimates of the slope did not overlap zero.  
Estimating extrinsic reproductive isolation 
Using the reciprocal transplant data, we calculated the strength of immigrant inviability as RIimm = 1 
– (wi / wn), where wi was the mean survival of foreign ecotypes, and wn was the native ecotype. We 
also calculated hybrid inviability as Hhi = 1 – (vmeanF1 / vnative), where vmean was the survival of the 
hybrids with a native parent, and vnative was the native ecotype (Lowry et al. 2008a; Melo et al. 
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2014). Finally, we calculated the strength of selection against hybrids with foreign parents using Hhc 
= 1 – (vforeignF1 / vnativeF1), where vforeignF1 was the survival of the hybrids with foreign parents, and 
vnativeF1 was the hybrids with a native parent.  
Estimating intrinsic reproductive isolation 
We estimated intrinsic fitness of hybrid genotypes by measuring fertilisation success of crosses 
conducted in the glasshouse. Crosses were considered successful when they produced at least one 
viable seed so data was taken in binary form (0 = failed cross, 1 = successful cross). In this system 
viable seeds are round and range from black to light grey, while non-viable seeds are easily 
distinguished as white, thin and hollow. For the crosses that produced seeds we counted the number 
of viable and non-viable seeds and expressed these as proportions (viable seeds / total seeds) to 
provide a measure of fertilisation success. We measured intrinsic fitness in parentals and F1, F2 and 
F3 hybrid generations.  
Results 
Characterizing the ecotypes and their environments 
The multivariate analysis of soil and climate environmental variables revealed clear differences 
between environments, with populations from each ecotype occupying similar environments that 
group together and well away from locations representing other ecotypes (Figure 1A). Centroids 
representing ecotype environments were significantly different from each other (permutation test; n 
= 999, R2 = 0.772, p = 0.001). Ecotypes differed in growth habit, morphology and occupied 
environments that differ greatly in micro and macro-environment (Figure 1B). Figure S8 illustrates 
the microenvironment differences captured by the weather stations. Overall, the Headland site had 
very low humidity and dewpoint but very high wind speeds. The Dune site was characterised by 
higher temperatures and a higher dewpoint. Tableland had the highest humidity and low 
temperatures while the Woodland site had the lowest temperatures and intermediate humidity 
(between the Tableland and Headland environments). Differences in environment were reflected by 
contrasting phenotypic differences in leaf morphology (Figure 1C) and plant architecture (Figure 
1D).  
Reciprocal transplant experiment 
Seedling emergence across all cross types was high for all environments (Dune 70%, Headland 
71%, Tableland 78%, Woodland 76%). Results of the survival analysis showed that native ecotypes 
survived better than foreign ecotypes in all environments, except the woodland site (Figure 2).  
Furthermore, all foreign ecotypes crashed at a similar time-point in each environment (Figure 2). 
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Signatures of local adaptation were evident using the LF and HA criteria. Overall, we found that the 
Dune, Headland and Tableland ecotypes performed significantly better in their native environment 
than foreign ecotypes (LF; Figure 3A) and also performed significantly better in their native 
environment than alternative environments (HA; Figure 3B). These results suggest strong local 
adaptation in the S. pinnatifolius system with the exception of the woodland ecotype, which 
exhibited weak evidence of local adaptation as it performed marginally better in its local 
environment compared to foreign populations (Figure 3A), and equally poorly across habitats 
(Figure 3B). 
‘Local-Native-Foreign’ (LNF) contrast of local adaptation 
Using the LNF contrast (Figure 4A), we found a strong signal of local adaptation across the system 
where local populations performed significantly better than foreign populations (Figure 4B). 
Furthermore, non-local populations from the native ecotype exhibited an intermediate performance 
between local and foreign populations, suggesting some level of local adaptation within ecotypes. 
However, there was considerable variance in performance of non-local but native populations 
(visualised by the coloured dots in Figure 4B). To investigate local adaptation within ecotypes we 
estimated field performance for local populations versus non-local populations from the same 
ecotype, in their native environment (Figure 4C). Although there was an overall signature of local 
adaptation this was largely driven by the Headland ecotype, which exhibited a significantly higher 
local advantage over non-local Headland populations. Tableland also indicated a similar trend but 
there was no significant difference between local and native population performance. 
Differences in the environment create patterns of local adaptation 
We used the climate and soil data to assess how environmental distance between populations and 
transplant site affected fitness. If differences in natural selection created patterns of local adaptation 
we expected the further away a population was derived in environmental space, the more poorly it 
would perform in any given transplant environment (Hereford 2009). Consistent with this 
prediction, Figure 5 shows a strong negative correlation between environmental distance and field 
fitness, R2 ranged between 0.29 and 0.67. Slopes for the regression in each environment were 
significantly negative, as the posterior distribution for all slope estimates did not overlap zero. 
Importantly, geographic distance explained less variation in fitness across environments with very 
low R2 values, ranging between 0.01 and 0.17 (Figure S9).  
Environmental variables underlying adaptive divergence 
To investigate the specific environmental variables that explained variation in field fitness we tested 
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the relationship between principal components conducted on related groups of environmental 
variables and field performance (Figure 6). Generally, we expected climate and soil variables to 
associate similarly with field fitness for the two coastal and two inland environments. Field 
performance in most environments was associated with environmental variables, illustrated by large 
R2 values (Figure 6) and regression slopes significantly different to zero (Figure S10). The only 
regression slopes not significant were soil fertility in the headland environment and salt in the two 
inland environments. Climate and pH exhibited an opposite response for the coastal versus inland 
environments (Figure 6). Soil fertility had a strong relationship to field fitness in each environment 
where populations with higher soil fertility were associated with higher fitness in the two inland 
environments, but a reduction in the sand dune environment (Figure 6). In contrast, increases in pH 
(more alkaline soils) resulted in increased performance in the Dune and Headland environments, 
but reduced fitness in the Tableland environment. Soil salt content did not predict fitness in the 
inland environments, however higher salt was associated with higher fitness in the headland, but 
lower fitness in the dune, suggesting a salt related trade-off between the two coastal sites (Figure 6). 
Consequences of adaptive divergence: extrinsic reproductive isolation 
Immigrant inviability was very strong for all environments, except the woodland (RIimm; dune = 
0.95, headland = 0.95, tableland = 0.91, woodland = 0.08). We tested whether F1 hybrids with 
native parents performed better than those with only foreign parents (Figure 7A). All F1 hybrids 
exhibited heterosis whereby they performed significantly better than their midparent and suggesting 
that extrinsic postzygotic isolation has not yet evolved (Figure 7B). Consequently, estimates of 
hybrid inviability were weak when considering F1 performance against the native ecotype (Hhi; 
dune = 0.07, headland = 0.22, tableland = 0.23, woodland = -0.42). But comparing F1 hybrids with 
no native parents to those native parents (Figure 7A) suggested strong selection against F1 hybrids 
with foreign parents, except in the woodland environment (Hhc; dune = 0.69, headland = 0.89, 
tableland = 0.69, woodland = -0.30) (Figure 7B).  
Consequences of adaptive divergence: intrinsic reproductive isolation 
We assessed intrinsic fitness of later generation experimental hybrids by measuring crossing 
success in the common garden experiment. The percentage of successful crosses and the proportion 
of viable seeds produced per cross was very high for crosses performed within the parental, F1 
hybrid and F3 hybrid generations. For each generation over 90% of crosses were successful with 
the proportion of viable seeds ranging between 60% and 80% (parentals: 77±1% (n=82), F1 hybrid: 
61±2% (n=65) and F3 hybrid: 72±1% (n=128)). However, we observed a drastic reduction in F2 
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fitness with a crossing success of 42% and seed set of 12±1% (n=163). Similarly, F2’s produced 
between only the Dune and Headland populations exhibited a similar reduction in flowering fitness 
where only 24.6% of plants flowered (n = 744) and the individuals that managed to flower only 
produced 2.88 flowers on average (S.D. +/- 3.17 flowers). In contrast, parentals and F1’s all 
flowered and produced a minimum of 15 flowers per individual plant (pers. obs. G. M. Walter). 
Discussion  
Here, we provided strong evidence for local adaptation both within and between contrasting 
ecotypes of S. lautus driving diversification across a heterogeneous landscape. Differences in field 
performance amongst populations depended on environmental differences between natural habitats, 
suggesting that divergent natural selection has created ecotypic divergence. More specifically, our 
results show that local adaptation has created almost complete immigrant inviability between 
environments, except for the Woodland ecotype, suggesting that natural selection has played a 
major role in the evolution of S. lautus. Consistent with this observation, although F1 hybrids 
exhibited heterosis, natural selection favoured hybrids with native genes under field conditions. In 
the common garden experiment, F1 and F3 hybrids performed well with fitness reductions only 
observed in the F2 generation, suggesting that few genetic incompatibilities have accumulated in 
the system. Overall, our results suggest that the colonization and subsequent adaptation to 
contrasting environments has created diversification across a heterogeneous landscape, providing 
insight into the ecological processes underlying adaptive diversification. 
Local adaptation  
Adaptive genetic variation has been identified using reciprocal transplants across local (e.g., 
Antonovics and Bradshaw 1970) and broad geographic scales (e.g., Joshi et al. 2001; Macel et al. 
2007; Ågren and Schemske 2012). Since the seminal work of Clausen, Keck and Hiesey (reviewed 
in Lowry 2012) several studies have explored adaptive divergence in taxa that exhibit both local 
adaptation and broad-scale ecotypic divergence. For instance, Hereford and Winn (2008) 
investigated the limits to local adaptation for three widespread habitat types of Diodia teres, 
including two replicate populations for each habitat in a full reciprocal transplant. Although plants 
were adapted to their own habitat, no local adaptation was evident between populations within a 
habitat type, suggesting that local adaptation only occurred where local conditions were distinctly 
different to alternative locations of the same habitat.  
Our results are consistent with Hereford & Winn (2008), where ecotypes from patchily distributed 
yet contrasting environments exhibited strong patterns of adaptation (Figures 3 and 4). However, 
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local adaptation between populations within ecotypes was only partial where local populations of 
the Headland (and to some extent, Tableland) ecotype performed better than non-local populations. 
The small patch size of suitable habitat combined with differences in selection between rocky 
headlands and the difficulty of migration between them has likely contributed to these patterns of 
local adaptation. In contrast, the remaining three ecotypes occupy habitats where suitable 
environment is less spatially fragmented, possibly allowing higher levels of connectivity and 
reducing local adaptation between populations. The woodland ecotype performed poorly in their 
native habitat, but this ecotype occupies an ephemeral environment and by inducing germination we 
likely exposed the woodland plants to environmental conditions they would not have naturally 
experienced in their native habitat.  
Environmental variables underlying patterns of adaptation 
Local adaptation has been described in numerous systems, but identifying agents of selection 
underlying patterns of adaptation is difficult. In Mimulus, salt creates strong selection against 
immigrants to coastal sites (Lowry et al. 2009), while seasonal water availability selects against 
immigrants to inland sites (Lowry et al. 2008b). Furthermore, edaphic conditions drive selection 
against immigrant Mimulus populations inhabiting serpentine and non-serpentine soils (Selby 
2014). Our transplant of populations derived from a heterogeneous landscape showed that the 
edaphic and climatic environment of origin predicted population performance in any give transplant 
environment, suggesting that soil and climatic variables were potentially responsible for differences 
in natural selection underlying patterns of adaptation.  
If populations are adapted to their environment, population performance across a landscape should 
be determined by the similarity between its native environment, and all other environments. 
Consistent with this prediction we noted two major patterns: first, populations adapted to high 
levels of an environmental variable displayed reduced fitness in environments with the opposite 
level of that variable. For instance, soil fertility was highly correlated with fitness in each 
environment: Tableland populations derived from high nutrient soils performed poorly in low 
nutrient soils (dune environment) and had an intermediate performance in environments with 
intermediate levels of soil fertility. The reverse pattern was evident for Dune populations derived 
from low nutrient soils, which performed poorly in high nutrient soils (Figure 6). Second, we found 
a strong negative correlation between environmental distance and population fitness, which was 
particularly pronounced in the Tableland site. Overall, these patterns suggest that divergent natural 
selection has played a major role in the ecotypic diversification of S. lautus. Further work in 
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confirming edaphic and climatic variables as selective agents requires controlled laboratory 
experiments. 
Consequences for extrinsic reproductive isolation 
Adaptive divergence is expected to create trade-offs in performance between environments, 
reducing gene flow and creating extrinsic reproductive isolation (Nosil et al. 2005; Hereford 2009). 
Immigrant inviability has been uncovered in a variety of systems (reviewed in Lowry et al. 2008a; 
Baack et al. 2015), but is rarely calculated between more than two populations. Our data suggest 
that if migration occurs across the heterogeneous landscape, selection against migrants would likely 
prevent gene flow. We also showed that F1 hybrid crosses carrying 50% of local genes performed 
better than those F1 hybrids carrying 0% local genes. This result indicates that, concordant with 
transplant experiments conducted only in the coastal environments (Richards and Ortiz-Barrientos 
2016; Richards et al. 2016), extrinsic post-zygotic isolation is evolving despite the high levels of 
heterosis in F1 hybrids. Higher fitness in F1 hybrids with a native parent also suggests that the 
genes controlling heterosis and those conferring adaptation to the local conditions may be similar. 
One possibility is that the same dominant alleles may have contributed to the evolution of extrinsic 
reproductive isolation and heterosis in these ecotypes (Lynch 1991). This would be consistent with 
the idea that selection tends to be more effective in increasing the frequency of dominant alleles 
(Whitlock 2003). Whether these dominant alleles came from standing genetic variation or new 
mutation remains to be explored (Orr and Betancourt 2001). 
Consequences for intrinsic reproductive isolation 
Whether ecotypes transition to biological species remains contentious (Lowry 2012). Therefore, 
understanding how genetic incompatibilities arise as a by-product of adaptive divergence remains a 
core goal in evolutionary biology (Schluter and Conte 2009; Scarpino et al. 2013). Our data are 
consistent with previous research where initial hybridisation leads to hybrid vigour but reduced 
fitness in the following F2 generation. The initial round of recombination in F2 hybrids disrupts 
native genetic interactions, reducing intrinsic fitness (Edmands 1999; Stelkens et al. 2015). The 
recovery of fitness in the F3 hybrids indicates that defunct allelic combinations likely have been 
removed from the F2 generation and suggests that few but strong negative epistatic interactions are 
responsible for intrinsic reproductive isolation in this system (Edmands 1999; Fishman and Willis 
2001; Stelkens et al. 2015). Given our experimental populations are outbred, a small fraction of F2 
genetic incompatibilities would have segregated in the F1 individuals planted in the field, perhaps 
contributing to the differences in fitness we observed between F1 hybrids with one native versus 
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only foreign parents. Therefore, we conjecture that some of the incompatibilities responsible for 
reductions in fitness revealed in F2 hybrids arose from the breakdown of functional interactions 
among genes adapted to specific environments. This would suggest that natural selection not only 
creates local adaptation but also leads to the evolution of intrinsic reproductive isolation during 
adaptive diversification. 
Conclusion 
Our data suggest that where organisms colonise a heterogeneous landscape they respond to specific 
aspects of the environment leading to adaptation and evolutionary divergence. However, 
recombination between these ecotypes reduced intrinsic fitness, suggesting they are accumulating 
genetic incompatibilities. The presence of strong extrinsic isolation, weak intrinsic isolation and 
geographic separation between ecotypes all suggest that ecotypic diversification across a 
heterogeneous landscape is leading to the formation of distinct, irreversible species. 
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Figures 
 
Figure 1 Environment and morphology of the four ecotypes.  
(A) Multidimensional scaling analysis of soil and climate variables shows a strong separation 
between ecotypes and grouping of populations within an ecotype. (B) General description of the 
environments, growth habit, morphology and microenvironment. This table was constructed from 
the environmental data, the weather station data and specimen collections. The four ecotypes show 
strong differences in both leaf morphology (C) and plant architecture (D).  
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Headland Annual to short-lived perennial on cliffs on rocky headlands
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smooth margined leaves.
Heavy clay: high in 
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High salt spray, high 
wind exposure, very low 
humidity
Dune
Annual to short lived perennial 
among spinifex grass on 
foredunes
Erect with medium-sized, 
smooth margined leaves
Pure sand: Low nutrients, 
high pH, 
High sun exposure, high 
temperatures and low 
humidity
Woodland Annual on low hills, generally facing South-west aspect
Sprawling architecture 
with feathery leaves
Sand-silt mix: intermediate 
nutrients
Low humidity, 
intermediate shade
Tableland
Short-lived Perennial on 
rainforest edges on tableland 
plateaus at high elevation
Erect, very tall and 
woody with large serrated 
leaves
Heavy clay: high in 
nutrients
High humidity, high 
shading and low 
temperatures
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Figure 2 Survival analysis for ecotypes planted in each environment.  
Dashed lines are 95% confidence intervals for each ecotype. The native ecotype survived better 
than foreign ecotypes in all environments, except for the woodland environment where the 
Tableland performed better. Summary tables for Cox proportional hazard models in upper right of 
each panel shows differences from the native ecotype were significant. 
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Figure 3 Local adaptation using the LF and HA criteria 
(A) The ‘Local versus Foreign’ comparison of local adaptation between ecotypes within each 
environment. Native is the native ecotype and foreign is an average of all foreign ecotypes. Native 
ecotypes performed better than foreign ecotypes. (B) The ‘Home versus Away’ comparison where 
the performance of an ecotype is gauged across all environments. Native refers to an ecotype in its 
own environment, while foreign indicates a summary of that ecotype across the other environments. 
Ecotypes performed better in their own environment than foreign environments. Confidence 
intervals are 95% HPD intervals. 
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Figure 4 Test of local adaptation using the LNF contrast across the system.  
(A) Local refers to the performance of local populations in their local environment, Native refers to 
non-local, but native populations (i.e., native ecotype, but from a different locality) and Foreign 
refers to populations from a foreign ecotype. The map illustrates the comparison for just the 
Tableland environment as an example, however the full analysis includes all four environments. (B) 
Comparison of local populations with native (but non-local populations) and foreign populations 
across all four environments. Local populations performed better than native but non-local 
populations, which performed better than populations from foreign ecotypes, providing strong 
evidence for local adaptation both between and within ecotypes. Coloured dots illustrate the fitness 
of each population. (C) Local adaptation within ecotypes comparing performance of local 
populations with non-local populations from the same ecotype, in their native environment. The 
analysis included the three environments that included local populations, with the left-hand column 
summarizing the overall trend. Although local adaptation is present within ecotypes overall, it is 
ecotypic dependent with Headland populations indicating a strong signal, Dunes with no signal and 
Tableland with a weak signal of local adaptation between populations. All confidence intervals are 
95% HPD intervals and the asterisk represents no significant overlap between distributions. 
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Figure 5 Environmental distance versus field performance in each environment. 
Environmental distance was negatively correlated with population performance. Environmental 
distance calculated as the Euclidean distance between each population and the transplant site in 
multivariate environmental space. Black dots denote the local population. The solid lines indicate 
the point estimate of the slope and intercept in each environment. Each grey line is a separate 
regression between a random range of the explanatory variable and the regression model for each 
MCMC iteration, providing the uncertainty around the point estimates. All slopes are significantly 
different from zero. 
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Figure 6 Association between environmental variables and field performance. 
The solid lines indicate the point estimate of the slope and intercept in each environment. Faint lines 
are separate regressions between each MCMC iteration and environmental distance to provide the 
uncertainty around the model. Dots along the x-axis indicate original population measurements with 
colours indicating the ecotype they are from. Soil and climate variables were correlated with field 
performance, but relationships varied between environments. 
 
Figure 7 F1 hybrids transplanted into the natural environments 
(A) F1 hybrid comparisons when transplanted into ‘native’ environments (half their genome from a 
native parental) versus ‘foreign’ environments (only foreign parents). (B) Performance of F1 
hybrids across environments. F1 hybrids with a native parent performed better than hybrids with 
only foreign parents (diagonal line). F1 hybrids consistently outperformed their midparent and often 
performed better or equal to the native ecotype, providing strong evidence for heterosis. Dots 
illustrate the different F1 crosses, with colour indicating the environment in which they were 
transplanted. Confidence intervals are 95% HPD intervals. 
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Supplementary Material 
Table S1 Population locations.  
Coloured rows indicate the transplant sites. Note the Tableland transplant site is a short distance 
from where we collected the seeds (T9) and as such is listed as separate. The Woodland site did not 
have seeds included in the transplant as we only located the site after all seeds were produced. 
 
 
 
Ecotype Longitude Latitude PopulationCode Location
Dune
153.453808 -27.39845 D0 North Stradbroke Island, Qld
153.594 -28.779 D1 Lennox Head, NSW
153.571228 -28.331043 D3 Cabarita Beach, NSW
Headland
153.531 -27.436 H0 North Stradbroke Island, Qld
153.605319 -28.813117 H1 Lennox Head, NSW
153.574345 -28.362519 H2 Cabarita Beach, NSW
Tableland
153.135078 -28.230508 T1 O’Reilley’s Rainforest Retreat, Qld
152.415917 -28.293389 T9 Near Queen Mary Falls, Qld
151.619021 -26.892234 T13 Bunya Mountains, Qld
152.396789 -28.354319 T16 Acacia Plateau Rd near Killarney, Qld
Woodland
152.824709 -27.479946 W2 Upper Brookfield, Qld
150.149194 -30.290056 W3 Mt. Kaputar National Park, NSW
152.28361 -27.300911 W4 Esk, Qld
152.039931 -28.338839 W6 Blakes Rd. near Warwick Qld
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Table S2 Replication for creating late generation hybrids. Numbers	  of	  individuals	  and	  full-­‐sibling	  families	  used	  to	  create	  late	  generation	  hybrids.	  	  	  
A) HDWT Hybrids
Generation CrossTypes Full-sib Families
Individuals 
per Family Total Grown
Parentals
D1 53 2 106
H1 51 2 102
T1 35 2 70
W2 24 2 48
F1 12 25 per Cross 2 600
F2 12
Combinations of
HW x DT
HD x TW
HT x DW
1 458
F3 1 279 1 279
B) HD Hybrids
Generation CrossTypes Full-sib Families
Individuals 
per Family Total Grown
Parentals
D1 22 2 44
H1 19 2 38
F1 HDDH 91 2 182
F2
DH x DH
HD x HD
DH x HD
HD x DH
69 11 744
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Figure S3 Photos of seedlings and plots in the transplant environments. 
Dune Headland
Tableland Woodland
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Supplementary material S4  R code for the bivariate model. 
Code	  for	  Equation	  1	  library(MCMCglmm)	  data	  <-­‐	  read.csv("P.csv",	  header=TRUE)	  names(data)	  data$block	  <-­‐	  as.factor(data$block)	  	  p	  <-­‐	  mean(c(sum(data$GE)/nrow(data),	  sum(data$D100)/nrow(data),	  (sum(data$L10)/nrow(data))))	  	  #	  Set	  up	  the	  prior	  for	  the	  random	  effects	  and	  the	  residuals.	  priorCau1	  <-­‐	  list(R	  =	  list(V	  =	  diag(3)*p,	  fix	  =	  1),	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  G	  =	  list(G1	  =	  list(V	  =	  1,	  nu	  =	  1,	  alpha.mu	  =	  0,	  alpha.V	  =	  p	  *	  (1-­‐p)),	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  G2	  =	  list(V	  =	  1,	  nu	  =	  1,	  alpha.mu	  =	  0,	  alpha.V	  =	  p	  *	  (1-­‐p)),	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  G3	  =	  list(V	  =	  1,	  nu	  =	  1,	  alpha.mu	  =	  0,	  alpha.V	  =	  p	  *	  (1-­‐p))))	  	  #	  Bivariate	  model	  where	  GE	  =	  germination,	  D100	  =	  Survival	  to	  day	  100	  and	  L10	  =	  ability	  to	  reach	  10	  leaves.	  ENV	  =	  transplant	  environment,	  Type	  =	  Ecotype	  of	  seed	  origin.	  TypeS	  =	  Population	  within	  ecotype,	  Family	  =	  Family	  within	  population,	  block	  =	  environmental	  block	  within	  transplant	  environment.	  m2	  <-­‐	  MCMCglmm(cbind(GE,	  D100,	  L10)	  ~	  trait:(ENV:Type)	  -­‐	  1,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  random	  =	  ~	  TypeS	  +	  Family	  +	  block,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  rcov	  =	  ~	  us(trait):units,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  family	  =	  rep("categorical",	  3),	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  pr	  =	  T,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  prior	  =	  priorCau1,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  nitt	  =	  1100000,	  burnin	  =	  100000,	  thin	  =	  1000,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  data	  =	  data)	  	  
Code	  for	  Equation	  2	  library(MCMCglmm)	  data	  <-­‐	  read.csv("P.csv",	  header=TRUE)	  names(data)	  data$block	  <-­‐	  as.factor(data$block)	  	  p	  <-­‐	  mean(c(sum(data$GE)/nrow(data),	  sum(data$D100)/nrow(data),	  (sum(data$L10)/nrow(data))))	  	  #	  Set	  up	  the	  prior	  for	  the	  random	  effects	  and	  the	  residuals.	  priorCau1	  <-­‐	  list(R	  =	  list(V	  =	  diag(3)*p,	  fix	  =	  1),	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  G	  =	  list(G1	  =	  list(V	  =	  1,	  nu	  =	  1,	  alpha.mu	  =	  0,	  alpha.V	  =	  p	  *	  (1-­‐p)),	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  G2	  =	  list(V	  =	  1,	  nu	  =	  1,	  alpha.mu	  =	  0,	  alpha.V	  =	  p	  *	  (1-­‐p))))	  	  #	  Bivariate	  model	  where	  GE	  =	  germination,	  D100	  =	  Survival	  to	  day	  100	  and	  L10	  =	  ability	  to	  reach	  10	  leaves.	  ENV	  =	  transplant	  environment,	  TypeS	  =	  population	  within	  ecotype,	  Family	  =	  family	  within	  population,	  block	  =	  environmental	  block	  within	  transplant	  environment.	  m2	  <-­‐	  MCMCglmm(cbind(GE,	  D100,	  L10)	  ~	  trait:(ENV:TypeS)	  -­‐	  1,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  random	  =	  ~	  Family	  +	  block,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  rcov	  =	  ~	  us(trait):units,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  family	  =	  rep("categorical",	  3),	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  pr	  =	  T,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  prior	  =	  priorCau1,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  data	  =	  data,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  nitt	  =	  1100000,	  burnin	  =	  100000,	  thin	  =	  1000)	  	  ####	  End	  ####	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Table S5 Raw data for plants that reached maturity. 
Numbers and proportion of individuals that reached maturity for each population, in each 
environment. 
	  	  
Transplant 
Environment Population Number planted Number germinated
Number that reached 
maturity
Proportion mature of 
germinated
Proportion mature of 
planted
DUNE
D0 149 108 13 0.12 0.09
D1 180 146 7 0.05 0.04
D3 150 88 16 0.18 0.11
H0 150 87 3 0.03 0.02
H1 180 141 5 0.04 0.03
H2 150 113 3 0.03 0.02
T1 180 134 1 0.01 0.01
T13 150 94 0 0.00 0.00
T9 150 132 0 0.00 0.00
W2 180 81 12 0.15 0.07
W3 150 61 1 0.02 0.01
W4 150 82 15 0.18 0.10
HEAD
D0 150 103 4 0.04 0.03
D1 180 142 14 0.10 0.08
D3 150 112 16 0.14 0.11
H0 150 103 7 0.07 0.05
H1 180 153 38 0.25 0.21
H2 150 119 10 0.08 0.07
T1 180 115 10 0.09 0.06
T13 150 104 7 0.07 0.05
T9 150 114 4 0.04 0.03
W2 180 114 13 0.11 0.07
W3 150 73 0 0.00 0.00
W4 150 107 18 0.17 0.12
TABLE
D0 150 108 0 0.00 0.00
D1 180 162 8 0.05 0.04
D3 150 130 8 0.06 0.05
H0 150 94 1 0.01 0.01
H1 180 165 16 0.10 0.09
H2 150 130 1 0.01 0.01
T1 180 126 20 0.16 0.11
T13 150 124 25 0.20 0.17
T9 150 132 23 0.17 0.15
W2 180 125 11 0.09 0.06
W3 150 102 9 0.09 0.06
W4 150 114 17 0.15 0.11
WOOD
D0 149 107 0 0.00 0.00
D1 180 154 2 0.01 0.01
D3 149 103 0 0.00 0.00
H0 149 97 0 0.00 0.00
H1 179 162 3 0.02 0.02
H2 150 130 0 0.00 0.00
T1 179 131 0 0.00 0.00
T13 149 127 0 0.00 0.00
T9 149 120 0 0.00 0.00
W2 179 100 6 0.06 0.03
W3 149 98 1 0.01 0.01
W4 150 101 1 0.01 0.01
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Figure S6 Correlations between environmental variables. 
Correlations between the principal components conducted on the major soil environmental 
variables. 
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Figure S7 Regressions for the second principal components onto fitness. 
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Figure S8 Summary of the weather station data. 
Graph of trends through time for weather stations placed at each transplant location. 
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Figure S9 Test of geographic distance against population fitness.  
Low R2 values show a poor fit to the data, suggesting that geographic distance was not strongly 
associated with fitness.  
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Figure S10 Significance test for the regression slopes.  
Columns are different transplant environments and rows are different traits regressed against field 
performance in that environment. Red lines indicate zero, if the distribution does not overlap the red 
line then there is strong evidence that the regression slope is significant.  
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Chapter 3: Phenotype and fitness consequences of adaptive divergence during 
diversification 
Greg M. Walter1, Melanie J. Wilkinson1, J. David Aguirre1,2, Mark W. Blows1, Sharon Edgley1, 
Harshi K. Gamage1 and Daniel Ortiz-Barrientos1 
1University of Queensland, School of Biological Sciences, St. Lucia QLD 4072, Australia 
2Massey University, Institute of Natural and Mathematical Sciences, Auckland 0745, New Zealand 
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Abstract 
Adaptation to contrasting environments can lead to genotype-by-environment interactions, which 
can create fitness trade-offs in alternative environments and reduce gene flow during adaptive 
divergence. However, we still do not fully understand how fitness trade-offs arise and the 
consequence for phenotypic evolution. Replicated evolution of similar phenotypes in similar 
environments across a heterogeneous landscape provides a powerful experimental system to explore 
how spatial variation in natural selection creates adaptive diversification and explore the 
consequences for trade-offs. Here, we used ecotypes of an Australian native wildflower from the 
Senecio lautus species complex in reciprocal transplants combined with extensive phenotyping in a 
common garden experiment to explore the consequences of local adaptation for fitness trade-offs 
and phenotypic evolution. We found that selection against foreign populations strengthened 
throughout ontogeny and was associated with emerging patterns of trade-offs in overall field 
performance. Multivariate phenotypic divergence was extensive, and suites of traits exhibited trade-
offs in performance between contrasting environments. Overall, adaptation to contrasting 
environments has promoted strong genotype-by-environment interactions, leading to trade-offs in 
fitness, maintaining divergence following ecotype formation during adaptive diversification across 
a heterogeneous landscape. 
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Introduction	  
Adaptation can favour ecological specialization, which can reduce performance in alternative 
environments and generate fitness trade-offs (Futuyma and Moreno 1988; Rice and Hostert 1993; 
Singer and McBride 2010; Poisot et al. 2011). The evolution of trade-offs can promote species 
diversification by reducing gene flow between populations locally adapted to contrasting 
environments (Nosil et al. 2005; Hereford 2009; Lenormand 2011). Inroads have been made to 
identify the genetic basis of fitness trade-offs by identifying how alleles contribute positive or 
negative fitness effects in native or foreign environments, respectively (Fry 1996; Hall et al. 2010; 
Anderson et al. 2013). However, because selection varies between environments and many alleles 
underlie phenotypic traits and whole-organism fitness, further work is required to explore the 
ecological circumstances that promote the evolution of trade-offs (Anderson et al. 2011). 
Understanding how natural selection influences population performance across a complex 
landscape can reveal the consequences of adaptive divergence for the evolution of trade-offs and 
reveal how diversification proceeds across heterogeneous landscapes (Anderson et al. 2014).  
Populations across a heterogeneous landscape can provide a natural experimental design for 
exploring how spatial variation in natural selection has promoted the evolution of fitness trade-offs 
and the consequences for phenotypic evolution. Organisms that occupy numerous environments 
distributed across a heterogeneous landscape are exposed to environmental heterogeneity at varying 
levels of spatial and biological organisation. Environmental heterogeneity can be created by strong 
differences between contrasting environments, and weaker differences between populations at 
different locations of the same environment. Consequently, populations that occupy numerous 
contrasting environments across a heterogeneous landscape can be distributed across continuous 
gradients of environmental variables (e.g., soil nutrient gradients) despite being derived from broad 
habitat categories (e.g., rainforest versus sand dune), which can also be reflected by continuous 
genetic and phenotypic variation across a heterogeneous landscape (Lowry et al. 2014).  Continuous 
genetic and phenotypic variation can be associated with fitness in reciprocal transplants to explore 
the association between population performance and the evolution of phenotypes across a 
heterogeneous landscape. If adaptation to particular environments is associated with whole-
organism fitness trade-offs with alternative environments, we can then assess (1) whether fitness 
acts early or late during development, thus informing how fitness trade-offs emerge under natural 
conditions; (2) the consequences for multivariate phenotypic divergence between locally adapted 
populations; and (3) the distribution of population fitness across a heterogeneous landscape. 
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Emergence of fitness trade-offs during development 
The intensity and mode of natural selection can change during organismal development, potentially 
determining when and how trade-offs in fitness emerge (Arnold and Wade 1984; Aguirre et al. 
2014). Although lifetime fitness is defined by the individual contribution of offspring to the next 
generation, selection prior to maturity (e.g., viability selection) can reduce the fecundity of a given 
individual (Arnold and Wade 1984; Hadfield 2008; Shaw et al. 2008). Consequently, viability 
selection and selection on early developmental stages can heavily influence lifetime fitness (Mojica 
and Kelly 2010; Steinsland et al. 2014). Organisms can favour survival or growth depending on the 
resource allocation they have evolved in their native habitat (Reich 2014; Friedman and Rubin 
2015). Identifying how selection acts during an organism’s development can uncover whether 
natural selection is stronger on survival or growth, revealing how trade-offs underlying patterns of 
adaptation may emerge (Kingsolver et al. 2001; Geber and Griffen 2003). 
Multivariate phenotypic divergence 
As local adaptation proceeds, natural selection on multiple traits can create environment-specific 
multivariate phenotypes (Nosil et al. 2009; Singer and McBride 2010; Anderson et al. 2014). 
Quantifying differences in multivariate phenotypes can provide insight into the traits responding to 
natural selection as a consequence of local adaptation (Langerhans et al. 2006). For example, South 
African stone plants have diversified in growth habit and leaf morphology due to adaptation to 
contrasting edaphic environments (Ellis et al. 2006). Natural selection on more complex 
combinations of phenotypic traits has been associated with stronger patterns of local adaptation 
(MacPherson et al. 2015), suggesting that divergence in multivariate phenotypes may arise 
concurrently with local adaptation and the evolution of fitness trade-offs. 
Phenotype-fitness associations across environments  
Exploring the association between multivariate traits and population performance across a 
heterogeneous landscape can reveal the consequences of local adaptation for phenotypic trade-offs. 
Associating phenotypes with fitness in local adaptation experiments is challenging (e.g., Nagy 
1997; Hines et al. 2004; Knight and Miller 2004; Angert and Schemske 2005), but can provide 
important insights into the relationship between the environment, phenotype and field fitness. If 
populations segregate continuous phenotypic variation as a consequence of continuous variation in 
the environment, we expect linear associations between traits and performance across a 
heterogeneous landscape (Baythavong and Stanton 2010; MacColl 2011). Phenotypic trade-offs in 
single traits arise if different extremes of a continuous trait are favoured between contrasting 
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environments (Agrawal et al. 2010). However, selection rarely acts upon single traits, but on 
combinations of traits, promoting adaptation in multivariate phenotypes. During adaptation, unique 
combinations of traits may arise and create phenotypic variation. Environment-specific natural 
selection will favour beneficial combinations of traits, creating adaptive divergence in multivariate 
phenotypes between environments. Therefore, as an extension of examining single trait trade-offs, 
multiple traits can be reduced into fewer dimensions and multivariate phenotypes can be associated 
with field performance to examine how combinations of traits are associated with fitness in 
different environments, revealing insights into phenotypic evolution as a consequence of adaptive 
divergence.  
Stickleback fish (McKinnon and Rundle 2002), Mimulus monkeyflowers (Angert and Schemske 
2005; Wu et al. 2008) and Helianthus sunflowers (Sambatti and Rice 2006) are systems that have 
used reciprocal transplanted across multiple environments to investigate adaptive divergence. But 
few previous experimental systems have conducted reciprocal transplants with numerous ecotypes 
and used replicate populations as genetic and phenotypic variation to explore the association 
between local adaptation, fitness trade-offs and the consequences for phenotypic evolution across a 
heterogeneous landscape (but see Ågren and Schemske 2012; Ågren et al. 2013; Lowry et al. 2014). 
Here, we used ecotypes of an Australian native wildflower to investigate whether fitness trade-offs 
emerged between locally adapted populations and explored the consequences for phenotypic 
evolution. We analysed data from a reciprocal transplant experiment that used three replicate 
populations of four ecotypes from a widespread and diverse wildflower species complex (Senecio 
lautus) transplanted into four environments. Identifying the consequences of adaptive divergence 
between replicate populations of multiple contrasting ecotypes allowed us to identify how fitness 
trade-offs arose during ontogeny, and use the phenotypic variation between populations to explore 
multivariate phenotypic divergence and the association with performance across multiple 
environments. 
A previous analysis of field performance assessed the role of the environment in creating patterns of 
local adaptation both within and between ecotypes (Chapter 2). Our previous study found strong 
evidence for strong adaptation between ecotypes, but weaker adaptation between populations within 
ecotypes following diversification across a heterogeneous landscape. Populations were derived 
from environments that exhibited continuous variation in environmental variables, despite 
derivation from discrete environments. Population performance correlated negatively with 
environmental distance from transplant site, suggesting that differences in the environment are 
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responsible for patterns of local adaptation. Finally, we showed that strong extrinsic reproductive 
isolation has evolved as a consequence of ecotypic divergence, but this was associated with only 
weak intrinsic reproductive isolation (Chapter 2).  
The current study builds upon the previous work by investigating whether trade-offs have arisen as 
a consequence of local adaptation between these divergent ecotypes, and how these trade-offs 
emerge during ontogeny. We then explored the consequences of local adaptation and fitness trade-
offs for phenotypic diversification by measuring suites of traits on individuals from the same 
populations planted in the field and examining how multivariate phenotypes have evolved within 
versus between contrasting ecotypes. Finally, we combined the morphological data with the 
reciprocal transplant data and regressed population morphology against field performance, allowing 
us to explore consequences of local adaptation for the evolution of phenotypic trade-offs between 
environments. 
Materials and Methods 
Study system 
The Senecio lautus species complex consists of numerous taxonomic species that occupy many 
contrasting environments across much of Australia. In this study we focussed on varieties from one 
species, S. pinnatifolius that occur on sand dunes (Dune; Senecio pinnatifolius var. pinnatifolius), 
on rocky headlands (Headland; Senecio pinnatifolius var. maritimus), dry woodland (Woodland; 
Senecio pinnatifolius var. dissectifolius) and moist tableland (Tableland; Senecio pinnatifolius var. 
serratus) environments distributed across central eastern Australia (Thompson 2005; Roda et al. 
2013). Populations occupying these contrasting environments are considered ecotypes as they 
display strong phenotype-environment correlations and genetically based differences in morphology 
(Radford et al. 2004; Thompson 2005). Ecotypes are annual to short-lived perennials, share insect 
pollinators and are obligate outcrossers. Seeds are dispersed by wind and have the potential to travel 
large distances. Previous reciprocal transplants found local adaptation between contrasting dune and 
headland coastal habitats (Melo et al. 2014; Richards et al. 2016). 
Sample collection and creation of seed resources 
Seeds were sampled from 12 natural populations (Table S1) of the four ecotypes and collected from 
30 mature plants each separated by at least 10 metres to reduce the risk of sampling closely related 
individuals. Seeds from each population were grown in The University of Queensland glasshouses 
for one generation to reduce environment-specific maternal effects (Bischoff and Muller-Scharer 
2010); these plants were also used to produce seeds for the transplant experiment. Germination was 
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induced in the laboratory by scarifying seeds and placing them on moist filter paper in a petri dish. 
Petri dishes were kept in the dark for two days before being transferred to a controlled temperature 
room where light was maintained at a 50:50 day-night cycle at 25°C. After a week, plants were 
transferred to the glasshouse where they were transplanted individually into 140mm round pots 
containing soil (70% pine bark: 30% coco peat) with 5kg/m3 slow release osmocote fertiliser and 
830g/m3 Suscon Maxi insecticide. When plants commenced flowering we conducted controlled 
crosses by rubbing two flower heads from different individuals of the same population together 
repeatedly over several days, allowing all flowers within each inflorescence to donate and accept 
pollen. Crossing tags were used to track fertilised flower heads and seeds were collected in seed 
envelopes once they emerged. Seeds produced were then grown to phenotype populations in a 
common garden and used for a reciprocal transplant experiment in the four natural environments.  
Reciprocal transplant experiment measuring field fitness 
To investigate population performance in the field we conducted a reciprocal transplant experiment 
in the four environments including a coastal sand dune (S 28° 47' 1.23", E 153° 35' 38.56"), rocky 
headland (S 28° 48' 47.22", E 153° 36' 19.15") a dry sclerophyll woodland (S 28° 20' 19.82", E 
152° 2' 23.75") and a warm-temperate rainforest (S 28° 21' 15.55", E 152° 23' 48.44"). The 
woodland transplant site did not include the local population, which was only located after all seeds 
were produced in the glasshouse. All seeds were transplanted into the four environments on the 18 
and 19th of March 2014 (i.e. the start of Autumn in Australia). 
Each transplant site contained seeds from the 12 parental populations (7,670 seeds total) 
randomised into 6 blocks of 320 seeds each. To prepare the seeds we used non-drip superglue to 
glue each individual seed to a toothpick and stored them in boxes in a pre-prepared randomised grid 
that replicated the grid we set up in the field. In the field, toothpicks with seeds were planted 
individually into the centre of a 25mm × 25mm grid cell so that the seed sat 1 - 2mm below the soil 
surface. Shade cloth (50%) was suspended 150mm above the plots, which were kept moist for three 
weeks to replicate natural germination conditions. During this time, emergence and mortality was 
recorded every second day. We recorded emergence, mortality, whether plants produced 10 leaves 
(a measure of seedling establishment) and whether they reached maturity (produced a bud) in weeks 
4, 5, 7 and 9, then monthly for 11 months. All measurements were recorded as binary data. Shade 
cloth was replaced with very light bird netting once germination ceased and seedlings were 
established, which was after 30 days for all environments except the Dune plots, which were 
replaced after 100 days due to the harshness of the environment and the need to replicate growing 
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conditions under spinifex grass rather than open sand. Bird netting was then completely removed 
after 100 days for the headland, tableland and woodland environments but left on in the dune 
environment until the end of the experiment. More details of this field experiment can be found in 
Chapter 2.  
Population performance in reciprocal transplant 
To estimate population performance in each transplant environment we used the R package 
‘MCMCglmm’ (Hadfield 2010) in a Bayesian framework to implement the generalized linear 
mixed model  
 yijklm = Ei + Pj + EPij + Fk(j) + Bl(i) + em(ij) , (1) 
where transplant environment (Ei), population (Pj) and their interaction (EPij) were fitted as fixed 
effects. Family nested within population (Fk(j)) and environmental block (Bl(i)) within transplant 
environment were fitted as random effects and em(ij) was the residual error. We ran two separate 
models. First, to investigate changes in population fitness across life history we entered the 
reciprocal transplant data for each life history stage as a univariate binomial response variable in 
model 1. Therefore, we estimated field performance using separate models for performance at 
germination, survival to seedling establishment, survival to maturity, ability to reach seedling 
establishment and ability to reach maturity (produce a bud). Following germination, plants can 
survive without developing, or move through development stages but die before maturity. As such, 
we measured two life history stages that quantified survival (to maturity and to seedling 
establishment), and two life history stages that quantified the ability to reach an important 
developmental stage (germination and seedling establishment). Survival to establishment was 
included as the survival component preceding seedling establishment, taken as the presence or 
absence of a plant when data was collected at 100 days. Similarly, survival to maturity was included 
as the survival component prior to most plants reaching their first bud (Figure S2). Analyses for the 
ability to reach maturity are not presented, as the number of plants to reach maturity was 
insufficient for model convergence (see Chapter 2; supplementary material S5). Second, to 
calculate the best estimate of overall population field performance we used a bivariate model 
(Hadfield 2010; Steinsland et al. 2014). We entered germination, survival to seedling establishment 
and ability to reach seedling establishment as a multivariate response in model 1. This gave us one 
model that estimated fitness at the final life history stage (ability to reach seedling establishment) 
conditional on the previous life history stages (germination and survival to seedling establishment) 
(Chapter 2).  
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Models were run for 1,100,000 Marcov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling iterations with a 
burn-in period of 100,000 MCMC iterations and a thinning interval of 1,000 MCMC iterations. The 
effective sample size for each parameter exceeded 85% of the total number of iterations saved, and 
autocorrelation was less than 0.05 between the thinned samples of each chain. We extracted 1,000 
MCMC iterations from each model, which provided the posterior distribution of field performance 
for each population, in each transplant environment. Calculating the 95% Highest Posterior Density 
(HPD) intervals for each posterior distribution gave us the uncertainty in estimating field 
performance. We used a Cauchy prior distribution for the random effects, and to examine the 
sensitivity of the parameter values to our prior specifications we repeated the analyses while 
adjusting the scale parameter of the Cauchy distribution to excessively large and small values. 
Where the model output did not change suggested an uninformative prior. Posterior predictive 
checks were performed by comparing the distribution of the raw data to the posterior distribution of 
the predicted values. The mean of the observed data aligned closely with the mean of the random 
distribution, suggesting that the observed and predicted distributions were very similar (Figure S3).  
Emergence of fitness trade-offs during development 
The data we collected after germination measured selection on two types of life-history transitions, 
viability selection as the ability to survive to certain time points (seedling establishment/maturity) 
and selection on development as the ability to move through developmental stages (produce ten 
leaves). To investigate how patterns of local adaptation emerged during ontogeny we used the 
estimates of population field performance for each life history stage to which we applied the ‘Local-
Native-Foreign’ contrast of local adaptation. Local referred to populations transplanted into their 
local environment, native included populations from the native ecotype but from a different location 
and foreign referred to populations from a foreign ecotype (see Chapter 2). We then calculated the 
relative fitness advantage of each population when it was transplanted into its native environment 
versus foreign environments. Plotting population fitness advantage in foreign environments (x-axis) 
against fitness advantage in the native environment (y-axis) allowed us to test for fitness trade-offs, 
where the upper left quadrant of the graph represents high relative fitness in the native habitat, but 
low fitness in foreign habitats (as in Hereford 2009).  
Phenotype characterization in a common garden 
To characterise phenotypes for the four ecotypes we measured 19 morphological traits from five 
broad categories of morphological phenotypes including plant development rate, architecture, leaf 
morphology, leaf anatomy and biomass. To account for plasticity between the glasshouse and field, 
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we measured leaf and architecture traits for eight populations of field plants, which we compared to 
glasshouse phenotypes using multidimensional scaling to calculate differences in multivariate space 
for both field and glasshouse plants (Anderson 2006). To measure plants in the glasshouse in July 
2013, 16 plants from each of the 12 populations were grown individually in 140mm round pots. 
Initially, we measured early growth rate as the change in stem length from weeks 2 - 4 after 
germination, which we converted to the proportion of stem length that grew during that time by 
dividing by stem length at maturity. Development rate was recorded as the number of days it took 
to reach maturity (produce the first bud). When plants reached five flowering branches and their 
phenotype ceased developing we measured plant architecture using a ruler to measure plant 
vegetative height, plant width and stem length, we counted the number of secondary branches and 
used callipers to measure stem diameter one inch above ground level. Stem length divided by plant 
width gave us a measure of growth habit where low values represented a prostrate plant and high 
values an erect plant.  
A young, fully expanded leaf was removed and scanned to measure leaf morphology using the 
program Lamina (Bylesjo et al. 2008), which outputs measurements of leaf area, perimeter, 
circularity, number of indents, mean indent width and mean indent depth. Leaf shape complexity 
was calculated as leaf area squared divided by perimeter squared. To measure biomass allocated to 
different tissue types five plants from each population were cut from the pot at ground level. 
Leaves, stems and flowering parts of each plant were removed carefully and stored in separate 
paper bags. Bags were oven dried at 60 degrees Celsius and weighed. Finally, fresh leaf cross-
sections were taken from three individuals per population to quantify differences in the size of 
different tissue types (e.g., thickness of mesophyll cells). Leaf anatomy can provide insights into the 
physiological environment plants are adapted to, for example thinner leaves are associated with 
higher shade environments as they require less water retention, while thicker leaves are found in 
higher radiation environments (Smith et al. 1997). Spongy mesophyll is an important leaf tissue that 
primarily provides air space for gas exchange, while palisade mesophyll is more dedicated to 
structural support and photosynthesis, containing large densities of chloroplasts. Different 
thicknesses of spongy versus palisade mesophyll reflects the allocation to gas exchange versus 
energy production, which can change depending on the water-energy balance required in different 
environments. Plants in full sun tend to have less palisade, but more spongy mesophyll to focus on 
water retention, with the converse true for plants adapted to higher shade environments (Smith et al. 
1997).  
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To sample leaf cross sections, razor blades were used to cut a 0.5 x 0.5cm square piece of leaf from 
the middle portion across the mid-vein. Leaf sections were stored in 5mL falcon tubes containing 
70% FAA (5% Formalin : 5% Acetic acid : 90% Ethanol (70%)), stored at 4°C and then embedded 
and mounted on microscope slides with the methodology outlined below. Leaf samples were 
dehydrated in an ethanol series and embedded using paraplast wax and plastic embedding moulds 
(Bylesjo et al. 2008). Wax embedded samples were kept at 4°C overnight before sectioning. Cross-
sections were cut at 8 - 10 µm thickness using a rotary microtome with steel knives (Leitz 5122, 
USA). Sectioned ribbons were mounted on glass slides with gelatin adhesive and 4% formalin 
solution. Slides were then dried at 37°C overnight. Tissue was stained with safranin (1%) and fast 
green (0.15%; Ruzin 1999). One slide with several cross-sections was prepared for each individual 
and measurements were taken from one good section. All cross sections were photographed using a 
digital camera (Nikon DS-Ri1, Japan) attached to a light microscope (Nikon Eclipse E600, Japan). 
Measurements of tissue dimensions were made using Nikon Imaging Software (NIS Elements, 
version 4.2, Japan). Leaf cross-section measurements included the thickness of the palisade 
mesophyll, spongy mesophyll and diameter of a vascular bundle, as well as overall leaf thickness. 
Three measurements were taken for each tissue type and an average was used for each individual 
plant. Tissue measurements were taken from areas away from the midrib region, which had 
different anatomical dimensions due to the mid-vein.  
Multivariate phenotypic divergence 
We explored divergence in multivariate phenotypes by conducting a separate multivariate analysis 
of variance (MANOVA) for suites of related traits encompassing plant architecture, leaf 
morphology, biomass allocation and leaf anatomy. All traits were centred to a mean of zero and 
scaled to a standard deviation of one. Traits were fitted as a multivariate response and to compare 
the amongst ecotype variance to within ecotype variance we fitted ecotype as a fixed effect and 
replicate population as the nested error term. MANOVA allowed us to test whether multivariate 
phenotypic variation amongst ecotypes was greater than variation between populations within 
ecotypes. We then extracted the ecotype and population sums of squares and cross-product (SSCP) 
matrices from each MANOVA to calculate the multivariate divergence matrix (D) using 
 D = HE-1 , (2) 
where the ecotype SSCP matrix represented H, the hypothesis matrix and the population SSCP 
matrix represented E, the error matrix. D contained phenotypic variances and covariances of 
population means, providing a framework for understanding multivariate phenotypic divergence 
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(Lande 1979). Eigenanalysis of D gave the trait-combinations (dn) underlying the greatest 
divergence in multivariate mean phenotype, with their associated eigenvalues representing the 
variance explained by each trait combination. At both the ecotype and population level there were 
three degrees of freedom, resulting in three vectors of divergence. The first eigenvector (dmax) 
described the linear combination of traits with the greatest phenotypic divergence (Lande 1979; 
McGuigan et al. 2005). The trait loadings of the eigenvectors gave the contribution of each trait to 
the divergence vector. Canonical variate scores were calculated for the original data by taking the 
dot product of the loadings for each eigenvector and the original data. Population means were then 
calculated as the mean canonical variate score for each eigenvector. To explore the association 
between multivariate phenotypes and fitness across a heterogeneous landscape, we regressed 
multivariate canonical variate scores calculated from D, against mean population fitness in the four 
environments estimated from the reciprocal transplant, outlined below. 
Phenotype-fitness associations across environments  
To explore the association between phenotype and fitness across a heterogeneous landscape we 
used analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). To do so, we used population means for phenotype and 
fitness, which gave the continuous phenotypic variation along the x-axis, to which we compared 
fitness in each transplant environment. Transplant environment was included as the categorical 
explanatory variable, with population morphology as the covariate, calculated as the mean 
multivariate score of D. The best estimate of field performance for each population (from model 1) 
was entered as the response variable. Separate ANCOVA models were run for each MCMC 
iteration, providing a distribution of ANCOVA model coefficients. From each ANCOVA we 
extracted the estimate of the slope between morphology and fitness, giving us a distribution of the 
slope for each transplant environment. Where the 95% HPD interval of the slope did not overlap 
zero for a transplant environment indicated a slope that significantly differed from zero and 
suggested an association between morphology and field fitness in that environment. To test for 
significant differences between the distribution of slopes between environments we used the OVL5 
overlap estimator, which measures the difference between two probability distributions (Schmid 
and Schmidt 2006). OVL5 values below 0.05 were considered strong evidence for a significant 
difference between two distributions. Therefore, an OVL5 score of less than 0.05 for two transplant 
environments indicated a significant difference in the association between morphology and field 
performance, between environments. 
Results 
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Emergence of fitness trade-offs during development 
We used the ‘Local-Native-Foreign’ contrast at each life history stage to assess patterns of local 
adaptation throughout ontogeny. We found that local adaptation emerged as life history stages 
progressed (Figure 1). The difference in performance between local and native populations 
remained similar between life history stages but foreign population performance continually 
decreased throughout ontogeny (Figure 1). Panels two and three depict life history stages associated 
with survival. The fourth panel is the ability to produce ten leaves, which is a developmental life 
history transition. We used the ability to reach seedling establishment as the latest life history stage 
because these ecotypes range from annual to short-lived perennial, meaning that natural populations 
are likely to favour development over long-term survival. 
If locally adapted populations incurred a trade-off in fitness when exposed to alternative 
environments we would expect a population to display higher relative fitness in their native 
environment than in foreign environments. Therefore, we predicted that populations would cluster 
in the upper left quadrant of Figure 2. Given no trade-off, populations would cluster in the upper 
right and lower left quadrants. Populations that group in the lower right quadrant would indicate an 
inverse trade-off where populations performed better in foreign environments (Figure 5, Hereford 
2009). Our results show that as selection against foreign populations created patterns of local 
adaptation (Figure 1), trade-offs in field performance also emerged (Figure 2). Initially, populations 
exhibited no fitness trade-offs, occurring in both the upper right quadrant where performance was 
higher in both foreign and native environments, and the lower left quadrant where performance was 
lower in both environments. As development proceeded population performance shifted into the 
upper left quadrant of Figure 2, suggesting that trade-offs in fitness emerged at later life history 
stages.  
We also quantified the direction and magnitude of movement in relative fitness between life history 
stages to show how fitness trade-offs developed during ontogeny. For each population we took the 
difference in Cartesian coordinates between each life history stage and germination, giving the 
direction and magnitude of movement in relative fitness from germination to each life history stage. 
We then converted the change in fitness as a Cartesian coordinate to the angle of movement in 
radians, and used Rayleigh’s test of uniformity to test whether the direction of movement was non-
random. Arrows in the lower right corner of Figure 2 show that populations moved towards fitness 
trade-offs, with the direction of movement from germination significantly non-random for each life 
history stage (Rayleigh’s test of uniformity for survival to seedling establishment: T = 0.635, df = 
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11, P = 0.006; survival to maturity: T = 0.863, df = 11, P <0.001; seedling establishment: T = 0.719, 
df = 11, P <0.001).  
Finally, we tested whether the direction of movement followed the expectation of fitness trade-offs 
where populations show high relative fitness in native environments and low relative fitness in 
foreign environments. Therefore, we tested whether populations moved significantly towards 
2.356194 radians (135°) from the origin, being the median angle of the upper left quadrant of the 
graph. Significant movement in the direction of trade-offs was tested by specifying 2.356194 
radians as the alternative hypothesis in Rayleigh’s test of uniformity, where a significant result 
provided strong evidence for movement towards a trade-off in performance. We found that 
movement significantly favoured the direction of that expected by trade-offs (Rayleigh’s test of 
uniformity with alternative hypothesis; survival to seedling establishment: T = 0.578, df = 11, P = 
0.002; survival to maturity: T = 0.759, df = 11, P <0.001; seedling establishment: T = 0.622, df = 
11, P <0.001).   
Ecotype morphology 
Ecotypes grown under common garden conditions displayed substantial phenotypic differences in 
leaf morphology (Figure 3A) and plant architecture (Figure 3B). Ecotypes showed strong 
divergence in traits related to leaf anatomy, stomata, biomass, development, architecture and leaf 
morphology (Table 1). Replicate populations within each environment exhibited similar 
morphology, illustrated by different means between populations from different environments, but 
similar means between populations within environments (Table S4). Furthermore, differences in 
morphology in the field were retained in the glasshouse (Figure S5). Overall, the Dune and 
Woodland ecotypes had very similar decumbent plant architecture differing only in branch number, 
while Headland plants were prostrate and Tableland plants were tall and erect (Table 1; 
Architecture). Leaf morphology was similar between Dune and Headland ecotypes, both with 
smooth margined leaves differing only in leaf size. Tableland leaves were large, elliptical and 
serrated, while Woodland plants had very dissected leaves with many ray-like lobes (Table 1; Leaf 
Morphology). Tableland plants had a lower proportion of spongy mesophyll while Dune plants had 
proportionally thicker palisade mesophyll, and Headland plants had thicker spongy mesophyll. 
Overall leaf thickness differed greatly between ecotypes, Tableland had the thinnest leaves and 
Headland the thickest (Table 1; Leaf Anatomy). Woodland plants were intermediate for leaf 
anatomy traits. Headland plants allocated more biomass to leaves, Dune and Tableland plants 
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favoured stem biomass, whereas Woodland allocated a higher proportion of biomass to flowering 
(Table 1; Biomass).  
Variance in multivariate traits among ecotypes explained a much higher proportion of the total 
variance than variance between populations for architecture (ecotype = 76%, population = 6%), leaf 
morphology (ecotype = 57%, population = 9%), biomass (ecotype = 31%, population = 13%) and 
leaf anatomy (ecotype = 45%, population = 22%). Very low Wilks’ lambda values produced by 
MANOVA revealed significant multivariate divergence between ecotypes compared to populations 
within ecotypes for traits relating to plant architecture (Wilks’ λ = 0.002, F4,8 = 6.56, P = 2.61x10-
04), leaf morphology (Wilks’ λ = 8.41x10-06, F4,8 = 13.38, P = 2.43x10-05), biomass (Wilks’ λ = 0.02, 
F4,8 = 4.65, P = 0.003) and leaf anatomy (Wilks’ λ = 0.01, F4,8 = 3.01, P = 0.017).  
Multivariate phenotypic divergence 
To examine multivariate phenotypic divergence we estimated D, the variance-covariance matrix of 
population means. Eigenanalysis of D gave the vectors of divergence with corresponding 
eigenvalues representing the amount of divergence each vector described (Table 2). The D matrix 
and full eigenanalyses are located in supplementary Table S6. Briefly, the first eigenvector of D 
(dmax) represented the majority of divergence describing 78%, 69%, 80% and 89% for architecture, 
leaf morphology, biomass and leaf anatomy respectively (Table 2). Trait loadings suggested that 
divergence in plant architecture was largely related to plant size (Table 2A), while divergence in 
leaf morphology was created by differences in leaf complexity in dmax and leaf size and number of 
indents in d2 (Table 2B). Divergence in biomass traits was associated with stem and leaf biomass 
allocation in one direction, and flower biomass in the opposite direction (Table 2C). Leaf anatomy 
exhibited divergence in leaf thickness, spongy mesophyll and palisade mesophyll in the same 
direction (Table 2D).  
Phenotype-fitness associations across environments  
The canonical variates that were strongly associated with field performance included dmax for plant 
architecture (Figure 4A; R2 = 0.41), leaf morphology d2 (Figure 4B; R2 = 0.4), biomass dmax (Figure 
4C; R2 = 0.21), leaf anatomy dmax (Figure 4D; R2 = 0.37), as well as time to maturity (Figure 4E; R2 
= 0.35) and the proportion of stem growth between weeks two and four (Figure 4F; R2 = 0.38). In 
Figure 4 scatterplots represent the ANCOVA for each transplant environment, and the density 
histograms show the posterior distribution for the slopes of the ANCOVA across all MCMC 
iterations. Respiration area, stem growth and the second canonical variates of D for architecture, 
biomass and leaf anatomy were either not strongly associated with field performance, had a low R2 
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value or explained very low variance in divergence (Figure S7). Leaf morphology dmax was the only 
major axis of phenotypic divergence to associate weakly with fitness (Figure S7B; R2 = 0.08), 
likely due to the discontinuous distribution of leaf morphology created by extreme Woodland 
phenotypes. Figure 4 shows that performance in the tableland and headland environments was 
strongly associated with all phenotypes. Performance in the dune was related to all phenotypes 
except architecture and leaf morphology, while performance in the woodland was only non-
significant for biomass. Squares denote the populations from the native ecotype and with the 
exception of the Woodland ecotype phenotypes associated with the native populations were 
favoured. 
Integrating the loadings of D (Table 2) with the regression plots in Figure 4 reveals the relationship 
between multivariate phenotypes and field performance in each environment. For example, larger 
plants have more negative scores (Table 2A) associated with high performance in the tableland 
environment, but low performance in the other environments (Figure 4A). In this way, performance 
in the tableland environment was associated with larger plants with more branches (Table 2A; 
Figure 4A), larger and more serrated leaves (Table 2B; Figure 4B), lower flower biomass (Table 
2C; Figure 4C), thinner leaves (Table 2D; Figure 4D), lower proportion early stem growth (Figure 
4E) and longer time to maturity (Figure 4F). In contrast, performance in the headland environment 
was associated with smaller plants with less branches, smaller leaves, lower flower biomass, thicker 
leaves, higher proportion early stem growth and faster time to maturity. The woodland environment 
was associated with traits in the same direction as the tableland environment, but with reduced 
slope estimates and no field performance association with biomass. Similarly, field performance in 
the dune environment was associated with phenotypes in the same direction as the headland 
environment, except for biomass.  
Environments in coastal (dune and headland) and inland (tableland and woodland) areas followed 
similar associations with field performance. Regression slopes with opposite signs in Figure 4 (e.g., 
Figure 4A; architecture between the tableland and headland environment) suggest trade-offs in 
performance between environments, where high values of a trait were beneficial for field 
performance in one environment, but detrimental in the other. Phenotypic trade-offs were evident 
between the coastal (dune and headland) and inland (tableland and woodland) environments for 
many traits including architecture, leaf morphology, leaf anatomy, proportion stem growth and time 
to maturity (Figure 4). Biomass exhibited a trade-off between the tableland/headland environments 
and the dune/woodland environments. No measured traits exhibited trade-offs between the two 
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contrasting inland environments, and only biomass showed a trade-off between the coastal 
environments, suggesting other unmeasured physiological traits separating these contrasting 
environments may be more important.  
Discussion 
Trade-offs in overall performance emerged as development progressed and natural selection 
reduced foreign population performance, creating patterns of local adaptation. As a consequence of 
local adaptation, ecotypes exhibited extensive multivariate phenotypic divergence. Multivariate 
phenotypes showed strong associations with field performance, with phenotypic trade-offs 
emerging between contrasting environments. Overall, adaptive divergence across a heterogeneous 
landscape has resulted in trade-offs between environments that may reduce gene flow, maintaining 
ecological divergence during diversification. 
Evidence of fitness trade-offs in local adaptation studies is not ubiquitous (Hereford 2009), but 
many studies may have used systems associated with weak patterns of local adaptation due to high 
migration or less contrasting selection pressures. Genetic studies of local adaptation have revealed 
that trade-offs are created by alleles beneficial in one environment but selected against (antagonistic 
pleiotropy) or neutral (conditional neutrality) in other environments (Fry 1996; Hall et al. 2010; 
Anderson et al. 2013). Our results showed that strong patterns of local adaptation (Chapter 2; Melo 
et al. 2014; Richards et al. 2016) between contrasting environments were associated with trade-offs 
in performance, suggesting that adaptation to contrasting environments is associated with alleles 
that exhibit antagonistic pleiotropy rather than conditional neutrality (Anderson et al. 2013). If 
conditionally neutral alleles dominated adaptation, foreign populations would not be selected 
against, potentially creating weaker patterns of local adaptation with no trade-offs between 
environments. This is important because in a system where long distance dispersal creates the 
potential for migration, trade-offs in performance between environments can contribute to 
reproductive isolation, maintaining divergence (Hereford 2009; Lenormand 2011).  
Emergence of fitness trade-offs during development 
Overall performance trade-offs emerged as life history stages progressed and natural selection acted 
against foreign populations (Figure 1 and Figure 2), suggesting that selection is not due to strong 
selection on a single life history stage but is a gradual accumulation across development (Angert 
and Schemske 2005). Therefore, further elucidation of the ecological basis of fitness trade-offs 
requires understanding when natural selection operates during development, with the potential that 
many studies are missing the developmental stage at which trade-offs may appear. Figure 4E and 
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Figure 4F show that differences in development rate and growth rate exhibited trade-offs between 
the coastal and inland environments, suggesting that selection on environment-specific organismal 
development may have contributed to trade-offs in overall performance as development progressed. 
A transplant using two species of Mimulus showed that viability selection reduced survival outside 
the home range of one species, whereas selection on development reduced growth and fecundity in 
the other species (Angert and Schemske 2005). Our results were concordant with both, patterns of 
selection on mortality (panel 3 in Figure 1 and Figure 2) and growth (panel 4 in Figure 1 and Figure 
2). We believe that selection as development progressed may be due to two non-mutually exclusive 
explanations: first, plants have greater or more specific resource dependency later in life history 
where they require their native conditions; or second, selection is occurring on complex traits that 
are being selected against as they are expressed or as selection changes later in development, and 
they become ecologically important.  
Multivariate phenotypic divergence 
Investigating phenotypic diversification can provide important insights into how evolutionary 
processes have shaped patterns of adaptive divergence across a landscape. Natural selection on 
numerous traits can create multivariate selection on combinations of traits, but few studies have 
identified the dimensionality of multivariate traits underlying adaptation to complex environments 
(Kingsolver et al. 2001; Barrett et al. 2008). Eigenanalysis of D revealed that most of the 
multivariate phenotypic divergence between ecotypes was captured by dmax, the major axis of 
divergence, to which most traits contributed. However, variation explained by d2 for leaf 
morphology and architecture (30% and 20% respectively) suggested that evolutionary processes 
such as drift and selection have operated on more than one axis of phenotypic divergence. For 
example, complex leaves in the Woodland ecotype meant that dmax for leaf morphology explained 
leaf complexity, whereas d2 accounted for leaf size while still explaining a large portion of variance, 
highlighting that multiple axes of multivariate divergence are required to understand how 
phenotypic diversification has occurred (Hohenlohe and Arnold 2010). The strong association 
between multivariate phenotypes and field performance in Figure 4 provided evidence of natural 
selection on multivariate phenotypes (Nosil et al. 2009; Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). Fitness was 
associated with d2 for both leaf morphology and architecture, providing further evidence that 
selection favoured adaptive divergence in multiple dimensions. 
Phenotype-fitness associations across environments  
Associating multivariate phenotypes with field performance allowed us to explore adaptive 
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divergence using the conceptual framework of Simpson’s adaptive landscape (Nosil et al. 2009). 
The adaptive landscape is represented by a phenotypic space overlayed with a fitness surface where 
areas of higher fitness create peaks and areas of lower fitness represent troughs (Simpson 1944; 
Arnold et al. 2001). During adaptation, unique phenotypic combinations evolve across the adaptive 
landscape, but these combinations may be unsuccessful in other areas of the landscape where 
natural selection acts against them (Arnold et al. 2001; Serrelli 2015). Environment-specific 
adaptive landscapes will contain fitness peaks and troughs in different areas of phenotypic space. If 
natural selection favours a strong match between environment and phenotype then we expect that 
selection for beneficial linear combinations of traits create adaptation in multivariate phenotype. For 
example, fitness underlying architectural traits was associated with large plants in the tableland 
environment, small plants in the headland and no correlation with size in the dune and woodland 
environments. Therefore, plant size exhibited a phenotypic trade-offs between environments that 
favoured opposite ends of the phenotypic spectrum. In this way, the adaptive landscape can be used 
to link adaptation and divergence following diversification by exploring how peaks and troughs are 
associated with the same phenotypic space transplanted between environments across a 
heterogeneous landscape. 
Limitations 
Here, we present an analysis relating multivariate phenotype to field performance in four 
contrasting environments using phenotypic variation segregating among populations as the basis for 
the association. As we are relying on population means, these analyses may be confounded by 
geography (e.g., latitude) or selection on unmeasured traits linked to the traits included in our 
analyses. The ideal analysis would use phenotypic variation segregating between all ecotypes using 
recombination, which would dismantle the genetic correlations between traits and allow much more 
stringent tests between phenotype and field performance. However, the analysis presented here 
provides important insights into the relationship between phenotype and fitness as a consequence of 
local adaptation.  
Conclusions 
Overall, we have shown that fitness and phenotypic trade-offs emerged as a consequence of 
adaptation across a heterogeneous landscape. The presence of trade-offs in phenotype and fitness 
suggests that adaptation within environments promoted ecological specialization and resulting in 
divergence between environments. Our previous study (Chapter 2) indicated that numerous aspects 
of the environment were associated with fitness, suggesting there are many agents of selection 
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across these contrasting environments. The current study suggests that adaptation to contrasting 
environments promoted the evolution of trade-offs, and resulted in strong multivariate phenotypic 
divergence. Results also showed that multivariate phenotypes were associated with fitness in 
contrasting environments, providing evidence for multifarious natural selection underlying 
divergence during diversification across a heterogeneous landscape.  
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Figures 
 
Figure 1 The Local-Native-Foreign contrast for each life history stage.  
Local populations performed better than non-local but native populations, which performed better 
than populations from a foreign ecotype. The difference between local and native populations 
remained similar while selection reduced the performance of foreign populations as life history 
stages progressed. Confidence intervals are 95% HPD intervals. 
 
Figure 2 Relative fitness of populations in foreign and native environments. 
Relative fitness of a population in foreign environments (x-axis) versus relative fitness in its native 
environment (y-axis). Each panel is a different life history stage with black dots indicating the 
populations that were transplanted into their local environment. Populations moved from the area 
signifying no trade-off (upper right and lower left section of the quadrant) into the upper left 
quadrant, indicating a fitness trade-off. Confidence intervals are 95% HPD intervals. Arrows within 
circles in the bottom right corner show the direction of movement from germination to each life 
history stage, populations moved towards trade-offs as development progressed. 
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Figure 3 Visualization of ecotypic differences.  
Morphological differences in (A) leaf morphology and (B) architecture. Dune and Woodland plants 
are decumbent with smooth and dissected leaves respectively. Tableland plants are tall, erect with 
large serrated leaves and Headland plants are prostrate with smaller, smooth margined leaves. 
Table 1 Characterisation of phenotypic traits for the four ecotypes grown in the glasshouse.  
Mean differences between the four ecotypes ± standard deviation. Ecotypes show differences in 
plant development, leaf morphology, plant architecture, biomass allocation and leaf anatomy. 
 
A)
B)
Headland Dune Woodland Tableland
11cm
13mm
Development Architecture Leaf morphology Leaf anatomy Biomass
Ecotype N
Plant 
Growth 
(mm)
Proportion 
Plant 
Growth
Time to 
Maturity 
(days)
N Height (mm)
Stem 
Length / 
Width
# 
Branches
Stem 
Diameter 
(mm)
N
Leaf 
Area 
(mm2)
# 
Indents
Indent 
Width 
(mm)
Indent 
Depth 
(mm)
Perimeter2
/Area2 N
Palisade 
Mesophyll
Spongy 
Mesophyll
Leaf 
Thickness 
(µm)
N
Total 
Biomass 
(g)
Flower Leaf Stem
Dune 48 65.85 ±20.95
0.47 
±0.13
48.42 
±3.45 48
308.8 
±50.66
0.38 
±0.15
14.7 
±2.59
4.36 
±0.48 49
653.89 
±234.61
24.9 
±5.77
6.23 
±2.25
1.34 
±0.58
0.15 
±0.12 9
0.47 
±0.07
0.41 
±0.08
452.41 
±93.05 16
27.89 
±5.52
0.17 
±0.04
0.24 
±0.04
0.59 
±0.04
Headland 50 31.66 ±16.43
0.44 
±0.14
48.02 
±3.76 50
120.78 
±32.99
0.17 
±0.06
16.06 
±1.89
3.17 
±0.49 48
295.16 
±106.53
16.27 
±3.6
5.73 
±1.55
1.02 
±0.54
0.24 
±0.17 8
0.39 
±0.16
0.5 
±0.17
501.39 
±128.58 14
26.86 
±3.38
0.14 
±0.06
0.31 
±0.05
0.55 
±0.04
Tableland 43 61.51 ±27.25
0.18 
±0.08
61.98 
±6.65 43
618.2 
±154.17
0.89 
±0.28
24 
±2.96
7.37 
±1.2 43
1599.48 
±508.2
49.44 
±9.85
4.33 
±0.64
1.21 
±0.28
0.05 
±0.03 9
0.45 
±0.07
0.36 
±0.1
224.89 
±46.53 13
45.23 
±18.24
0.12 
±0.04
0.25 
±0.05
0.63 
±0.06
Woodland 40 43.28 ±21.87
0.41 
±0.18
54.58 
±6.88 40
284.77 
±67.78
0.32 
±0.11
18.66 
±2.05
4.28 
±0.78 45
317.77 
±144.07
47.51 
±21.71
8.8 
±2.31
2.27 
±1.11
7.91 
±5.88 7
0.36 
±0.11
0.5 
±0.11
251.83 
±55.23 15
25.43 
±9.12
0.23 
±0.08
0.24 
±0.05
0.53 
±0.1
(Proportion)(Proportion)
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Table 2 Eigenvalues of D  
Most phenotypic divergence was represented in the first eigenvector of D, dmax for (A) architecture, 
(B) leaf morphology, (C) biomass and (D) leaf anatomy. Loadings show that most traits within a 
suite contributed to multivariate divergence. Only the first two eigenvectors are displayed with the 
remaining eigenvectors and D matrix located in supplementary material.  
	  
Eigenvalue 
(Proportion) Eigenvector Trait loadings
A) Architecture Height Stem length / width # Branches
Stem 
diameter
30.84 (0.78) dmax -0.55 -0.51 -0.39 -0.54
7.95 (0.20) d2 0.12 0.19 0.94 0.25
B) Leaf morphology Area Circularity # Indents Indent width indent depth Perimeter
2 / 
Area2
311.39 (0.69) dmax -0.21 -0.57 0.30 0.39 0.37 0.50
136.04 (0.30) d2 -0.76 -0.09 -0.59 0.25 -0.03 0.05
C) Biomass Flower Leaf Stem
10.24 (0.8) dmax -0.76 0.55 0.35
2.08 (0.16) d2 0.35 0.59 0.73
D) Leaf anatomy Vein Thickness Palisade mesophyll
Spongy 
mesophyll
17.03 (0.89) dmax 0.10 0.65 0.54 0.53
1.55 (0.08) d2 -0.26 0.03 -0.70 0.66
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Figure 4 Plots associating phenotype and fitness.  
Field performance in each environment was associated with (A) architecture dmax, (B) leaf 
morphology d2, (C) biomass dmax, (D) leaf anatomy dmax, (E) time to maturity and (F) stem growth. 
Colours represent field performance in each of the four environments. For each suite of traits the 
regression plot is the ANCOVA of the posterior mean fitness for each population as a visual 
interpretation for the association between phenotype and fitness. Posterior mean adjusted R squared 
is in the upper right of each panel. Squares indicate populations from the native ecotype. The right-
hand panel for each suite of traits shows density histograms for the slope estimates within each 
transplant environment, calculated using all MCMC iterations of the estimation of field 
performance and giving uncertainty around the estimation of the slope. Different letters denote 
significant differences in slope estimates between environments. Asterisks denote slope 
distributions that overlap the dashed line and are not significantly different to zero.  
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Supplementary Material 
Table S1 Population locations.  
Coloured rows indicate the transplant sites.  
	  
 	  
Ecotype Latitude Longitude Population Code Location
Dune
-27.39845 153.453808 D0 North Stradbroke Island, Qld
-28.783005 153.594018 D1 Lennox Head, NSW
-28.331043 153.571228 D3 Cabarita Beach, NSW
Headland
-27.436047 153.545529 H0 North Stradbroke Island, Qld
-28.813117 153.605319 H1 Lennox Head, NSW
-28.362519 153.574345 H2 Cabarita Beach, NSW
Tableland
-28.230508 153.135078 T1 O’Reilley’s Rainforest Retreat, Qld
-28.293389 152.415917 T9 Near Queen Mary Falls, Qld
-26.892234 151.619021 T13 Bunya Mountains, Qld
-28.354319 152.396789 T16 Acacia Plateau Rd near Killarney, Qld
Woodland
-27.479946 152.824709 W2 Upper Brookfield, Qld
-30.290056 150.149194 W3 Mt. Kaputar National Park, NSW
-27.300911 152.28361 W4 Esk, Qld
-28.338839 152.039931 W6 Blakes Rd. near Warwick Qld
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Figure S2 Survival truncation.  
Top panels show the demography of each ecotype over time as the proportion of plants transplanted 
that were present at each time point. Bottom panels show frequency distribution for the day that 
plants reached maturity. Vertical line illustrates the day of survival truncation for each environment. 
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Figure S3 Bayesian model checking. 
Alignment between predicted data points extracted from the bivariate models of field performance 
with the observed data. The red line is the mean of the observed data and blue lines are the 95% 
HPD intervals of the predicted distribution. Given a close alignment between observed and 
predicted, the red line should be in the middle of the predicted distribution and not outside the blue 
lines.  
Table S4 Population means for all phenotypes. 
 
Development Architecture Leaf morphology Leaf anatomy Biomass
Ecotype Population N
Plant 
Growth 
(mm)
Proportio
n Plant 
Growth
Time to 
Maturity 
(days)
N Height (mm)
Stem 
Length / 
Width
# 
Secondary 
Branches
Main 
Stem 
Diameter 
(mm)
N Leaf Area (mm2) # Indents
Indent 
Width 
(mm)
Indent 
Depth 
(mm)
Perimeter
2/Area2 N
Palisade 
Mesophyll
Spongy 
Mesophyll
Leaf 
Thickness 
(µm)
N
Total 
Biomass 
(g)
Flower Leaf Stem
Dune D00 14 72.71±20.57 0.39±0.12 51.07±3.89 14 338.56±46.12 0.52±0.17 17.31±2.02 4.59±0.5 15 554.65±252.24 20.2±5.16 6.98±2.22 1.22±0.49 0.16±0.08 0.44±0.01 0.45±0.02 553.49±23.65 5 24.16±4.06 0.18±0.04 0.22±0.05 0.59±0.02
D01 17 72±17.19 0.54±0.12 46.59±2.45 17 298.12±51.28 0.34±0.1 14±2.15 4.36±0.41 17 631.25±162.78 25.47±4.95 6.59±2.25 1.57±0.59 0.17±0.14 0.51±0.07 0.37±0.09 428.87±17.28 6 28.12±3.03 0.16±0.06 0.26±0.02 0.58±0.06
D03 17 54.06±20.52 0.46±0.11 47.92±2.07 17 291.47±43.69 0.3±0.07 12.94±1.2 4.13±0.45 17 764.11±245.5 28.47±4.2 5.2±1.99 1.2±0.6 0.11±0.12 0.47±0.1 0.39±0.1 374.89±92.75 5 27.03±5.38 0.16±0.03 0.25±0.03 0.59±0.04
Headland H00 17 28.65±13.94 0.46±0.12 45.94±2.01 17 120.35±31.45 0.15±0.05 15.88±1.54 2.81±0.29 16 222.95±58.15 15.19±3.41 5.96±1.72 0.73±0.28 0.3±0.14 0.28±0.07 0.61±0.05 602.65±133.89 4 32.21±7.32 0.16±0.09 0.28±0.03 0.56±0.07
H01 16 26.81±19.25 0.39±0.17 47.07±2.67 16 131.75±31.38 0.16±0.06 16.19±2.4 3.26±0.32 16 285.13±58.68 17.25±3.04 5.87±1.82 1.54±0.59 0.32±0.2 0.53±0.08 0.36±0.1 481.62±122.56 5 25.97±3.52 0.1±0.03 0.34±0.02 0.56±0.02
H02 17 39.24±13.83 0.48±0.1 50.88±4.2 17 110.88±34.59 0.2±0.06 16.12±1.76 3.43±0.6 16 377.41±125.89 16.38±4.18 5.36±1.05 0.79±0.19 0.09±0.03 0.32±0.19 0.56±0.19 453.64±140.06 5 26.09±2.81 0.15±0.06 0.3±0.06 0.55±0.03
Tableland T01 16 69.13±27.36 0.22±0.08 57.94±4.86 16 560.94±105.19 0.81±0.28 21.94±2.41 7.67±1.07 16 1579.11±567.9 48.25±9.67 4.21±0.6 1.08±0.23 0.04±0.02 0.46±0.02 0.33±0.12 221.07±69.59 5 25.02±2.63 0.1±0.04 0.27±0.04 0.63±0.05
T09 17 62.41±29.35 0.16±0.07 62.31±4.69 17 679.44±174.07 0.89±0.27 25.31±2.02 7.77±1.09 17 1561.35±420.68 48.76±9.42 4.21±0.55 1.15±0.21 0.04±0.02 0.47±0.1 0.35±0.12 221.64±51.73 5 30.18±2.77 0.12±0.02 0.24±0.06 0.64±0.07
T13 10 47.8±19.28 0.13±0.06 67.9±7.55 10 612.92±162.03 0.99±0.29 25±3.33 6.43±1.07 10 1696.88±582.34 52.5±11.21 4.75±0.73 1.51±0.23 0.08±0.05 0.41±0.07 0.41±0.05 231.95±32.09 3 48.43±21.74 0.16±0.05 0.25±0.05 0.6±0.08
Woodland W02 17 43.29±12.64 0.46±0.1 50.75±2.49 17 268.5±45.2 0.27±0.05 18.25±2.52 4.34±0.59 16 297.61±117.04 41.13±17.59 9.48±1.74 2.5±1.26 8.27±6.3 0.35±0.06 0.53±0.02 259.65±28.09 5 42.61±5.21 0.22±0.1 0.2±0.02 0.59±0.11
W03 9 18.56±11.09 0.26±0.17 63.29±10.64 9 243.33±34.12 0.25±0.06 19.13±1.68 3.57±0.54 15 225.25±99.11 37.8±19.55 10.13±2.38 2.41±1.32 11.13±6.05 0.42±0.13 0.47±0.14 306.95±64.66 5 52.4±26.19 0.29±0.05 0.29±0.04 0.43±0.05
W04 14 59.14±21.64 0.45±0.21 54.6±3.92 14 339.88±75.63 0.43±0.11 18.63±1.86 4.88±0.59 14 439.93±131.98 65.21±18.16 6.6±0.82 1.87±0.46 4.06±1.87 0.33±0.14 0.5±0.17 209.87±30.44 5 32.32±5.88 0.19±0.03 0.23±0.03 0.58±0.04
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Figure S5 Phenotype comparison for glasshouse and field populations. 
Populations show differences between glasshouse and field morphology, but differences between 
ecotypes are maintained, shown by similar distances between dashed ellipses compared to solid 
ellipses. Some of the differences between glasshouse and field conditions may be due to plasticity 
or that we were unable to control for age of the plants measured in the field.  
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Table S6 D matrix and full eigenanalysis. 
(A) D matrix for each suite of traits, larger numbers indicating stronger differences between 
ecotypes for trait means on the diagonal, and bivariate trait combinations off the diagonal. (B) 
Eigenanalysis of D including eigenvectors not included in main results section.  
 
Architecture Leaf morphology Proportion biomass allocation Leaf anatomy
A) Divergence matrices (D)
Height
Stem 
Length / 
Width
# 
Branches
Stem 
Diameter Area Circularity # Indents
Indent 
Width
Indent 
Depth
Perimeter2 
/ Area2 Flower Leaf Stem Vein
Leaf 
Thickness
Proportion
Palisade
Proportion 
Spongy
Height 25.42 2.47 -4.54 6.52 Area 201.96 -55.08 -91.37 -28.60 -9.73 -25.58 Flower 9.87 3.88 &6.88 Vein &1.21 9.14 &2.93 &4.67
Stem 
Length / 
Width
22.29 2.70 -3.61 6.51 Circularity 171.68 -71.00 -264.48 -144.90 25.56 -109.34 Leaf &5.96 &1.77 5.97 Leaf Thickness
&9.04 54.84 &18.44 &25.88
# 
Branches 11.96 -0.62 4.39 7.85 # Indents 29.52 12.15 144.90 97.48 -30.10 70.89 Stem
&3.44 &1.21 4.72 Proportion 
Palisade
&7.22 53.77 &19.21 &27.66
Stem 
Diameter 23.62 2.34 -3.29 6.99
Indent 
Width -153.86 57.10 180.67 94.84 -12.64 70.40
Proportion 
Spongy
&7.58 36.87 &11.29 &15.31
Indent 
Depth -95.97 43.82 175.22 99.72 -19.2 73.06
Perimeter2 
/ Area2 -145.90 61.31 234.15 128.77 -23.44 97.70
B) Eigenanalysis of D matrices
Eigenvalues (proportion of variance)
30.84 
(0.78)
7.95  
(0.20) 7.18 (0.02)
311.39 
(0.69)
136.04 
(0.30)
1.78 
(0.003)
10.24-
(0.8)
2.08-
(0.16)
0.50-
(0.04)
17.03-
(0.89)
1.55-
(0.08)
0.54-
(0.03)
Eigen-
vectors dmax d2 d3 dmax d2 d3 dmax d2 d3 dmax d2 d3
Height -0.55 0.12 -0.18 Area &0.21 &0.76 0.02 Flower &0.76 0.35 0.45 Vein 0.1 &0.26 &0.6
Stem 
Length / 
Width
-0.51 0.19 0.92 Circularity &0.57 &0.09 0.01 Leaf 0.55 0.59 &0.89 Leaf Thickness
0.65 0.03 &0.34
# 
Branches -0.39 0.94 0.00 # Indents
0.30 &0.59 0.27 Stem 0.35 0.73 0.11 Palisade 0.54 &0.7 &0.73
Stem 
Diameter -0.54 0.25 0.35
Indent 
Width
0.39 0.25 &0.74 Spongy 0.53 0.66 0.02
Indent 
Depth
0.37 &0.03 &0.57
Perimeter2 
/ Area2
0.50 0.05 0.22
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Figure S7 Phenotype and fitness for remaining multivariate traits.  
Phenotypes and canonical variates not closely associated with field performance, or representing 
low phenotypic divergence. 
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Chapter 4: Evolution of genetic variance during adaptive radiation 
Greg. M. Walter1, J. David Aguirre1,2, Mark W. Blows1 and Daniel Ortiz-Barrientos1 
1University of Queensland, School of Biological Sciences, St. Lucia QLD 4072, Australia 2Massey 
University, Institute of Natural and Mathematical Sciences, Auckland 0745, New Zealand 
Keywords: adaptive radiation, genetic constraint, diversification, additive genetic variance, 
phenotypic variance, covariance tensor 
Abstract 
Adaptation requires sufficient genetic variation in the direction of natural selection, but genetic 
correlations between traits can bias adaptation away from adaptive phenotypes and constrain the 
rate of evolution. If constraints limit adaptation following colonization of novel contrasting 
environments it is difficult to see how rapid adaptive divergence creates adaptive radiation across a 
heterogeneous landscape. Here, we explored adaptive divergence in ecotypes of an Australian 
native wildflower by quantifying divergence in multivariate phenotypes of populations that occupy 
four contrasting environments. We then investigated differences in multivariate genetic variance 
underlying traits that have diverged and examined the alignment between phenotypic divergence 
and genetic divergence among ecotypes. We found that divergence in mean multivariate phenotype 
had occurred along two major axes represented by suites of traits related to plant size and 
architecture on one axis, and leaf shape on the other axis. Genetic variance underlying traits was 
often high, and ecotypes differed along a major axis related to plant architecture. Divergence in 
phenotype mean aligned with divergence in genetic variances and differences in the orientation of 
genetic variances. Overall, our results suggest that high levels of standing genetic variation might 
fuel the early stages of adaptive radiation and ecotypic differentiation has occurred along lines of 
greatest genetic variance. 
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Introduction 
For decades biologists have sought to understand the processes that have created the dramatic 
diversification of species we see in nature (Arnold et al. 2001). Adaptive radiation is a major 
process that drives the creation of biological diversity and occurs when groups of organisms 
colonize and rapidly adapt to contrasting environments, leading to divergence and speciation 
(Schluter 2000). Sufficient genetic variation exposed to spatial variation in natural selection can 
create genetic structure across a heterogeneous landscape, leading to adaptive divergence 
(Blanquart et al. 2012). However, experimental work on understanding how spatial variation in 
natural selection creates adaptive radiation across a heterogeneous landscape is rare (e.g., Schluter 
1995; Losos et al. 2001; Alcantara et al. 2010). For example, Anolis lizards have repeatedly adapted 
specialized morphology in similar habitats on different islands (Losos 1990; Losos et al. 2001; 
Langerhans et al. 2006). In systems such as these, replicate populations with similar phenotypes that 
occupy similar environments can be used as natural experiments to explore how genetic and 
phenotypic variation has evolved during adaptive divergence.  
Spatial variation in natural selection can result in phenotypic evolution across different levels of 
biological organisation (Lowry et al. 2014). Populations within ecotypes that experience similar 
selective pressures often evolve similar phenotypes, creating strong correlations between habitat 
and morphology (Schluter et al. 2004; Foster et al. 2007; Eroukhmanoff et al. 2009). Conversely, 
differences in directional selection between environments can favour adaptive phenotypic 
divergence between populations and lead to the formation of ecotypes (Abbott and Comes 2007; 
Lowry 2012). Therefore, populations adapted to similar environments may evolve complex 
combinations of traits that create discontinuous phenotypes between contrasting environments 
across a heterogeneous landscape (Lowry et al. 2014). For example, marine stickleback fish have 
repeatedly colonized freshwater lakes with each instance involving identical genetic and phenotypic 
adaptive divergence via the loss of bony armour plating (Colosimo et al. 2005; Marchinko and 
Schluter 2007; Barrett et al. 2008).  
Correlations between habitat and morphology are often examined on single traits in isolation, but 
natural selection typically acts on multiple traits simultaneously (Dobzhansky 1956; Lewontin 
1970; Cheverud 1982; Lande and Arnold 1983). Consequently, adaptation can favour the evolution 
of beneficial combinations of traits within an environment and create adaptive divergence in 
multivariate phenotypes between contrasting environments (Bégin and Roff 2004; Nosil et al. 
2009). Selection on multivariate traits is effective in creating local adaptation to specific 
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environments (MacPherson et al. 2015), potentially underlying the origin of ecotypes during 
adaptive radiation (Kolbe et al. 2011). The divergence variance-covariance (hereafter (co)variance) 
matrix of population means (D) quantifies divergence in multivariate mean phenotype (Lande 
1979), providing a framework to understand axes of phenotypic divergence during adaptive 
divergence within and between contrasting environments (McGuigan 2006). Although D has been 
used to identify how populations have diverged within taxa (Blows and Higgie 2003; Bégin and 
Roff 2004; McGuigan et al. 2005; Garcia 2014), it has rarely been used to understand multivariate 
phenotypic divergence across levels of biological organisation, such as within and between 
ecotypes (e.g., Kolbe et al. 2011).  
Assessing how divergence in phenotype mean aligns with divergence in genetic variances across a 
heterogeneous landscape can provide valuable insights into how genetic change between 
populations leads to species diversification (Schluter 1996; McGuigan 2006). The amount of 
additive genetic variance in the direction of selection determines the rate of adaptive phenotypic 
evolution (Lande 1979, 1980; Cheverud 1984; Zeng 1988; Arnold et al. 2008). However, numerous 
studies have shown that the distribution of additive genetic variance is not homogeneous among 
traits (e.g., Lande 1979; Blows and Higgie 2003; Brooks et al. 2005; Roff and Fairbairn 2012). 
Genetic correlations among traits concentrate genetic variation into particular trait combinations at 
the expense of other trait combinations (Arnold 1992). When genetic correlations bias the 
distribution of genetic variation away from the direction of selection, constraints on the rate of 
adaptive evolution are likely (Walsh and Blows 2009).  
The additive genetic variance-covariance matrix (G) summarises the genetic relationships between 
traits, providing the framework to investigate multivariate phenotypic evolution (Lande 1979). 
Linear combinations of traits (orthonormal vectors) can be used to represent G by dissecting the 
distribution of multivariate genetic variance into uncorrelated axes (Lande 1979; Schluter 1996; 
McGuigan 2006). Adaptation is expected to bias evolution along the axis of greatest genetic 
variance (gmax) regardless of the direction of selection because this is the direction with the most 
additive genetic variance available (Schluter 1996, 2000; McGuigan et al. 2005; Chenoweth et al. 
2010). Studying differences in the shape and orientation of G between taxa adapted to contrasting 
environments can provide valuable insights into the directions of adaptive divergence, and help us 
understand how species diversification might occur during adaptive radiation (Arnold et al. 2001; 
Arnold et al. 2008). 
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If G can readily evolve in shape or orientation, the axes of G with the highest genetic variance may 
align with the direction of selection and rapid adaptation can ensue (Doroszuk et al. 2008; Agrawal 
and Stinchcombe 2009; Eroukhmanoff 2009). Therefore, the stability of G remains central to 
understanding phenotypic evolution because fluctuations in G have important implications for how 
populations respond to natural selection during adaptive divergence (Steppan et al. 2002). Overall, 
G is considered inherently stable, with the structure of G often conserved between taxa (Bégin and 
Roff 2003; Blows and Higgie 2003; McGuigan et al. 2005; Walsh and Blows 2009; Chenoweth et 
al. 2010; Bolstad et al. 2014). But dramatic changes in G are also possible, with studies revealing 
changes in the shape, size and orientation of G over relatively short time periods (Doroszuk et al. 
2008; Eroukhmanoff and Svensson 2011; Wood and Brodie 2015). Consequently, we still do not 
fully understand how genetic constraints and natural selection interact to shape adaptive divergence. 
Here, we investigated adaptive divergence underlying the adaptive radiation of an herbaceous 
wildflower, Senecio lautus, across a heterogeneous landscape. Senecio lautus is a species complex 
native to Australia, New Zealand and several Pacific Islands. Although S. lautus contains many 
taxonomic species, we focussed on varieties within S. pinnatifolius, which are native to Australia 
and occupies a diverse array of habitats. Our research used populations that occupy coastal 
headlands (S. pinnatifolius var. maritimus; Headland ecotype), coastal sand dunes (S. pinnatifolius 
var. pinnatifolius; Dune ecotype), moist tableland rainforests (S. pinnatifolius var. serratus; 
Tableland ecotype) and dry sclerophyll woodland (S. pinnatifolius var. dissectifolius; Woodland 
ecotype) (Ali 1969; Radford et al. 2004). These ecotypes display strong morphological 
differentiation associated with the different environments they are found in (Ali 1964; Ornduff 
1964; Ali 1969; Radford et al. 2004). Plants maintained their field morphology when grown under 
common garden conditions, indicating that phenotypic differences between populations have a 
strong underlying genetic basis (Chapter 2). Previous transplant experiments have revealed that 
ecotypes are adapted to their local environments, resulting in phenotypic diversification across a 
complex landscape (Chapter 2 and 3; Melo et al. 2014; Richards et al. 2016). Extrinsic reproductive 
isolation is strong, but intrinsic reproductive isolation is weaker, suggesting barriers are largely 
geographic or ecological (Chapter 2; Melo et al. 2014; Richards and Ortiz-Barrientos 2016; 
Richards et al. 2016). Phenotypic traits including plant architecture and leaf size showed a strong 
association with field fitness in several of the environments, providing evidence that phenotypic 
traits may be adaptive (Chapter 3). Weak population genetic structure and low genetic 
differentiation indicate that divergence has occurred within one million years (Roda et al. 2013a; 
Roda et al. 2013b), suggesting this system has recently undergone adaptive radiation.  
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Here, we used replicate populations of each of the four ecotypes to investigate how divergence in 
mean multivariate phenotype has occurred within and between ecotypes using ten traits related to 
plant architecture and leaf morphology. We then conducted a large glasshouse experiment to 
estimate additive genetic (co)variance matrices for each ecotype for the ten morphological traits 
known to have adaptively diverged. We then investigated the alignment between divergence in 
genetic variance and phenotypic mean to investigate whether divergence in genetic variance has 
mimicked rapid adaptive phenotypic divergence, despite the prediction that genetic correlations 
should constrain adaptive divergence. 
Methods 
Datasets 
To compare divergence in phenotype mean with divergence in genetic variance we used data from 
two separate glasshouse experiments. In the first experiment we grew 15 individuals from four 
populations of each ecotype (taken from Chapter 3), which we used to estimate divergence in 
multivariate phenotype mean. The second experiment used a breeding design to estimate genetic 
variance components for two populations of each ecotype. Estimating genetic variance requires 
large sample sizes and breeding designs, which logistically restricted us to only two populations for 
each ecotype. However, D represents divergence in mean among populations and therefore needs 
replication at the population level, which is why we used the first glasshouse experiment. Figure S1 
shows the phenotypic mean and standard error for the eight populations grown in both glasshouse 
experiments. Differences between populations were similar between glasshouse experiments, 
verifying the use of the first glasshouse experiment to represent divergence in phenotype mean of 
the system. Below we outline the protocols for the second glasshouse experiment; the protocols for 
the first experiment are similar and detailed in Chapter 3. 
Sample collection & phenotyping procedures 
We collected seeds from two populations for each ecotype (Table S2). Populations occupy small 
patches of habitat, which restricted us to sampling seeds from 30-45 individuals per population. 
Samples were taken from individuals at ten metre intervals to reduce the risk of sampling close 
relatives. To grow seeds in the glasshouse we induced seed germination by scarifying each seed 
with a razor blade, placing them on moist filter paper in glass petri dishes and leaving them in the 
dark for two days. Seedlings were then transferred to a controlled-temperature room at 25°C on a 
50:50 day:night light cycle. After one week seedlings were taken to the glasshouse and planted in 
85mm square pots containing soil (70% pine bark: 30% coco peat) with 5kg/m3 osmocote slow-
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release fertiliser and 830g/m3 Suscon Maxi soil insecticide. We performed controlled crosses 
between plants by rubbing two mature flower heads together over successive days, allowing each 
flower to receive and donate pollen. Seeds were collected once mature and stored at four degrees 
Celsius until required for subsequent experiments.  
Ten morphological measurements were taken using identical methods in both glasshouse 
experiments. Architectural measurements were recorded to the nearest millimetre with a ruler and 
included plant vegetative height, plant width at the widest point, plant width at the narrowest point 
and main stem length. Secondary branches were counted and main stem diameter was measured 
with callipers one inch from ground level. We divided the main stem length by an average of the 
two width measurements to get an architectural measurement that encompassed plant growth habit; 
low values signified a prostrate plant and high values indicated a tall, erect plant. One young but 
fully expanded leaf was taken from each plant and scanned using a flatbed scanner. Morphometric 
data of all scanned leaves was extracted using the program Lamina (Bylesjo et al. 2008). Traits 
produced by Lamina included leaf area, perimeter, circularity, indent (serrations and lobes) width, 
indent depth and indent number. Perimeter squared divided by area squared was calculated as a 
measure of leaf complexity. Indent number was divided by perimeter to calculate indent density 
along the margin of the leaf. 
Experimental design 
To estimate genetic variance underlying the ten morphological traits we grew two generations of 
plants in the glasshouse. First, we grew seeds collected from the natural populations and crossed 
them using a breeding design. Only one seed from each individual sampled in the field was grown 
because seeds taken from the same plant were likely pollinated by different individuals, making 
parentage uncertain. Within each population (eight populations; four ecotypes) half the individuals 
were designated sires (n = 17-23 per population; Table S3) and the other half dams (n = 15-23 per 
population; Table S3). Each sire was then randomly crossed to two dams according to a North 
Carolina II breeding design (Lynch and Walsh 1998). In the second generation we grew and 
phenotyped three to four offspring for each full-sibling family in a glasshouse experiment 
conducted between February and May 2015, totalling 934 individuals. The numbers of sires, dams 
and offspring for each population and ecotype are listed in Table S3. We set out to estimate genetic 
variance for each population, but due to insufficient replication of phenotyped offspring we pooled 
the data for the populations and estimated genetic variance for each ecotype separately. Phenotypic 
traits for both experiments were normally distributed and because traits were measured on different 
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scales we standardized traits within each ecotype to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. 
This is important because scaling prevented traits dominating the eigenstructure of our analyses due 
to differences in measurement units (Hansen and Houle 2008; Houle et al. 2011).  
Divergence in multivariate mean among ecotypes 
To investigate divergence in mean phenotype we conducted a multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOVA), which tested whether phenotypic variation among ecotypes was greater than within 
ecotypes. Data for the MANOVA was taken from the previous glasshouse experiment (Chapter 3), 
where we grew 15 plants per population for four populations per ecotype (Table S2) and measured 
the same traits with the same methods listed above. Ten traits were fitted as a multivariate response 
variable with ecotype set as a fixed effect and population set as the error term. From the MANOVA 
we calculated the phenotypic divergence matrix (D matrix) of population means, which described 
divergence between ecotypes in multivariate space (Lande 1979; McGuigan et al. 2005; McGuigan 
2006). To do so, we extracted the sum of squares and cross-product matrices (SSCP) for ecotype 
and population. We then constructed D using  
 D = HE-1 ,  (1) 
where H, the hypothesis matrix (ecotype) was standardized by E, the error matrix (population). 
Eigenanalysis of D gave the linear combination of traits that explained divergence in mean 
phenotype between ecotypes with the associated eigenvalue representing the amount of divergence. 
Three degrees of freedom at both the population and ecotype level gave us three vectors of 
divergence. Calculating the scores of D for each population for the first two vectors of divergence 
visualised separation between populations in the major axes of phenotypic divergence. To compare 
D with divergence in genetic variance (outlined below) we created a null expectation for D by 
randomising individual phenotypes between ecotypes 1,000 times and re-calculating D for each 
randomisation. Differences in genetic variance could then be compared to both the observed and 
randomised D matrices. 
Estimation of multivariate genetic variance components 
To estimate the genetic variance components for each ecotype separately we used the R package 
‘MCMCglmm’ (Hadfield 2010) to fit a sire model,  
 yijkl = µ + Bi + Sj(i) + Dk(ij) + Sj(i) × Dk(ij) + el(ijk) ,  (2) 
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where replicate population (Bi), and the intercept (µ) were fitted as fixed effects. Sire (Sj(i)), dam 
(Dk(ij)), and the sire × dam interaction (Sj(i) × Dk(ij)) were fitted as random effects and el(ijk) was the 
residual. Phenotype measurements for each ecotype (yijkl) were standardized to a mean of zero and 
standard deviation of one before being entered as a multivariate response. Each model was run for 
1,100,000 Marcov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling iterations, which included a burn-in of 
100,000 MCMC iterations and a thinning interval of 1,000 MCMC iterations. We used a Cauchy 
prior distribution (Gelman 2006) and to examine the sensitivity of the prior we adjusted the 
parameters to excessively large and small values, making sure the model output remained stable. 
All models converged with autocorrelation below 0.05 between MCMC sampling iterations and the 
effective sample size exceeded 85% of the total number of samples for all parameters estimated. 
We then calculated the additive genetic variance matrix, G (Gobs) as four times the sire variance 
(Sj(i)).  
Bayesian estimation of genetic variance components has the benefit of being able to carry 
uncertainty throughout the analysis using estimation at each MCMC sampling iteration (Hadfield 
2010; Aguirre et al. 2014). However, estimates are constrained to be greater than zero (positive-
definite) and therefore, testing for significant estimates of genetic variance requires comparing Gobs 
to a suitable null expectation. We used random G matrices (Gran) as the null expectation, which we 
created by randomising phenotype with respect to parentage (within ecotypes) and re-running 
model 2. We conducted 100 randomisations within each ecotype and ran a model for each. Due to 
the significant computer running time required we kept the thinning interval and burn-in period 
identical, but reduced the total number of iterations such that we sampled the smallest number of 
iterations that would give us a reliable estimate of the posterior mean. The minimum total number 
of iterations was calculated from our observed models of G by estimating the mean for a variance 
component from an increasing number of iterations until the accuracy of our estimate of the mean 
reached an asymptote. We checked convergence for the randomised G models with all models 
showing no autocorrelation between MCMC samples and effective sample sizes greater than 85% 
of the number of iterations saved. Taking the posterior mean G for each random model gave us 100 
randomized G matrices. We then compared the variance explained by Gobs to Gran for several 
analyses. 
Characterising G 
To characterise G, we estimated the univariate heritability for each trait and then looked at the 
distribution of genetic variance among orthonomal eigenvectors. Traits were standardised to a 
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variance of one within each ecotype separately and therefore, the diagonal elements of our observed 
G represented heritabilities. To identify whether our estimated heritabilities were higher than 
expected by sampling error, we compared the heritabilities taken from our posterior mean observed 
G with those taken from our randomized G matrices. The randomized distributions of heritabilities 
were calculated by taking the diagonal elements for each of our 100 randomised G matrices, which 
gave 100 random estimates of the univariate heritabilities. If the heritability estimates from our 
observed G were higher than the 95% Highest Posterior Density (HPD) interval for the randomized 
heritability distribution, we took this as evidence that our observed heritabilities were higher than 
expected by sampling error.  
To then explore the distribution of genetic variance we used eigenanalysis on the posterior mean of 
our observed G. The distribution of genetic variance among eigenvectors describes the shape of 
multivariate genetic variance, where fewer eigenvectors with relatively high genetic variance 
denote a more elliptical G. The linear combination of traits with the most genetic variance then 
describes the direction of greatest multivariate genetic variance. To quantify whether eigenvectors 
explained more variance than expected by sampling error, we compared eigenanalyses conducted 
on Gobs with Gran. We conducted an eigenanalysis on each of the 100 random G matrices and saved 
the eigenvalues, which gave the distribution of the null expectation for each eigenvector of G. If the 
eigenvalues from our observed G were higher the upper 95% confidence interval for the 
distribution of the randomised eigenvalues, then our observed eigenvectors explained more variance 
than expected due to sampling error. 
Divergence in multivariate genetic variance among ecotypes 
To investigate divergence in genetic (co)variance matrices between ecotypes we used the 
covariance tensor approach, which quantifies differences between multiple matrices and uses 
eigenanalysis to identify how traits contribute to these differences. The tensor analysis is a three-
step process; first we constructed the S matrix, which contained the variances and covariances 
between all matrices (summarised in Hine et al. 2009; Aguirre et al. 2014). As such, S provided the 
second-order matrix representation of the differences between ecotype matrices. Second, 
eigenanalysis of the S matrix gave the eigentensors, which are the linear combinations that 
explained the most difference in variance between matrices, with their associated eigenvalue 
quantifying the amount of variance in the difference attributed to each eigentensor. Third, a second 
eigenanalysis, conducted on the eigentensors, gives the eigenvectors that describe the distribution of 
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the variation within each eigentensor, corresponding to the linear combination of traits that explain 
the difference between original matrices (Hine et al. 2009; Aguirre et al. 2014). 
To determine the eigentensors associated with significant differences in genetic variation, we 
compared the difference in genetic variance explained by tensor analyses on our observed and 
randomised G matrices. For the random tensor analysis we conducted a covariance tensor on each 
randomised model of G and saved the S matrix, giving 100 random estimates of S. We then 
projected the eigenvectors of S from the tensor analysis of Gobs, through the random S matrices, 
quantifying the amount of difference in variance in the randomised G matrices explained by each of 
the observed eigenvectors. We then compared the distribution of random eigenvalues of S to the 
observed eigenvalues of S. Where the observed eigenvalues of S exceeded the 95% HPD intervals 
of the random distribution was interpreted as an eigentensor that accounted for significant 
differences in variation between ecotype matrices.  
To investigate the contribution of each ecotype to differences in variance described by the 
eigentensors we used two methods. First, we calculated the frobenius product between the original 
ecotype G matrices and the eigentensor, which gave the coordinates of each ecotype in the space of 
the significant eigentensors. Where ecotypes show differences in the coordinates reveal which 
ecotypes contribute to the differences in the eigentensor. Second, matrix projection of the leading 
eigenvectors of the eigentensors, through the original matrices, examines how much of the 
difference in variance explained by the leading eigenvectors is attributable to each ecotype. 
Aligning divergence in phenotype mean with divergence in genetic variance  
To investigate the alignment between divergence in genetic variance and divergence in phenotypic 
mean we used two matrix projections. First, to understand whether divergence in variance was 
associated with divergence in mean we projected the eigenvectors of eigentensors through D using 
 Vi = b
T
i  D bi (3) 
where b is the ith normalised eigenvector of the first eigentensor of G and D is the divergence 
matrix (D). Vi is then the amount of divergence in mean phenotype associated with each 
eigenvector of the eigentensor. We used equation 3 on the 1,000 MCMC iterations of our observed 
G, and the 1,000 randomisations of D to carry through the uncertainty for both D and the 
eigentensor of G. First, we took the first eigentensor from tensor analyses conducted on each 
MCMC iteration of G, giving 1,000 estimates of the eigentensor. We then projected the 
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eigenvectors of these eigentensors through the 1,000 randomisations of D. If eigenvectors (of the 
eigentensor) explained more divergence than expected by chance, the observed projection would 
fall outside the 95% confidence intervals of the null distribution.  
Second, adaptation is expected to move along the line of greatest genetic variance (gmax) (Schluter 
1996), but we still do not know whether gmax can also change during the early stages of adaptive 
divergence. If G has changed in orientation following adaptive divergence we expect the orientation 
of gmax, but not g2 to align with divergence in phenotype mean (D). To test this, first we converted 
gmax and g2 into (co)variance matrices (methods detailed below). Next, we conducted a covariance 
tensor analysis on the ecotype matrices representing gmax and g2. Finally, we projected the 
eigenvectors of the first eigentensor through D to identify how divergence in gmax and g2 between 
ecotypes was associated with divergence in mean phenotype. To convert an eigenvector into a 
(co)variance matrix we used  
 C = (Aλ)AT  (4) 
where A is an eigenvector and λ the associated eigenvalue. C is then a (co)variance matrix that 
represents the vector A. We calculated C for each ecotype’s gmax and g2, which provided the 
(co)variance matrix representation of each eigenvector, for each ecotype. Conducting a covariance 
tensor analysis on C between ecotypes gave the divergence in gmax and g2, with the corresponding 
eigenvectors of eigentensors providing the eigenvectors representing the greatest divergence in gmax 
and g2. Projecting the two major eigenvectors of the first eigentensor of C, through the observed 
and random D matrices (using equation 3) gave the amount of divergence in mean phenotype 
associated with divergence in each eigenvector of G. If divergence in mean phenotype has occurred 
along gmax as predicted, we expect the eigenvectors of the first eigentensor of gmax, but not g2 to 
explain a large amount of variance in D. 
Results 
Divergence in multivariate mean phenotype 
Ecotypes show dramatic differences in leaf morphology (Figure 1A) and plant architecture (Figure 
1B), which has been characterized in previous studies (Chapter 3). Here, we explored how 
divergence in mean multivariate space has occurred for leaf and architecture traits together, using 
the D matrix calculated from MANOVA.  Results from the MANOVA showed there was 
significantly more variation between ecotypes than within ecotypes, reflected by a low Wilks’ 
lambda and associated p-value (λ = 1.09x10-04, F4,12 = 3.34, P = 0.011). Multivariate phenotypic 
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variance between ecotypes described much more of the total variance (62%) than variance between 
populations within ecotypes (11%). Four ecotypes gave us three non-zero eigenvectors of D, the 
first (dmax) explained 68% of the divergence in mean multivariate phenotype, created by differences 
in traits relating to plant architecture and leaf size (Figure 1C), which separated the Tableland 
ecotype from the other ecotypes (Figure 1D). The second (d2) explained 28% of the variation, 
created by leaf morphology traits (Figure 1C), which separated the Woodland ecotype from the 
other ecotypes (Figure 1D). The third eigenvector (d3) explained 4% of divergence, attributable to 
ost of the traits (Figure 1C). 
Genetic variance underlying plant morphology  
Many of the observed heritabilities for univariate traits exceeded sampling error, suggesting that we 
have captured biologically meaningful genetic variation for these ecotypes (Figure 2). The 
Headland ecotype showed high heritabilities for architecture traits, while the Woodland showed the 
lowest genetic variance for most traits (Figure 2). Eigenanalysis of G showed that the distribution 
of genetic variance biased certain trait combinations in some ecotypes but not others. If genetic 
correlations are high, we expect genetic variance to collapse into a few linear combinations of traits 
(eigenvectors), reflected by high eigenvalues in gmax. Conversely, if genetic correlations are weak, 
genetic variance will be spread more evenly across eigenvalues of G. We found the Headland was 
the only ecotype with a very high proportion of genetic variance in gmax, while the other ecotypes 
showed more uniform distribution of genetic variance across linear combinations of traits (Table 1 
and Figure 3). However, a clear pattern across most ecotypes emerged, where linear combinations 
of architectural traits described most of the genetic variance, while linear combinations of leaf traits 
only captured a very small amount of genetic variance (Table 1). The Woodland ecotype was the 
exception, where both architectural and leaf traits were represented in eigenvectors containing high 
and low genetic variance. Importantly, many eigenvalues were significantly higher than expected 
from sampling error (Figure 3), suggesting that these trait combinations of G explain biologically 
meaningful multivariate genetic variance (see Table S4, which contains the posterior mean 
(co)variance matrices of G). 
Divergence in multivariate genetic variance among ecotypes 
To compare differences in G among ecotypes we used a genetic covariance tensor. We found three 
significant eigentensors of G that explained 39%, 10% and 7% of the difference in genetic variance 
between ecotypes, respectively. All three eigentensors described more differentiation in variance 
than expected by chance (Figure S5). However, we were only able to detect differences between 
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ecotypes in the first eigentensor (Figure S6). Table 2 contains the tensor analysis for the first 
eigentensor (E1), the major axis of differentiation in genetic variance between ecotypes. The full 
tensor analysis can be found in Table S7. Eigentensor one was dominated by the first eigenvector 
(e11), a linear combination of plant architectural traits that explained 61% of the difference in 
genetic variance between ecotypes (Table 2).  Differences in genetic variance underlying leaf traits 
(e17 – e110) explained very little of the difference in genetic variance between ecotypes (Table 2). 
The Headland ecotype was primarily responsible for divergence in genetic variance among 
ecotypes (see coordinates of the ecotype G matrices in the space of the first eigentensor in Figure 
4A). Similarly, the major axis of genetic divergence from eigentensor one (e11) explained the 
greatest amount of genetic variance in the Headland ecotype (see projection of e11 through the 
original ecotype G matrices in Figure 4B). 
Aligning divergence in phenotype mean with divergence in genetic variance 
We used two projections to examine the association between divergence in genetic variance and 
divergence in phenotypic mean. First, projecting eigenvectors from the first eigentensor of G (e11 – 
e110), through D quantified the alignment between divergence in genetic variance and divergence in 
phenotypic mean. Figure 5 shows that three of the first four eigenvectors from the first eigentensor 
(e11 – e14) explained the most divergence in mean, suggesting that greater divergence in genetic 
variance was associated with greater divergence in mean phenotype.   
Second, projection of the eigenvectors of eigentensors that represent divergence in ecotype gmax and 
g2, through D, quantified the alignment between divergence in the two major eigenvectors of G, and 
divergence in phenotype mean. The first step involved conducting the tensor analysis on 
(co)variance matrices representing differences in gmax and g2 (C matrix; equation 4), which revealed 
that the first eigentensor captured large differences between ecotypes for both eigenvectors of G 
(gmax E1 = 85% and g2 E1 = 65%). The first two eigenvectors of these eigentensors explained 50% 
and 48% of the difference, respectively (i.e., both gmax and g2 e11 = 50% and e12 = 48%). Next, 
projection of e11 and e12 (from the tensor analysis of gmax and g2) through D showed that for gmax, e11 
accounted for less divergence in phenotype mean than e12 (Figure 6A). In contrast, for g2, e11 
accounted for more divergence in phenotype mean than e12 (Figure 6B). Differences in eigenvectors 
of G can be due to differences in either orientation or magnitude. Variance in the diagonal of the C 
matrix (from equation 4) quantifies differences in the size of the original eigenvector, between 
ecotypes. Therefore, a high vector correlation between eigenvectors from the tensor analysis, with 
the variance in the diagonal of the C matrix suggests that the eigenvector of the eigentensor 
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describes divergence in size, rather than orientation of the original eigenvector. We found that e11 
described differences in the size of gmax between ecotypes (Cor(σ2diag(Cgmax), e11) = 0.89), but 
because e12 showed a low correlation with the variance in C (Cor(σ2diag(Cgmax), e12) = 0.2), e12 
described differences in orientation between ecotypes. Therefore, differences in the orientation of 
gmax aligned with divergence in mean phenotype, but differences in the size of gmax did not. In 
contrast, when considering g2 (Figure 6B), e11 described differences in the orientation of g2 
(Cor(σ2diag(Cg2), e11) = 0.14) and e12 explained differences in the size of g2 (Cor(σ2diag(Cg2), e12) = 
0.75). Therefore, differences in the size of g2 explained divergence more than the orientation of g2.  
Discussion 
Overall, multivariate phenotypic divergence among ecotypes of S. lautus occurred in two major 
axes, the first representing plant architecture and the second representing leaf shape. Divergence in 
G occurred along one major axis representing plant architecture, created by differences in genetic 
variance in the Headland ecotype. Divergence in genetic variance and more specifically, divergence 
in the orientation and shape of genetic variance aligned with divergence in multivariate phenotype 
mean. This suggests adaptive divergence is generated by differences in natural selection acting in 
combination with multivariate genetic variances underlying these phenotypes. The adaptive 
landscape has been used to as a framework to link genetic changes with adaptive divergence 
(Simpson 1944; Arnold et al. 2001), below we discuss the contribution of our results to 
understanding adaptive radiation in the context of evolution across the adaptive landscape. 
Multivariate divergence in mean phenotype among ecotypes 
Multivariate phenotypic divergence was stronger between ecotypes than within ecotypes (also 
shown in Chapter 3). Therefore, environment specific phenotypes may have arisen due to similar 
selection pressures on populations within ecotypes and suggesting an important role for natural 
selection in phenotypic evolution (Langerhans 2010; Rosenblum and Harmon 2011). Evidence for 
the repeated evolution of phenotypes has previously been described in the coastal ecotypes where 
parapatric populations of Dune and Headland exhibit repeated convergent phenotypic divergence 
along the coastline (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b). Therefore, ecotypes of S. lautus exhibit 
patterns of replicated adaptive divergence across a wide geographical scale similar to patterns 
documented in sticklebacks (Colosimo et al. 2005), African cichlids (Muschick et al. 2012) and 
Anolis lizards (Langerhans et al. 2006). Whether the replicated phenotypes in populations of 
Tableland and Woodland ecotypes are due to similar selective pressures or common descent is not 
yet known. Given the geographic separation of many populations, investigating the repeated 
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evolution of the Tableland and Woodland phenotypes could provide valuable insights into how 
spatial variation in natural selection creates similar phenotypes across a heterogeneous landscape.  
Multivariate phenotypic divergence between ecotypes was observed in two major axes captured by 
plant architecture and leaf shape in opposite directions. Recent work has identified how complex 
phenotypes can evolve when suites of traits adapt independently in a modular fashion (Melo and 
Marroig 2015). If two sets of traits are genetically correlated and natural selection operates on each 
set differently, then changes in one set of traits will have negative consequences for adaptation in 
the other set of traits. However, sets of traits may evolve as ‘modules’ if they are genetically 
independent and natural selection can produce adaptations in each module without fitness 
consequences for other modules (Parsons et al. 2012). Therefore, complex phenotypes can arise 
when natural selection modifies individual traits within a module, with several modules 
contributing to an adaptive phenotype (Mitteroecker 2009; Klingenberg 2014). If plant architecture 
traits and leaf shape traits can evolve independently, then the colonization and rapid adaptation in 
novel environments may be easier despite strong natural selection. The absence of genetic 
correlations between suites of traits could allow rapid adaptation within architecture and leaf 
modules separately, creating a complex adaptive phenotype. But further experiments are required to 
test this. 
Divergence in multivariate genetic variance 
The structure of G is predicted to be relatively stable due to genetic correlations between traits 
(Arnold 1992). However, several previous studies found differences in the structure of G following 
very recent divergence (Doroszuk et al. 2008; Eroukhmanoff and Svensson 2011; Wood and Brodie 
2015). Our results were consistent, with clear differences in the distribution and direction of genetic 
variance, driven largely by the Headland ecotype. Heritabilities were very different between 
ecotypes with higher values observed for architecture than leaf traits, especially in the Headland. 
However, genetic variance underlying architecture collapsed into the linear combination of traits 
with the highest genetic variance, while leaf traits were only represented in linear combinations of 
traits with low genetic variance, illustrating the importance of examining the multivariate 
distribution of genetic variance. Divergence in multivariate genetic variance was captured by one 
major axis representing plant architecture traits, while leaf morphology traits explained very little 
difference in genetic variance. Furthermore, genetic variance underlying architecture traits was 
disproportionally higher for gmax in the Headland and Tableland, suggesting more elliptical G 
matrices. In contrast the Dune showed similar amount of genetic variance in the first three 
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eigenvectors of G, mostly described by architecture traits. Woodland had low genetic variance for 
all architecture traits, with gmax not explaining significant variation and all eigenvectors created by 
linear combinations of both leaf and architecture traits. From these results we noted two major 
observations: First, the shape of G varied dramatically between the four ecotypes. Second, most of 
the genetic variance was found in plant architecture traits, with very little genetic variance in leaf 
morphology traits. 
Difference in shape: We believe there are two possible explanations for differences in the shape of 
G among ecotypes. First, adaptation from standing genetic variance is expected to occur rapidly 
because there is no waiting time for beneficial mutations (Barrett and Schluter 2008). Rapid 
adaptive divergence during adaptive radiation may occur when taxa possess high genetic variance 
in many independent traits, creating a spherical G and providing many linear combinations of traits 
available to natural selection, without genetic correlations creating constraints on adaptation 
(Hendry 2013). For instance, if plant architecture is under weak or no selection in the Dune and 
Woodland ecotypes, genetic variance may be maintained in multiple linear combinations of traits, 
producing a spherical G matrix. Conversely, during adaptation strong natural selection on specific 
trait combinations can collapse G into a small number of dimensions (Kirkpatrick 2009), as in the 
Headland and Tableland ecotypes.  
Second, when novel environments are colonized rare alleles present in standing genetic variation 
may become beneficial and increase in frequency, changing the genetic variance in the associated 
trait(s) (McGuigan et al. 2011). Under polygenic models of adaptation, rare alleles are likely to 
remain at intermediate frequencies even though they might contribute to large phenotypic 
differences between ecotypes (Falconer and Mackay 1996). Initially rare alleles maintained by 
mutation-selection balance would contribute little to genetic variance (Turelli 1984; Zhang and Hill 
2005). After the colonization of a novel habitat some may become beneficial and during adaptation 
they may rise in frequency, contributing more substantially to levels of additive variation in traits 
under selection (Orr and Betancourt 2001). This would not be surprising given the Tableland and 
Headland show dramatically different phenotypes (tall and erect versus prostrate), which may have 
required different genetic pathways to evolve under strong differences in natural selection, 
potentially facilitated by rare alleles of small effect increasing the available genetic variance.  
Difference in amount of genetic variance: Natural selection is predicted to deplete genetic variation, 
so the observation of abundant genetic variation in the face of strong natural selection creates a 
paradox (Walsh and Blows 2009). Linear combinations of plant architecture traits described most of 
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the genetic variance. In contrast, linear combinations of leaf morphology traits described only a 
small fraction of total genetic variance. Leaves are responsible for the water-energy balance of 
plants, which is likely to require specialized traits or combinations of traits within each environment 
(Ackerly et al. 2000). Therefore, if a small number of pleiotropic loci determine leaf shape and 
selection is strong then alleles will move to fixation rapidly, reducing the genetic variance within 
each ecotype for leaf traits underlying adaptive divergence (Blows and Hoffmann 2005). In 
contrast, selection on architecture may be weaker than on leaf morphology traits, depleting genetic 
variance more slowly. Additionally, architecture traits may be controlled by many genes of small 
effect commonly seen in plant/body size traits (Kemper et al. 2012; Peiffer et al. 2014) and making 
it difficult to deplete genetic variation because recombination and mutation can oppose the eroding 
effects of natural selection (Barton and Keightley 2002; Zhang and Hill 2005).  
Aligning divergence in phenotype mean with divergence in genetic variance  
Understanding how genetic variation interacts with natural selection to create adaptive phenotypic 
evolution remains a core tenet in quantitative genetics (Arnold et al. 2001; Arnold et al. 2008). 
Aligning divergence in genetic variance with divergence in phenotype mean can explore how 
genetic changes correspond with phenotypic evolution (McGuigan 2006). For recently derived 
ecotypes we have shown that divergence in G aligned with divergence in phenotypic mean, 
suggesting that during adaptation natural selection has changed the distribution of genetic variance. 
More specifically, changes in the orientation of gmax but not the orientation of g2 correlated with 
changes in phenotype mean. Therefore, the linear combination of traits with the greatest genetic 
variance may have changed orientation towards the direction of selection, facilitating rapid adaptive 
divergence.  
Synthesis 
We believe that adaptation of plant architecture traits is occurring independently of leaf morphology 
traits. It is possible that strong selection on few alleles of large effect has reduced genetic variance 
in leaf traits by moving them to fixation. Weaker selection on many genes of small effect held in 
mutation-selection balance has maintained higher genetic variance in architectural traits. Adaptation 
is expected to occur along gmax and we provide an explanation as to how rapid adaptive divergence 
may occur in the absence of genetic constraints. If the distribution of genetic variance in the 
common ancestor possessed similar genetic variance in many directions then G would appear 
spherical and gmax would contain a similar proportion of genetic variance to other linear 
combinations of traits. Following colonization of novel environments, selection could then act upon 
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environment-specific trait combinations without genetic correlations constraining evolution. In 
environments where selection is very strong and requires new genetic information, novel beneficial 
alleles may rise in frequency from mutation-selection balance, providing environment-specific 
genetic variation. During adaptive divergence natural selection may reduce genetic variance in the 
directions orthogonal to the direction of selection, creating a more elliptical G as seen in the 
Headland and Tableland. Our data show that the effect of natural selection has likely orientated the 
direction of greatest genetic variance in the direction of selection, allowing rapid adaptation within 
an ecotype, and divergence between ecotypes. 
Conclusions: The adaptive landscape 
The conceptual framework underlying Simpson’s adaptive landscape connects evolutionary 
processes such as natural selection and genetic drift, to species diversification during adaptive 
radiation (Simpson 1944; Arnold et al. 2001; Serrelli 2015). The adaptive landscape is represented 
as a bivariate phenotypic space overlaid with a fitness surface where topographical peaks determine 
where fitness optima lie. Adaptation on the adaptive landscape occurs when a population climbs a 
fitness peak in phenotypic space, with divergence occurring when populations climb different peaks 
(Serrelli 2015). But few empirical studies have used the adaptive landscape to investigate patterns 
and processes underlying diversification (but see Martin and Wainwright 2013; Muir 2015). Here, 
we quantified the evolution of genetic variance and phenotype mean for contrasting ecotypes to 
explore the genetic architecture underlying adaptive radiation across a heterogeneous landscape, 
which can be put into the context of the adaptive landscape.  
Movement across an adaptive landscape occurs when selection on additive genetic variance shifts 
the population mean towards a fitness peak (Arnold et al. 2001). If a common ancestor colonizes 
multiple environments, the adaptive landscape will be represented by the same phenotypic space 
with a different fitness surface for each environment. As beneficial alleles rise in frequency, 
directional selection in each environment will pull the phenotype mean towards fitness peaks in 
different areas of phenotypic space, creating adaptive divergence (Serrelli 2015). But when the axis 
of greatest additive genetic variance aligns away from the direction of selection, adaptation is 
expected to take an indirect route towards the fitness peak, constraining adaptation (Walsh and 
Blows 2009). Consequently, reconciling the stability of G with changes in phenotype mean can 
explore how rapid adaptive divergence occurs despite genetic constraints. Divergence in 
multivariate phenotype mean can be used as a representation of changes across an adaptive 
landscape because ecotypes of S. lautus are locally adapted (Chapter 2) with traits associated with 
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fitness in each environment (Chapter 3), suggesting they are ‘climbing’ or have ‘climbed’ fitness 
peaks. Therefore, D represents a shift across an adaptive landscape and aligning divergence in 
genetic variance with D explores how selection on genetic variance correlated with adaptive 
divergence across the adaptive landscape.  
A common ancestor with a spherical G matrix that colonized these four contrasting environments 
could sit in an intermediate area of the adaptive landscape between the fitness optima of the four 
environments. During adaptation, differences in directional selection in each environment favoured 
different trait combinations. In environments where selection is strong, the combination of 
beneficial genetic correlations and the rise in frequency of beneficial rare alleles can increase 
genetic variation in the direction of selection. Natural selection can then reduce genetic variance in 
directions of multivariate genetic variance orthogonal to selection, creating elliptical G matrices 
such as seen in the Headland and Tableland ecotypes. Consequently, genetic variance would then 
be collapsed into gmax and g2 to create an elliptical G while populations shifted towards the 
environment-specific optima, creating rapid adaptive diversification across a heterogeneous 
landscape. However, once adaptive divergence had progressed and genetic variance collapsed into 
fewer dimensions, genetic constraints may then bias future adaptation given environmental change 
or colonization of different environments. That is, unless recombination or mutation can re-create 
genetic variance in different directions. Future work would benefit from further testing how 
adaptive divergence occurs across an adaptive landscape using a combination of artificial 
hybridisation and field transplant experiments.  
Limitations and future directions 
Unfortunately, we could not show significant differences in genetic variance between the Dune, 
Woodland and Tableland ecotypes. With more replication, Tableland may emerge as significantly 
different to the remaining ecotypes. However, the Woodland and Dune ecotypes both showed very 
low genetic variation (Figure 2), suggesting that it would be very difficult to identify how 
divergence in the distribution of genetic variation has occurred. Heritability and trait variation is 
highly environment-dependent and as a consequence, estimation of additive genetic (co)variance 
matrices in laboratory environments may not truly represent the genetic variance underlying traits in 
the wild. Estimating genetic variance in wild populations is notoriously difficult because individuals 
need to be tracked and parentage recorded (Kruuk 2004). As such, G has only been estimated in the 
natural environment in a small number of vertebrates, such as red deer, soay sheep and great tits 
(Kruuk et al. 2000; Garant et al. 2008; Robinson et al. 2009). Unfortunately it is not feasible to 
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estimate G in the natural environments for herbaceous plants because high fecundity and the 
difficulty of tracking dispersed seeds makes identifying parentage very difficult. However, we have 
previously shown that differences in phenotype did not change between field and glasshouse 
environments (Chapter 3; Supplementary Figure S5), suggesting that although the glasshouse 
represents a fifth environment, it is similarly benign for all ecotypes, removes plasticity and 
maternal effects so that genetic variance is comparable among ecotypes.  
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Figures 
 
Figure 1 Multivariate phenotypic diversification. 
Ecotypes show differences in (A) leaf morphology and (B) plant architecture. (C) Eigenanalysis of 
D shows multivariate divergence in mean has occurred in two major axes created by plant size and 
architecture in the first axis, and leaf shape in the second axis. (D) The score for each population 
calculated from the eigenanalysis of D shows that populations from the same ecotype group 
together. The first eigenvector representing architecture separates Tableland from the remaining 
ecotypes, while the second eigenvector representing leaf morphology separates the Woodland 
ecotype from the remaining ecotypes. Lines between Dune and Headland populations indicate 
parapatric pairs along coastline. Leaf morphology does not separate Dune and Headland but instead 
each pair has more similar leaf morphology. 
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Figure 2 Trait heritabilities. 
Observed heritabilities compared to the distribution of randomly estimated heritabilities. Error bars 
are 95% HPD intervals. Architecture traits showed very high heritabilities in the Headland and 
Tableland, while heritabilities for all traits were much lower in the Dune and Woodland ecotypes. 
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Table 1 Eigenanalysis of G  
Architecture traits contributed to the genetic variance contained in gmax for all ecotypes except the 
Woodland. Leaf shape traits only contributed eigenvectors with low genetic variance. Numbers in 
bold showing trait loadings higher than 0.25. 
 
Dune Headland
Eigenvectors gmax g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8 g9 g10 gmax g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8 g9 g10
Eigenvalues 0.47 0.40 0.34 0.26 0.14 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04 2.21 0.88 0.36 0.28 0.27 0.19 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.04
Proportion 0.24 0.21 0.18 0.14 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.50 0.20 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Height -0.48 0.03 -0.11 0.65 0.49 -0.29 -0.05 0.01 -0.03 0.02 -0.26 0.14 -0.50 0.72 -0.31 0.14 -0.03 0.08 0.06 0.09
Stem Length / Width -0.26 0.10 -0.06 0.49 -0.57 0.59 -0.01 -0.06 0.05 0.03 -0.42 -0.43 0.29 0.41 0.59 -0.19 -0.06 0.02 0.02 0.05
# Branches -0.58 0.60 0.32 -0.36 -0.17 -0.20 -0.01 0.05 0.02 -0.02 0.08 -0.89 -0.18 -0.11 -0.36 0.18 0.05 0.00 -0.04 0.01
Stem Diameter -0.57 -0.76 0.02 -0.29 -0.12 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.03 -0.02 -0.51 0.01 -0.60 -0.51 0.30 0.05 -0.16 0.06 0.08 0.01
Leaf Area -0.04 0.02 -0.10 0.03 -0.04 0.03 0.56 0.26 -0.57 -0.53 -0.61 0.06 0.45 -0.18 -0.57 -0.16 -0.13 0.10 0.11 0.10
Perimeter2 / Area2 0.12 -0.10 0.01 0.19 -0.51 -0.56 -0.48 -0.05 -0.24 -0.27 0.06 0.01 0.00 -0.08 0.07 0.01 0.45 0.14 0.29 0.82
Circularity -0.07 0.01 -0.07 -0.07 0.02 -0.03 0.18 -0.91 -0.33 0.11 -0.08 0.02 -0.07 0.00 -0.06 -0.16 -0.12 -0.79 -0.42 0.37
# Indents -0.12 0.14 -0.64 -0.23 0.03 0.12 -0.34 0.21 -0.45 0.36 0.24 -0.08 -0.13 0.03 -0.06 -0.50 -0.41 -0.20 0.68 0.01
Indent Width 0.04 -0.09 0.64 0.06 0.24 0.33 -0.37 0.06 -0.51 0.07 -0.02 0.04 0.23 0.01 0.10 0.78 -0.35 -0.27 0.35 0.10
Indent Depth 0.08 -0.10 0.21 0.16 -0.26 -0.30 0.41 0.20 -0.19 0.71 -0.21 0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.03 0.67 -0.47 0.36 -0.40
Tableland Woodland
Eigenvectors gmax g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8 g9 g10 gmax g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8 g9 g10
Eigenvalues 0.95 0.82 0.36 0.28 0.21 0.17 0.15 0.12 0.08 0.05 0.41 0.26 0.19 0.18 0.12 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.04
Proportion 0.30 0.26 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.27 0.17 0.13 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03
Height -0.38 0.09 -0.31 -0.29 -0.40 0.61 0.35 0.02 -0.13 0.03 0.08 0.05 0.64 0.51 0.54 0.01 0.14 -0.05 0.02 -0.08
Stem Length / Width -0.34 0.27 -0.40 -0.38 -0.20 -0.50 -0.46 0.08 0.00 -0.04 0.09 0.23 0.22 0.21 -0.28 0.27 -0.59 0.56 0.12 0.13
# Branches -0.07 -0.15 -0.26 -0.42 0.80 0.21 -0.01 0.14 0.17 0.03 -0.53 0.71 0.24 -0.36 0.05 -0.04 0.11 0.01 -0.11 0.05
Stem Diameter -0.85 -0.05 0.29 0.36 0.23 -0.06 0.02 -0.04 -0.02 0.01 -0.13 -0.15 0.38 0.15 -0.70 0.28 0.46 -0.12 -0.04 0.00
Leaf Area 0.02 0.35 0.17 -0.24 0.15 -0.01 0.04 -0.76 -0.11 0.41 0.03 -0.26 0.22 -0.13 0.03 -0.18 -0.10 0.10 -0.76 0.48
Perimeter2 / Area2 0.05 -0.04 0.00 0.10 0.06 0.13 -0.30 0.36 -0.59 0.62 0.34 0.29 -0.23 -0.01 0.15 0.74 0.09 -0.20 -0.36 -0.01
Circularity 0.03 0.40 0.07 -0.10 0.15 -0.40 0.67 0.34 -0.25 -0.01 0.02 -0.24 0.28 -0.40 0.01 0.09 -0.19 0.12 -0.23 -0.77
# Indents -0.08 -0.20 0.34 -0.29 -0.24 -0.12 0.12 0.25 0.56 0.54 -0.68 -0.17 -0.34 0.47 0.09 0.17 -0.07 0.13 -0.28 -0.19
Indent Width 0.00 -0.20 -0.67 0.43 0.01 -0.23 0.28 -0.18 0.17 0.37 0.25 0.40 -0.10 0.38 -0.33 -0.45 -0.15 -0.26 -0.34 -0.32
Indent Depth 0.06 0.72 -0.06 0.34 0.09 0.29 -0.18 0.21 0.42 0.10 0.22 0.13 -0.18 0.04 0.04 -0.15 0.57 0.72 -0.12 -0.13
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Figure 3 Eigenvalues of G. 
Observed eigenvalues of G compared to the distribution of random eigenvalues of G. Error bars are 
95% HPD intervals. The Headland and Tableland showed higher genetic variance in gmax and g2 
relative to other eigenvectors whereas the Dune and Woodland exhibited a more similar partitioning 
of genetic variance among eigenvectors. The Woodland had the only gmax that overlapped the 
random distribution. 
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Table 2 Table summary of the covariance tensor analysis of G. 
Covariance tensor summary of G, α denotes the magnitude of the difference between matrices 
described by the eigentensor, with the proportion of variance in parentheses. Eigenvector and λ is 
the eigenanalysis of the eigentensor, giving the linear combinations of traits responsible for the 
difference between matrices. Lambda describes the amount of variation in the eigentensor that each 
eigenvector explains, with the trait loadings quantifying the contribution of each trait to differences 
in variance. Only the first eigentensor is presented with the full summary located in Table S7. 
Numbers in bold denote trait loadings higher than 0.25, suggesting they contribute to creating the 
difference in the eigenvector of the eigentensor. Plant architecture traits accounted for the greatest 
difference in genetic variance.  
 
Architecture Leaf Morphology
Eigen- 
tensor
! 
(Proportion)
Eigen-
vector
λ 
(Proportion) Height
Stem 
Length / 
Width
# 
Branches
Stem 
Diameter Leaf Area
Perimeter2 
/ Area2 Circularity # Indents
Indent 
Width
Indent 
Depth
E1 1.25 (0.39) e11 -0.95 (0.61) -0.25 -0.44 0.04 -0.50 -0.62 0.07 -0.07 0.23 -0.02 -0.21
e12 -0.27 (0.17) 0.23 -0.50 -0.82 0.06 0.13 -0.02 0.02 -0.07 0.05 0.00
e13 -0.09 (0.06) 0.55 -0.03 0.09 0.44 -0.63 0.01 0.11 0.00 -0.22 0.18
e14 0.07 (0.05) 0.04 0.00 -0.01 0.25 0.15 -0.42 -0.10 0.71 -0.24 -0.41
e15 -0.06 (0.04) 0.09 -0.72 0.53 0.17 0.36 0.15 -0.01 -0.02 -0.07 0.10
e16 -0.04 (0.03) -0.72 -0.09 -0.12 0.63 -0.18 0.12 -0.02 -0.08 -0.04 0.01
e17 0.03 (0.02) -0.19 -0.07 0.00 -0.17 0.04 -0.44 0.64 -0.20 -0.52 0.14
e18 0.02 (0.01) 0.04 0.14 -0.11 -0.05 0.14 0.76 0.26 0.16 -0.47 -0.26
e19 0.02 (0.01) -0.12 0.03 -0.11 -0.12 0.05 0.11 -0.05 0.53 -0.07 0.81
e110 0 (0) 0.01 -0.02 0.05 0.10 -0.03 0.08 0.71 0.29 0.63 -0.08
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Figure 4 Ecotype contributions to explaining differences in G.  
(A) Mean and 95% HPD intervals for the coordinates of each ecotype matrix in the space of the 
first eigentensor of G. Differences in G were created by differences between the Headland and, 
Dune and Woodland ecotypes. (B) Mean and 95% HPD intervals for the projection of the leading 
eigenvector from the first eigentensor of G through the original ecotype matrices. The Headland 
ecotype was responsible for divergence in additive genetic variance.  
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Figure 5 Projection of eigenvectors of the first eigentensor of G through D.  
Eigenvectors one, two and four had the strongest association with divergence in mean phenotype. 
Confidence intervals are 95% HPD intervals. 
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Figure 6 Projection of eigenvectors from the tensor analysis of gmax and g2, through D.   
(A) Changes in the size of gmax (e11) had a much weaker association with divergence than 
differences in the orientation of gmax (e12). (B) Changes in the orientation of g2 (e11) had a much 
weaker association with divergence than differences in the size of g2 (e12). Confidence intervals are 
95% HPD intervals. 
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Supplementary Material 
 
Figure S1 Population trait measurements for the two glasshouse experiments 
Mean and standard error estimates for all ten traits across the two glasshouse experiments. Only the 
populations represented in both experiments are included. Replicate populations within ecotype are 
represented by dots with the same colour. There were little differences in mean between glasshouse 
experiments. 
Table S2 Population locations 
 
−2
−1
0
1
2
Area Circularity IndentDepth IndentWidth MSD MSL_W Nindents.Peri P2A2 SB VegHeight
trait
Va
lue
Ecotype
Dune
Head
Table
Wood
Round
Rd1
Rd2
Ecotype Latitude Longitude Population Code Location
Variance 
Estimated
Mean 
Estimated
Dune
-27.39845 153.453808 D0 Stradbroke Island, Qld X
-28.783005 153.594018 D1 Lennox Head, NSW X X
-28.331043 153.571228 D3 Cabarita Beach, NSW X X
-30.31275 153.137762 D4 Coffs Harbour, NSW X
Headland
-27.436047 153.545529 H0 Stradbroke Island, Qld X
-28.813117 153.605319 H1 Lennox Head, NSW X X
-28.362519 153.574345 H2 Cabarita Beach, NSW X X
-30.311827 153.145572 H5 Coffs Harbour, NSW X
Tableland
-28.230508 153.135078 T1 O’Reilley’s Rainforest Retreat, Qld X X
-30.488289 152.409297 T5 New England National Park, NSW X
-28.293389 152.415917 T9 Near Queen Mary Falls, Qld X X
-26.892234 151.619021 T13 Bunya Mountains, Qld X
Woodland
-31.272984 149.070783 W1 Warrumbungles National Park, NSW X
-27.479946 152.824709 W2 Upper Brookfield, Qld X X
-30.290056 150.149194 W3 Mt. Kaputar National Park, NSW X
-27.300911 152.28361 W4 Esk, Qld X X
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Table S3 Number of sires, dams and phenotyped offspring per population and ecotype. 
 
Ecotype Population # Sires # Dams
# 
Phenotyped 
Offspring
Dune
D1 21 21 114
D3 22 22 122
Total 43 43 236
Headland
H1 23 23 151
H2 21 20 121
Total 44 43 272
Tableland
T1 20 22 114
T9 17 17 108
Total 37 39 222
Woodland
W2 21 23 118
W4 17 15 86
Total 38 38 204
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Table S4 Posterior mean G matrices. 
 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Traits Height Stem Length / Width # Branches
Stem 
Diameter Leaf Area
Perimeter2 / 
Area2 Circularity # Indents Indent Width Indent Depth
Dune
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.270 0.087 0.058 0.060 0.012 -0.012 0.007 0.013 -0.016 -0.009
2 0.087 0.184 0.044 0.010 0.012 0.011 -0.001 0.007 -0.015 0.003
3 0.058 0.044 0.381 0.002 0.002 -0.052 0.017 0.014 0.019 -0.025
4 0.060 0.010 0.002 0.407 0.002 -0.009 0.017 0.001 0.011 0.001
5 0.012 0.012 0.002 0.002 0.060 -0.008 0.005 0.019 -0.023 0.004
6 -0.012 0.011 -0.052 -0.009 -0.008 0.116 -0.008 -0.022 -0.008 0.034
7 0.007 -0.001 0.017 0.017 0.005 -0.008 0.061 0.017 -0.017 -0.009
8 0.013 0.007 0.014 0.001 0.019 -0.022 0.017 0.198 -0.122 -0.065
9 -0.016 -0.015 0.019 0.011 -0.023 -0.008 -0.017 -0.122 0.190 0.031
10 -0.009 0.003 -0.025 0.001 0.004 0.034 -0.009 -0.065 0.031 0.085
Headland
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.438 0.166 -0.113 0.283 0.294 -0.052 0.057 -0.124 -0.010 0.124
2 0.166 0.723 0.164 0.393 0.483 -0.061 0.052 -0.186 0.019 0.177
3 -0.113 0.164 0.764 -0.078 -0.133 0.001 -0.021 0.102 -0.032 -0.045
4 0.283 0.393 -0.078 0.811 0.583 -0.059 0.094 -0.248 -0.008 0.229
5 0.294 0.483 -0.133 0.583 1.006 -0.093 0.103 -0.317 0.031 0.275
6 -0.052 -0.061 0.001 -0.059 -0.093 0.068 -0.017 0.020 -0.009 -0.011
7 0.057 0.052 -0.021 0.094 0.103 -0.017 0.075 -0.023 -0.017 0.034
8 -0.124 -0.186 0.102 -0.248 -0.317 0.020 -0.023 0.229 -0.068 -0.124
9 -0.010 0.019 -0.032 -0.008 0.031 -0.009 -0.017 -0.068 0.162 0.000
10 0.124 0.177 -0.045 0.229 0.275 -0.011 0.034 -0.124 0.000 0.171
Tableland
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.314 0.158 0.029 0.214 0.009 -0.029 0.005 0.007 0.013 0.022
2 0.158 0.351 0.024 0.179 0.058 -0.026 0.063 -0.024 0.001 0.100
3 0.029 0.024 0.241 0.030 -0.022 0.002 -0.032 0.000 0.031 -0.089
4 0.214 0.179 0.030 0.766 -0.024 -0.028 -0.032 0.062 -0.015 -0.051
5 0.009 0.058 -0.022 -0.024 0.215 -0.032 0.109 -0.041 -0.101 0.164
6 -0.029 -0.026 0.002 -0.028 -0.032 0.091 -0.025 -0.015 -0.004 -0.003
7 0.005 0.063 -0.032 -0.032 0.109 -0.025 0.260 -0.039 -0.063 0.194
8 0.007 -0.024 0.000 0.062 -0.041 -0.015 -0.039 0.167 -0.061 -0.139
9 0.013 0.001 0.031 -0.015 -0.101 -0.004 -0.063 -0.061 0.279 -0.078
10 0.022 0.100 -0.089 -0.051 0.164 -0.003 0.194 -0.139 -0.078 0.506
Woodland
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.166 0.026 -0.006 0.013 0.010 -0.001 -0.003 -0.019 0.013 -0.003
2 0.026 0.102 0.012 0.016 -0.011 0.025 -0.006 -0.025 0.033 0.002
3 -0.006 0.012 0.282 0.005 -0.031 -0.028 -0.011 0.070 -0.007 -0.027
4 0.013 0.016 0.005 0.131 0.010 -0.030 0.013 0.025 -0.016 -0.022
5 0.010 -0.011 -0.031 0.010 0.080 -0.025 0.034 -0.014 -0.020 -0.008
6 -0.001 0.025 -0.028 -0.030 -0.025 0.158 -0.016 -0.073 0.033 0.033
7 -0.003 -0.006 -0.011 0.013 0.034 -0.016 0.090 -0.033 -0.047 -0.017
8 -0.019 -0.025 0.070 0.025 -0.014 -0.073 -0.033 0.270 -0.055 -0.048
9 0.013 0.033 -0.007 -0.016 -0.020 0.033 -0.047 -0.055 0.150 0.033
10 -0.003 0.002 -0.027 -0.022 -0.008 0.033 -0.017 -0.048 0.033 0.094
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Figure S5 Significant variation explained by the covariance tensor on G. 
Observed eigenvalue of S and the projection through random S matrices created from the 
covariance tensor on random G matrices. Eigentensors explain significant differences between 
matrices where the observed distribution is higher than the randomised distribution.  
 
Figure S6 Coordinates of each ecotype G in the space of the eigentensor.  
Only the first eigentensor detected differences between ecotypes. 
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Table S7 Full covariance tensor analysis 
 
 
Architecture Leaf Morphology
Eigen- 
tensor
! 
(Proportion)
Eigen-
vector
λ 
(Proportion) Height
Stem 
Length / 
Width
# 
Branches
Stem 
Diameter Leaf Area
Perimeter2 
/ Area2 Circularity # Indents
Indent 
Width
Indent 
Depth
Tensor 1 1.25 (0.39) e11 -0.95 (0.61) -0.25 -0.44 0.04 -0.50 -0.62 0.07 -0.07 0.23 -0.02 -0.21
e12 -0.27 (0.17) 0.23 -0.50 -0.82 0.06 0.13 -0.02 0.02 -0.07 0.05 0.00
e13 -0.09 (0.06) 0.55 -0.03 0.09 0.44 -0.63 0.01 0.11 0.00 -0.22 0.18
e14 0.07 (0.05) 0.04 0.00 -0.01 0.25 0.15 -0.42 -0.10 0.71 -0.24 -0.41
e15 -0.06 (0.04) 0.09 -0.72 0.53 0.17 0.36 0.15 -0.01 -0.02 -0.07 0.10
e16 -0.04 (0.03) -0.72 -0.09 -0.12 0.63 -0.18 0.12 -0.02 -0.08 -0.04 0.01
e17 0.03 (0.02) -0.19 -0.07 0.00 -0.17 0.04 -0.44 0.64 -0.20 -0.52 0.14
e18 0.02 (0.01) 0.04 0.14 -0.11 -0.05 0.14 0.76 0.26 0.16 -0.47 -0.26
e19 0.02 (0.01) -0.12 0.03 -0.11 -0.12 0.05 0.11 -0.05 0.53 -0.07 0.81
e110 0 (0) 0.01 -0.02 0.05 0.10 -0.03 0.08 0.71 0.29 0.63 -0.08
Tensor 2 0.33 (0.10) e21 -0.78 (0.37) -0.37 -0.25 -0.08 -0.84 0.17 0.02 0.09 -0.13 -0.03 0.18
e22 0.42 (0.2) 0.13 -0.03 -0.78 0.15 0.46 0.04 -0.04 -0.34 0.14 -0.01
e23 -0.39 (0.18) 0.21 0.32 -0.01 0.05 0.07 -0.06 0.47 -0.01 -0.25 0.75
e24 0.19 (0.09) 0.16 -0.29 -0.53 -0.09 -0.71 0.05 0.10 0.24 -0.18 0.02
e25 -0.14 (0.07) 0.61 0.47 0.00 -0.49 -0.08 -0.09 -0.01 0.00 0.32 -0.23
e26 -0.07 (0.03) 0.23 0.11 -0.01 -0.13 0.17 0.12 -0.54 0.04 -0.76 -0.02
e27 0.04 (0.02) -0.09 0.19 0.10 0.02 -0.37 0.49 0.05 -0.75 -0.09 -0.05
e28 -0.04 (0.02) -0.18 0.24 -0.10 -0.02 0.18 0.16 0.61 0.20 -0.35 -0.56
e29 0.02 (0.01) 0.09 -0.17 0.07 0.02 -0.09 -0.78 0.15 -0.45 -0.27 -0.19
e210 -0.01 (0) -0.55 0.63 -0.27 0.00 -0.22 -0.31 -0.27 0.07 0.02 0.06
Tensor 3 0.22 (0.07) e31 -0.79 (0.4) -0.02 -0.14 0.16 0.05 -0.47 0.05 -0.37 0.28 0.13 -0.70
e32 0.55 (0.28) -0.51 -0.57 -0.53 -0.37 -0.05 0.04 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.02
e33 0.15 (0.08) -0.71 0.06 0.67 -0.09 0.11 -0.08 -0.03 -0.04 0.05 0.08
e34 -0.15 (0.07) 0.06 0.03 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.09 -0.32 -0.51 0.78 0.11
e35 -0.11 (0.06) -0.03 -0.05 -0.11 0.15 0.81 -0.09 -0.25 -0.09 -0.08 -0.48
e36 0.07 (0.04) 0.29 -0.79 0.37 0.28 0.04 -0.20 0.12 -0.07 0.04 0.11
e37 -0.07 (0.03) 0.01 -0.06 0.01 0.14 -0.06 0.14 -0.79 -0.02 -0.40 0.41
e38 0.05 (0.03) 0.39 -0.06 0.27 -0.85 0.16 0.01 -0.14 0.04 -0.03 -0.02
e39 -0.03 (0.01) -0.01 0.03 -0.12 0.03 0.18 -0.39 -0.16 0.73 0.41 0.28
e310 0 (0) 0.01 -0.12 0.10 0.09 0.22 0.87 0.11 0.34 0.16 0.08
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Chapter 5: General discussion 
Diversification across heterogeneous landscapes has likely created much of the biodiversity we see 
today, however few experimental studies have investigated adaptive divergence across levels of 
biological and spatial organisation (but see Hereford and Winn 2008; Baythavong and Stanton 
2010; Lowry et al. 2014). Research for this thesis provided strong evidence that spatial variation in 
natural selection has created phenotypic and genetic differentiation during diversification of an 
Australian wildflower, Senecio lautus. Associating environment and phenotype data for populations 
included in a reciprocal transplant identified environmental variables and putative traits underlying 
patterns of adaptive divergence across a heterogeneous landscape. Trade-offs in phenotype and 
overall performance were evident between environments, suggesting that natural selection has 
favoured ecological specialization during ecotype formation. I showed that adaptive divergence was 
associated with evolution along lines of greatest multivariate genetic variance, but these axes of 
genetic variance have changed, providing valuable insight into the genetic mechanisms underlying 
adaptive radiation across a heterogeneous landscape. As a consequence of adaptive divergence, 
strong extrinsic reproductive isolation has evolved, but intrinsic reproductive isolation appears 
incipient with genetic incompatibilities reducing hybrid fitness only following recombination of 
genetic material between contrasting ecotypes.  
Combining results from this thesis with previous research provides strong evidence that Senecio 
lautus has recently undergone an adaptive radiation. Phenotype-environment correlation, common 
ancestry, trait utility and rapid speciation are the four criteria outlined by Schluter (2000) required 
to identify an adaptive radiation, but surprisingly few studies of adaptive radiations have provided 
evidence for all four criteria. Ecotypes of S. lautus exhibit a strong phenotype-environment 
correlation where contrasting environments contain ecotypes that possess unique phenotypes. 
Differences in phenotypes were maintained when plants were grown in a common environment, 
suggesting a strong genetic basis (Chapter 3 and 4; Ali 1964; Radford et al. 2004). An extensive 
phylogeny showed that all ecotypes share a common ancestor (Radford et al. 2004; Roda et al. 
2013a), although many ecotypes contain populations that are not sister to each other, suggesting 
that some ecotypes have evolved in parallel (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b).  
Rapid speciation requires recent diversification and evidence that barriers to reproduction are 
accumulating. Ecotypes of S. lautus exhibited immigrant inviability, extrinsic post-zygotic isolation 
and low levels of intrinsic reproductive isolation, providing evidence that ecological barriers to 
reproduction are strong and intrinsic reproductive isolation is accumulating (Melo et al. 2014; 
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Richards and Ortiz-Barrientos 2016; Richards et al. 2016). Genetic sequence data suggests that 
divergence in the system is in its infancy, having occurred well within the last million years (Roda 
et al. 2013a; Melo-Hurtado 2014). Finally, evidence of trait utility was revealed here, in Chapter 3, 
where architecture, leaf size, leaf anatomy and biomass traits exhibited a strong association with 
field performance within and between contrasting environments. Overall, recent research suggests 
that S. lautus has undergone an adaptive radiation across a heterogeneous landscape, creating 
dramatic phenotypic diversity across a plethora of contrasting environments. My research focussed 
on only four ecotypes, but field sampling and glasshouse data not presented here studied 15 
different ecotypes and 65 populations covering most of Australia (except the very northern 
latitudes).  
Studying the ecological and genetic basis of adaptive radiation across a heterogeneous landscape 
requires systems that are amenable to combining field experiments, hybridization experiments and 
common garden experiments. The use of replicate populations from multiple ecotypes of S. lautus 
across a heterogeneous landscape provided a powerful system for understanding how spatial 
variation in natural selection has created rapid adaptive diversification. Combining field and 
common garden experiments facilitated exploration into the processes underlying the dramatic 
diversification of S. lautus and provided insight into how adaptive radiations proceed. This thesis 
has explored five major components of adaptive divergence that contribute to our understanding of 
diversification across a heterogeneous landscape. Below I address each component and then discuss 
the results in the framework of an adaptive landscape to explore the contributions to our 
understanding of adaptive radiation.  
1) Patterns of adaptation 
Local adaptation is widely recognised as an important process underlying adaptive divergence 
between closely related populations, but is seldom linked to broad-scale patterns of diversification. 
Hereford and Winn (2008) showed that processes other than natural selection (e.g., genetic drift) 
likely have a strong influence on populations across a heterogeneous landscape, but these are likely 
to be masked by the effect of natural selection when populations occur in very contrasting 
environments. Angert and Schemske (2005) showed that natural selection reduced fitness of 
Mimulus transplanted outside their native range, suggesting strong local adaptation to local 
environmental conditions. Furthermore, Lowry (2014) showed that Panicum grasses are adapted to 
upland and lowland environments, as well as along a latitudinal gradient (Lowry et al. 2014). We 
found similar results using the “Local-Native-Foreign” contrast (Chapter 2), which showed that 
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local adaptation was strong between ecotypes, but weaker between populations within ecotypes. 
Environmental distance correlated negatively with population performance, suggesting that 
populations have responded to continuous gradients of soil and climatic environmental variation 
and divergent natural selection is likely responsible for ecotypic and population differentiation. 
Current suitable habitat for ecotypes of S. lautus is sparse and often patchily distributed across the 
landscape. As a consequence gene flow is likely restricted by both geographic distance and 
differences in ecology between patches of different habitat. Populations with sufficient genetic 
variation that rarely exchange migrants can rapidly adapt rapidly to contrasting environments across 
a heterogeneous landscape, which may promote adaptive radiation (Barrett and Schluter 2008).    
2) Exploring how trade-offs arise between ecotypes 
The observation of local adaptation across a heterogeneous landscape combined with dramatic 
phenotypic diversification suggests that ecological specialization to specific habitats has arisen in 
these ecotypes (Futuyma and Moreno 1988; Poisot et al. 2011). Local adaptation is expected to 
come at a cost to performance in alternative environments, leading to the evolution of trade-offs 
between environments (Hereford 2009; Agrawal et al. 2010), which can take populations into 
evolutionary trajectories with little flexibility to explore new environments. Reciprocally 
transplanting populations from contrasting environments showed that trade-offs between native and 
foreign environments arose for both phenotypic traits and overall performance. Therefore, 
adaptation has favoured ecological specialization likely produced by differentiation of beneficial 
alleles that create antagonistic pleiotropy between contrasting environments, leading to divergence 
between ecotypes (Anderson et al. 2013). Identifying how multivariate traits created trade-offs 
showed that different traits and different values of certain traits were favoured between 
environments, suggesting that natural selection creates beneficial combinations of traits to during 
adaptive divergence (Ghalambor et al. 2003; Nosil et al. 2009). Furthermore, traits were often 
beneficial in some environments but neutral in others, creating an overall complex pattern of 
multivariate trait evolution during adaptive phenotypic diversification across a heterogeneous 
landscape.  
Patterns of trade-offs also emerged as ontogeny progressed and natural selection removed foreign 
populations. The emergence of trade-offs in performance associated with both survival and 
development in Chapter 3 showed that selection in contrasting environments occurred across life 
history strategies, suggesting that selection does not operate on a single life history stage, but 
accumulates during the lifetime of these plants. Therefore, natural selection may be acting on traits 
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as they are expressed, or traits only become ecologically important later in development. This 
suggests that alleles underlying trade-offs between environments may be conditionally neutral early 
in life history, but develop antagonistic pleiotropy as ontogeny progresses. Similar results were 
found in reciprocal transplants using two species of Mimulus where one species favoured survival 
and the other faster development rates (Angert and Schemske 2005; Peterson et al. 2016). Chapter 3 
also found that differences in development rate and plant growth showed trade-offs between the 
inland and coastal environments, suggesting that different life history strategies are favoured 
between inland and coastal regions. A more detailed understanding how and when trade-offs arise 
between ecotypes could show the genetic and ecological basis of adaptive divergence across a 
heterogeneous landscape, and further explore the underlying relationship with extrinsic and intrinsic 
reproductive isolation by identifying traits that exhibit to trade-offs and contribute to extrinsic and 
intrinsic post-zygotic isolation.  
3) Quantifying phenotypic diversification 
Natural selection in complex environments can create adaptation of multivariate phenotypes. The 
observation of similar phenotypes in similar habitats provides evidence that natural selection has 
created phenotypic evolution. Repeated divergence of Dune and Headland ecotypes has been shown 
in previous work (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b). But we do not know whether similar 
phenotypes for populations within the Tableland and Woodland ecotypes are derived 
independently, or inherited by common descent. We used D to quantify phenotypic diversification 
and identify the linear combinations of traits underlying multivariate divergence. We showed that 
divergence occurred in two directions represented by plant shape/size traits in the major axis, and 
leaf morphology in the second axis, suggesting these two suites of traits diverged separately. If the 
strength and direction of selection on leaf traits is different to plant architecture traits, adaptation 
may occur independently. The evolution of complex phenotypes may occur when suites of 
genetically unrelated traits can adapt independently without the genetic constraints or pleiotropy 
preventing beneficial combinations of traits arising (Mitteroecker 2009; Klingenberg 2014; Melo 
and Marroig 2015). This may facilitate rapid adaptive divergence because beneficial combinations 
of traits are readily available to selection. Adaptive divergence occurs when there is sufficient 
genetic variance in the direction of selection, so exploring whether changes in genetic variance 
align with divergence in mean phenotype can identify the link between natural selection on genetic 
variation, and adaptive phenotypic evolution. 
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4) Reconciling divergence in genetic variance with phenotypic diversification 
The interaction between natural selection and distribution of genetic variance determines how 
adaptive phenotypic evolution proceeds (Lande 1979). Genetic correlations are predicted to render 
G inflexible and bias adaptation away from the direction of selection, constraining the rate of 
adaptation (Arnold 1992). However, similar to recent studies we found differences in G between 
recently evolved ecotypes, suggesting the distribution of genetic variance can change during 
adaptive divergence (Doroszuk et al. 2008; Eroukhmanoff and Svensson 2011; Wood and Brodie 
2015). Natural selection is expected to deplete genetic variance, but this is dependent on the 
underlying genetic architecture and the strength of natural selection (Walsh and Blows 2009). 
Identifying how ecotypes differ in the shape of G can provide insight into the antagonism between 
the genetic architecture of quantitative traits and natural selection by exploring whether genetic 
variance is present in many directions, or if genetic correlations collapse genetic variance into a few 
dimensions.  
Two major observations emerged with respect to changes in the shape of G between ecotypes: First, 
genetic variance underlying plant architecture was often very high, but low for leaf morphology 
traits. Leaves are vital for the water-energy balance of plants and therefore selection on 
environment-specific beneficial alleles may be very strong (Ackerly et al. 2000; Lee and Mitchell-
Olds 2013). If changes in only a few genes can change plant morphology then strong selection on 
different alleles in different environments could drive them to fixation and reduce genetic variance 
during adaptive divergence in leaf morphology (Kimura et al. 2008). In contrast, weaker selection 
on possibly more complex genetic architecture underlying plant architecture may not reduce the 
genetic variance to the same extent. If many genes of small effect underlie plant architecture, as 
shown in plant/body size (Kemper et al. 2012; Peiffer et al. 2014), then polygenic adaptation could 
maintain alleles at intermediate frequency as they all have similar small, positive effects on the 
phenotype. 
Second, the distribution of genetic variance varied considerably between linear combination of 
traits, which changed the shape of G between ecotypes. The Headland and Tableland exhibited 
more elliptical G matrices, while the Dune and Woodland had more spherical matrices. Natural 
selection on architecture may be weaker in the Dune and Woodland environments where neutral 
genetic variance contributes to multiple axes of genetic variance. In contrast, the Headland and 
Tableland environments showed very strong differences in phenotype, associated with very 
contrasting environments suggesting architecture may be under stronger selection. Therefore, 
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selection in the Tableland and Headland may be creating beneficial genetic correlations between 
traits and reducing genetic variance into fewer dimensions (Arnold et al. 2008). Alternatively, rare 
alleles previously held neutral in mutation-selection balance have become beneficial in these novel 
environments and they have increased in frequency during adaptation, increasing genetic variances 
(Turelli 1984; Zhang and Hill 2005; McGuigan and Blows 2010).  
If selection on genetic correlations bias adaptation away from the optimum, we expect the linear 
combination of traits with the highest genetic variance to align with changes in the mean phenotype. 
However, I found that changes in genetic variance aligned with changes in mean, suggesting that 
the orientation of G has changed, and aligned with the fitness optimum in each environment. 
Alternatively, given the changes observed in the number of dimensions of G, it is possible that 
organisms that colonise a novel environment have a spherical G with genetic variance in many 
directions in multivariate space. Selection then favours a linear combination of traits, creating 
strengthening genetic correlations and collapsing G into fewer dimensions. Organisms that colonise 
novel environments are likely to be maladapted initially, and if genetic correlations are strong and 
natural selection forces adaptation away from the optima, then persistence in the novel 
environments may be difficult. However, if organisms that undergo adaptive radiation possess high 
amounts of genetic variance in many directions, then selection on standing genetic variation can 
create rapid adaptive divergence (Barrett and Schluter 2008). 
5) The consequences of ecological divergence for extrinsic and intrinsic reproductive isolation 
Understanding diversification across a heterogeneous landscape must consider how reproductive 
isolation arises as a consequence of adaptation to contrasting environments. Differences in ecology 
or geography can both contribute to reducing gene flow and creating reproductive isolation (Sobel 
2014). Identifying the extent of intrinsic and extrinsic reproductive isolation can reveal the progress 
towards irreversible speciation and provide insight into whether homogenisation of gene pools 
would occur following environmental perturbations such as climate change or stochastic events 
(Coyne and Orr 2004). The presence of strong immigrant inviability reflected strong patterns of 
adaptation between contrasting ecotypes (Nosil et al. 2005; Baack et al. 2015). Furthermore, F1 
hybrids with a native parent performed better than those with only foreign parents suggesting that 
despite heterosis, selection against hybrids is in the process of evolving. This is concordant with 
recent research that showed extrinsic post-zygotic isolation in backcross genotypes created from the 
coastal ecotypes (Richards et al. 2016). Therefore, a strong genetic basis underlying adaptation to 
contrasting environments has created strong ecological barriers to gene flow, maintaining 
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ecological divergence. Overdominance is often cited as the most likely cause of heterosis and the 
fitness benefit for F1 hybrids containing a native chromosome suggest that the fixation of dominant 
alleles may underlie adaptation (Griswold and Whitlock 2003).  
The transition from ecotypes to irreversible species requires the accumulation of genetic 
incompatibilities to create intrinsic reproductive isolation. Artificial hybridisation in the laboratory 
can reveal how and when genetic incompatibilities arise during adaptive divergence (Coyne and Orr 
2004; Schluter and Conte 2009). Evidence of F1 hybrid heterosis in the field and laboratory 
(Chapter 2) are difficult to interpret because many genetic explanations can create patterns of 
hybrid vigour (Rhode and Cruzan 2005; Lippman and Zamir 2007). First, natural selection, genetic 
drift and inbreeding can deplete genetic variation across the genome, resulting in high levels of 
homozygosity within populations adapting to contrasting environments (Whitlock et al. 2000). If 
selection favours the fixation of environment-specific dominant alleles then many genes underlying 
selection may become homozygous dominant (Lynch 1991). Results in Chapter 2 showed that F1 
hybrids performed better when they possessed a native chromosome, suggesting that some portion 
of alleles underlying adaptation are dominant. If alleles underlying patterns of adaptation were 
recessive then high heterozygosity in F1 hybrids would combine them with dominant alleles and 
remove the beneficial effect of possessing a native chromosome under field conditions. In this way, 
heterosis could be created by overdominance produced by hybridization combining dominant 
alleles across the genome (Li et al. 2008). Second, heterosis can also be the product of positive 
additive ×	 additive epistatic interactions between diverging populations (Lynch 1991). We 
observed reductions in F2 hybrid fitness and fitness recovery in F3 hybrids, consistent with negative 
epistasis breaking up favourable genetic combinations (Edmands 1999; Fishman and Willis 2001; 
Stelkens et al. 2015). Overall, it is then possible that epistasis and reductions in genetic variation 
may be responsible for creating both heterosis, and genetic incompatibilities during adaptive 
divergence (Lynch 1991; Li et al. 2008). Overall, the presence of genetic incompatibilities in F2 
hybrids indicates that intrinsic reproductive isolation is in the early stages of accumulating, 
suggesting that these ecotypes are moving towards irreversible speciation. 
The adaptive landscape view of adaptive radiation  
The conceptual framework underlying Simpson’s adaptive landscape connects evolutionary 
processes such as natural selection and genetic drift, to species divergence during adaptive radiation 
(Simpson 1944; Arnold et al. 2001; Serrelli 2015). The adaptive landscape is represented as a 
bivariate phenotypic space overlaid with a fitness surface where topographical peaks determine 
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where fitness optima lie. Martin and Wainwright (2013) showed that offspring fitness was 
associated with two different fitness peaks that closely resembled the phenotypic space of the two 
parental phenotypes. But few empirical studies have used the adaptive landscape to investigate 
patterns and processes underlying diversification (Arnold et al. 2001), especially where adaptive 
radiation has occurred across a heterogeneous landscape.  
Adaptation on the adaptive landscape occurs when a population climbs a fitness peak in phenotypic 
space (Serrelli 2015). If we consider the adaptive landscape in one environment the fitness surface 
may have several peaks associated with phenotypic space associated with high fitness, areas with 
intermediate fitness and other areas where phenotypes are detrimental to fitness (fitness ‘valleys’) 
(Arnold et al. 2001). A population of organisms that colonizes this adaptive landscape may possess 
a phenotype in an area of intermediate fitness with adaptation occurring when the population moves 
towards, and ‘climbs’ a fitness peak (Simpson 1944; Arnold et al. 2001). Adaptation can create 
movement towards a fitness peak on the adaptive landscape when directional selection on genetic 
variance increases the frequency of beneficial alleles, shifting the phenotype mean towards the area 
of phenotypic space associated with a fitness peak. However, genetic correlations between traits 
may bias the direction of evolution away from the fitness optima, causing adaptation to occur along 
a curved trajectory and constraining the rate of evolution (Schluter 1996; Steppan et al. 2002; 
Arnold et al. 2008). Now, if we consider two adaptive landscapes, each with the same phenotypic 
space, but a different fitness surfaces for each environment. If a common ancestor colonizes both 
environments, adaptive divergence can occur when adaptation moves the population phenotypes 
towards different fitness peaks, in different areas of the phenotypic space. The fitness peak in one 
environment may be associated with a fitness valley in the other environment, creating antagonistic 
pleiotropy and a trade-off in performance that can promote immigrant inviability. Alternatively a 
fitness peak may be associated with intermediate fitness in the other environment, creating 
conditional neutrality that may promote local adaptation, but no trade-off between environments. 
Below, I synthesize the results from this thesis in the framework of the adaptive landscape. 
Chapter 2 showed that ecotypes have adapted to the contrasting environments, associated with 
dramatic divergence in phenotype (Chapter 4). This suggests that ecotypes have either “climbed”, 
or are in the process of “climbing” fitness peaks on adaptive landscapes unique to each 
environment. Chapter 3 showed that native phenotypes were associated with higher fitness, 
suggesting that adaptive phenotypic evolution has created adaptive divergence towards fitness 
peaks. Associating field performance with multivariate phenotypes in Chapter 3 revealed different 
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fitness surfaces for phenotypic variation in each environment. Areas of phenotypic space were 
associated with peaks, valleys and intermediate performance in different environments. For 
example, for plant architecture (Chapter 3; Figure 2A) tall plants had a higher fitness in the 
tableland environment, but low fitness in the headland and a more intermediate fitness in the dune 
and woodland environments; and vice versa for prostrate plants. Therefore, plant architecture was 
associated with antagonistic pleiotropy between the tableland and headland environments, but 
conditional neutrality with the dune and woodland. The strength of selection in each environment 
determined the height of the peak and the depth of the troughs, for example in the tableland 
environment native populations performed well, but those with a phenotype opposite to the native 
ecotype performed very poorly (Chapter 3; Figure 2A).  
Exploring changes in genetic variance underlying patterns of adaptive divergence across an 
adaptive landscape can reveal how natural selection interacts with genetic variation to create 
adaptive radiation. Chapter 4 showed that the linear combination of architecture traits represented 
the major axis of genetic variance in the Headland and Tableland ecotypes (elliptical G), but was 
spread across many linear combinations of traits (spherical G) for the Dune and Woodland 
ecotypes. Furthermore, adaptive divergence the in linear combination of traits with the highest 
genetic variance corresponded with divergence in phenotype mean. My interpretation is that the 
common ancestor possessed multivariate genetic variance in many linear combinations of traits. 
Following the colonization of these four contrasting environments differences in directional 
selection promoted the rise in frequency of different environment-specific beneficial alleles. In the 
headland and tableland environments architecture appeared to be under stronger selection (evidence 
from the association with fitness in Chapter 3, and phenotypic divergence in Chapter 4), which 
created beneficial genetic correlations between traits and collapsed genetic variation into axes that 
allowed rapid adaptation towards a fitness peak and created rapid divergence as a consequence. In 
the dune and woodland environments architecture appeared under weaker selection and multivariate 
genetic variance was maintained in many linear combinations of traits. Finally, the rise in frequency 
of these environment-specific beneficial alleles became incompatible between ecotypes, creating 
the patterns of intrinsic and extrinsic post-zygotic reproductive isolation in Chapter 2. Overall, this 
shows that diversification is associated with environment-specific alleles underlying phenotypes 
that are incompatible with other environments, promoting trade-offs and contributing to intrinsic 
reproductive isolation to maintain divergence and promote irreversible speciation during adaptive 
radiation.  
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During this synthesis I have insinuated that genetic constraints do not play a role in adaptive 
radiation. However, constraints may only appear following adaptive radiation, once genetic 
variance has been collapsed into a few dimensions. If ecotypes with elliptical G matrices, such as 
the Headland and Tableland, colonized novel environments or were exposed to environmental 
perturbations, adaptation may be biased to occur along the current linear combination of traits with 
the highest genetic variance, constraining the rate of adaptation to new environmental conditions. In 
contrast, the Dune and Woodland ecotypes may be able to rapidly adapt to novel environments 
because genetic variance has been maintained in many directions and selection will not be 
constrained by genetic correlations. How the colonization of multiple contrasting environments 
occurs to initiate an adaptive radiation remains a core question in evolutionary biology (Losos 
2010). If genetic variation present in many linear combinations of traits allows an organism to 
persist in novel environments then the origin of this genetic variation could be created by many 
mechanisms. A combination of weak selection, mutation-selection balance and polygenic 
adaptation may all contribute to creating the initial genetic variation in the common ancestor. 
Finally, an organism that occupies a temporally heterogeneous environment may maintain genetic 
variance in many directions due to the difficulty in specializing to changing conditions. Testing 
these hypotheses with further experimental work could help advance our understanding of the 
underlying processes creating complex patterns of rapid adaptive divergence across levels of 
biological and spatial organization.  
Future directions 
To further context of this research, future work would need to do some more basic field 
observations. The four ecotypes I have focussed on are contrasting in life history and seasonality. 
Identifying the environmental conditions associated with germination would provide information 
into their natural growing conditions. Tracking seedlings for multiple years could provide important 
information on the average life span in these environments. Mapping their populations by taking 
presence and absence data could show exactly how close populations within and between the 
Woodland and Tableland ecotypes are to each other. Taking more detailed environmental data 
could identify the microhabitats important for each ecotype.  
Identifying selective agents and the traits responding to selection is notoriously difficult. By 
characterizing the natural continuous variation present in the environment and phenotypes of 
populations included in a reciprocal transplant I related the environment and phenotype with field 
performance across a heterogeneous landscape. Future work could strive to measure more 
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environmental variables as well as more morphological and physiological traits to provide a 
uniquely comprehensive view on how many aspects of the environment affects field performance 
and identify how the phenome has reacted to this environmental variation. Further laboratory work 
could use manipulative experiments to confirm the putative selective agents and the traits under 
selection. More detailed measurements of field performance at each life history stage could dissect 
how natural selection reduces fitness across ontogeny and provide better estimates of lifetime 
fitness using Aster models (Geyer et al. 2007; Shaw et al. 2008). More replicate populations from 
the heterogeneous landscape could be included to provide a more robust regression between 
environment or phenotype, and field performance. Another avenue of research could focus on 
adaptation across a heterogeneous landscape within an ecotype by reciprocally transplanting 
numerous replicate populations to identify the relationship between geography, fine-scale 
differences in the environment and adaptive diversification.   
Ongoing work not included in this thesis includes integrating phylogenetic, environmental and 
morphology data to understand what creates adaptive diversification across much of the Australian 
continent. A collaborator (PhD candidate M. E. James) is currently working on a phylogeny of 65 
populations across 15 ecotypes for which I have already measured 25 morphological traits. Another 
collaborator (past honours student K. Marr) has produced a species distribution model for each of 
the 15 ecotypes and identified the relative role of isolation by environment versus isolation by 
distance in determining the distribution of these ecotypes across Australia. We will combine the 
data to assess patterns of broad-scale adaptive evolution in this system. Further, using the same 
morphological data, I am working on estimating phenotype variance-covariance matrices for many 
of the contrasting ecotypes where I will compare divergence in these phenotype matrices with 
environmental, genetic and geographic distance to identify what creates patterns of divergence in 
phenotypic variance. 
Understanding the mechanisms underlying natural selection during adaptation and divergence is the 
next step to this body of work and requires combining extensive quantitative genetics experiments 
with studies of natural selection in the field. Experimental evolution combining laboratory and field 
experiments is in its infancy, and could be used to truly disentangle how natural selection creates 
adaptive divergence across a heterogeneous landscape. Creating a pool of genetic and phenotypic 
variation by using recombination to combine locally adapted populations and putting them under 
selection in field experiments can identify how genomes and phenomes are responding to 
environmental heterogeneity to create adaptive divergence. Combining this with a quantitative 
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genetic approach would allow estimation of the adaptive landscape itself and show how genetic 
variances are favoured across genetic space. Although not presented in this thesis, these 
experiments are underway with several round of selection already conducted. These experiments 
may have broad implications across many sub-disciplines in biology, such as applications for 
quantifying the fragility of threatened species for translocations, more accurate species distribution 
modelling, investigating invasive species and predicting resilience to climate change. 
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